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ABSTRACT 

This study aims to explore how English-speaking learners of Chinese acquire 

Resultative Verb Compounds (RVC). The specific research questions are: Do learners 

think that change of state is achieved by using an RVC? Do learners assign resultative 

meaning to V1-le uniformly or only in certain types of situations depending on how result 

is expressed in their L1? Lastly, do learners realize that RVCs are a highly productive 

construction?  

This thesis provides linguistic analysis that can account for differences in how 

change of state is expressed in Chinese and English. It also presents a second language 

acquisition study informed primarily by the sentence acceptability judgement task. In 

English, result is typically expressed by a monomorphemic verb or by a resultative 

construction. In Mandarin, the most typical way to convey result is to use RVCs. In 

addition to differences in such phenomena as event conflation, strength of implicature 

and the incompleteness effect also constitute key differences between English and 

Mandarin. It is claimed that the major factor in determining the effect of L1 transfer from 

English to Mandarin is how change-of-state situations are expressed in English. 

In response, two experiments were conducted. The subjects were 47 learners and 

26 native speakers of Chinese. Statistical analysis (ANOVA) was applied in evaluating 

outcomes of the experiments. The results show that learners understand that RVCs must 

be used to describe change-of-state situations. However, learners do not habitually take 

the aspect marker –le as a resultative marker. Instead, the outcomes of the data analysis 
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are compatible with the interpretation of –le as a past tense marker. The analysis also 

shows that how change-of-state situations with respect to event conflation are expressed 

in English has some effect on their understanding of RVC-le vs. V1-le combinations. 

Lastly, while learners do not reject the idea that more than one RVC can describe a 

change-of-state event, they do not have full understanding of this phenomenon.  
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CHAPTER 1 

INTRODUCTION 

 

1.1. Goal of the Study 

 In this dissertation I study Mandarin Resultative Verb Compounds, English 

Resultative Construction and to some degree monomorphemic resultatives in both 

languages. I do this from a crosslinguistic perspective and from a perspective of second 

language acquisition. To put it simply, a Resultative Verb Compound, or RVC, refers to a 

two- component structure, where the first component signifies an action and the second 

component signifies the result of that action. RVCs are highly productive in Mandarin as 

they represent the predominant way of describing change-of-state situations.    

 Consider the following examples: 

 (1.1) Wo  chi     -    bao   le. 

          I      eat   -   be.full PFV 

          ‘I ate my belly full.’ 

 (1.2) Ta ti  -  zhao                    le    wo. 

           3sg kick-come.into.impact PFV I 

          He kicked me. 

In (1.1) Mandarin chi-bao (eat-be.full) and English eat (my belly) full seem to have the 

same general structure and meaning: the first component represents an action of eating 

and the second component stands for the result of that action – becoming full. This 

Mandarin Resultative Verb Compound has a matching equivalent in English expressed 

by the Resultative Construction. But if we look at example (1.2), we will see that what is 

represented in a single-component structure in English is expressed in a two-component 
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RVC in Mandarin. There are many instances exemplifying both of these types of 

sentences. How can these differences be accounted for? And is there a systematic 

explanation? Acquisition – understanding and ability to use – of Mandarin RVCs by 

English speakers has proved to be very challenging for English-speaking learners. With a 

few exceptions of those RVCs that are constantly recycled in Chinese language 

textbooks, even high-proficiency learners do not use RVCs in speech production often 

(Wen, 1995, 1997; Christensen, 1997; Duff and Li, 2002). However, they can assign 

correct meaning to various RVCs in the texts as is established in studies using sentence 

acceptability judgment tests. Is there an explanation for this significant inability to 

produce RVCs while being able to understand them when they are encountered in the 

target language? In addition to this, if we adopt Talmy’s (1991, 2000) view, as I do, that 

both Chinese and English languages belong to the satellite-framed group of languages, 

how is this framework of help in accounting for crosslinguistic differences and challenges 

that English-speaking learners encounter? Another issue that is associated with 

acquisition of RVCs is misunderstanding of the perfective aspect marker –le. It has been 

repeatedly shown that English speakers significantly overproduce this aspect marker in 

their Mandarin interlanguage. One of the findings of these studies is that when learners 

do use RVCs, they have a strong tendency to also add the perfective marker–le. Taking 

this into consideration and the fact that in speech production learners overwhelmingly 

prefer to use monomorphemic verbs followed by the perfective aspect marker –le in 

change-of-state situations (Wen, 1995; Christensen, 1997; Duff and Li, 2002), the 

following questions arise. Do learners assign resultative meaning to –le and thus treat V1-
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le combination as sufficient to express result?  Is assigning resultative meaning to V1-le 

uniformly present in all change-of-state situations or only in certain types of those 

situations? These questions and the crosslinguistic analysis associated with them are at 

the core of this dissertation. The experiments in this study are based on sentence 

acceptability judgment tasks and thus aim at comprehension of RVC-le combinations and 

their V1-le equivalents.        
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1.2. Organization of the Dissertation 

 This dissertation consists of six chapters and is divided into a theoretical part 

(Chapters 1 to 3), an empirical part (Chapters 4 and 5), and conclusions (Chapter 6). 

Specifically, in Chapter 1 I outline the aim and rationale of the study presented here. In it 

I also introduce general research questions and target constructions to be investigated. 

 In Chapter 2, I perform a crosslinguistic analysis and provide a theoretical 

framework capable of capturing the unique properties and points of comparison of 

Mandarin and English single-root and two-element resultatives. In performing this 

analysis, I first discuss how result is linguistically realized in the target languages and do 

a basic comparison to pave the way for a more thorough analysis. The goal for this 

preliminary examination is to introduce the most common ways of expressing change of 

state in the two languages. I do not take monomorphemic verbs with strong resultative 

incline out of discussing Mandarin resultatives, instead I treat those and Resultative Verb 

Compounds as two points on the continuum of event conflation. I employ Lexical-

Constructional Approach proposed by Boas (2003) as it is capable of accounting for 

general distributional differences between Mandarin RVCs and English resultative 

constructions, and it is in line with the key-theoretical framework I adopt in my 

crosslinguistic analysis. Following this, I discuss linguistic properties of Mandarin RVCs 

and English resultative constructions along with the monomorphemic resultatives. I then 

discuss productivity and constraints on formation of Mandarin RVCs and English 

resultative constructions. I take the cognitive aspect as the central point of my 

crosslinguistic analysis. The underlying argument is that the key-differences in how 
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change of state is expressed in Mandarin and English come from different understanding 

and treatment of change-of-state events by speakers of these two languages. This 

discrepancy accounts for dissimilarities in how event conflation is expressed and how 

much resultative weight can be carried by monomorphemic verbs and thus how different 

verbal patterns come to be favored by speakers of Mandarin and English. In this section, I 

employ the Cognitive Linguistics Approach (Talmy, 2000), the idea that both English and 

Mandarin belong to a satellite-framed family of languages proposed by Talmy (mainly, 

1991 and 2000), and the idea of scalarity proposed by Koenig and Chief (2008). Lastly, 

in performing crosslinguistic analysis, I briefly discuss the perfective aspect marker –le 

as there is a close connection between RVCs and –le. Here, I look at this perfective 

marker from two perspectives. I adopt Xiao’s and McEnery’s (2004) argument, which 

was originally developed by Smith (1990, 1991), that both RVCs and perfective–le 

contribute to the aspectual property of a sentence. And I briefly discuss the Mandarin 

perfective marker in relation to English simple past affix -ed and the idea that simple past 

in English is a common way to express perfectivity.     

 In Chapter 3, I discuss available research on L2 acquisition of Mandarin RVCs by 

English speakers in production tasks and acceptability judgment tasks. At the end of the 

chapter, I introduce research questions that this dissertation attempts to answer.  

 In Chapter 4, I discuss in detail research design and methodology for two 

experiments. In a broad sense, Experiment 1 is designed to answer the question of 

whether learners treat the activity predicate along with the perfective -le as a structure 

carrying resultative meaning and whether learners do it with all RVC vs. V1-le situations 
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or depending on how the same change-of-state situations are expressed in English. 

Experiment 2 tackles the question of whether learners realize that Mandarin RVCs are a 

highly productive construction in Mandarin. 

 In Chapter 5, I perform statistical analysis of both experiments using ANOVA. I 

perform two types of data analysis for Experiment 1. One is based on how Mandarin 

speakers differentiate between RVCs depending on the meaning of V1-le of RVC. The 

other one is based on how English speakers differentiate between situations depending on 

how these change-of-state situations are expressed in their L1 with respect to event 

conflation. As participants’ reaction greatly depends on the lexical meaning of the first 

member of the RVC outside of this construction, I perform an analysis of each individual 

RVC-le and V1-le pair in both types of analyses. I make my conclusions based on each 

such pair and on how change-of-state situations are described in English. 

 In Chapter 6, I discuss how results of my study answer the broader questions 

raised in this dissertation. In the concluding section, I share my final thoughts on what 

has been uncovered in this study and offer suggestions for future research.                         
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CHAPTER 2 

LINGUISTIC ANALYSIS OF MANDARIN RESULTATIVE VERB COMPOUNDS 

 

2.1. Introduction: Resultatives in English and Mandarin   

 The overall goal of this chapter is to lay out a theoretical framework that (a) is 

capable of capturing linguistic properties of resultatives in Mandarin and English and  (b) 

can pave the way to our understanding of why English-speaking learners of Chinese do 

not use such a common construction as the RVC. I will first briefly discuss how change 

of state is expressed in both languages. Then I will outline the linguistic properties of 

Mandarin RVCs and compare them to those of English resultatives. Along the way, I will 

clarify my position on terminology as different researchers seem to mean different things 

by using the same terms. Lastly, I will introduce the perfective aspect marker –le into the 

analysis. On the one hand, it is often associated with resultatives in the Mandarin native 

speakers’ speech and, on the other hand, it is commonly misused by learners of 

Mandarin, and it is unclear whether learners treat it as a past tense marker or a marker 

signaling result.  

 Monomorphemic resultatives will also be included in the discussion, as I do not 

treat them as the opposite of resultative constructions. While syntactically these two 

forms are treated differently, semantically – or better to say, cognitively – they represent 
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a continuum of how a two-subevent structure with the cause-and-effect pairing is used by 

speakers of a given language. 

 I argue that Talmy’s (mainly, 1991 and 2000) Cognitive Semantics approach best 

accounts for differences and similarities in distribution of Mandarin and English 

resultatives. I use this approach and especially Talmy’s verb- vs. satellite-framed 

languages classification to explain why acquiring Mandarin RVCs has proved to be so 

challenging to English speakers. Conclusions drawn in this and the following chapter are 

supported by the outcomes of two experiments conducted for my investigation.               

 

2.1.1. Linguistic Realization of Result in English 

 Both Mandarin and English have linguistic ways of expressing result. In 

comparing how result is realized in these two languages, I will first clarify my position on 

terminology. In broad terms, a result is understood as “the entity that comes into 

existence as a result of the action” (Fillmore, 1971; p. 376). To proceed with a more 

precise definition, result is often understood as Nedjalkov and Jaxontov (1988) describe 

it, where 

  [t]he term resultative is applied to those verb forms that express  

  a state implying a previous event. The difference between the  

  stative and the resultative is as follows: the stative expresses a  

  state of a thing without any implication of its origin, while the  

  resultative expresses both a state and the preceding action it has  

  resulted from (p. 5).    
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We should be aware that there are two distinct categories: resultative and change of state. 

As Talmy (1991) points out, the terms ‘result’, ‘resultative’ and ‘change of state’ do not 

refer to the same kind of relation between the first and the second components in what we 

call the Resultative Constructions.1 Result is only one of several options in the change of 

state category. Talmy points out that “within the referential scope of a sentence, the 

change of state can be a result only if it is conceptually paired with a cause” (p. 496). 

Examples of true resultatives which represent a CAUSE relation are shown below: 

 (2.1) I kicked the door shut. 

 (2.2) I shook him awake.  

As Talmy puts it, “[w]hile such a cause-result pairing may predominate in the usage, or 

in some syntactic circumstances be obligatory, it is not definitional of the entire state-

change category “ (p. 496). 

What we usually call resultatives, but what bears MANNER relation is exemplified 

below: 

 (2.3) The door swung/ creaked shut. 

 (2.4) He jerked / started awake. 

 It is important to keep this distinction in mind; however, I do not explicitly 

differentiate between true resultatives and true manner verbs in this study. My discussion 

mostly covers resultatives according to Talmy’s definition, especially that it is the most 

                                                           
1 Talmy defines change of state as a type of event “which is, in the case where it is conceived that a 

certain property is associated with a particular object or situation, an event that consists of a change in 
[…] that property” (1991; p. 495). 
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prevalent type of change of state verbs and constructions. However, it also includes what 

he calls manner verbs. I will use terms resultative and change of state interchangeably.  

 Result in English can be expressed either lexically or periphrastically (Talmy, 

1988a, 1988b, 1991, 2000; Boas, 2003 among many others). Lexical resultatives are 

represented by monomorphemic verbs, while periphrastic resultatives are represented by 

phrasal constructions, or resultative constructions, rather than one verb marked with 

inflections. Resultative verbs are verbs in which two subevents, the causing event and the 

resultant state, are fused in one verb to embody a lexical way of expressing a result. Some 

of the representative examples of such verbs are: 

 (2.5) break 

 (2.6) open  

 (2.7) kill  

These examples imply that these single-root forms are conceptually divided into two 

parts. (2.5) implies an action of breaking something and the result of that action as 

something being broken. (2.6) implies an action of opening something and the result of 

that action as something being open. Likewise, (2.7) entails an action of killing and 

somebody becoming dead as the result of that action.    

 Another way to express result in English is to use a phrasal structure – what is 

commonly called the resultative construction. Based on the end result, it can be generally 

categorized into two broad types of resultative constructions. In the first type, a simplex 
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verb is combined with a particle or complement phrase in order to add additional 

information about the resultant state encoded by the verb (pick off, break into pieces, 

freeze solid). In the second type, a verb that denotes an action is combined with a particle 

or a complement phrase in order to specify the resultant state caused by this action (blow 

out a candle, stab somebody to death, wipe the table clean, as opposed to dry, for 

example) (Boas, 2003). This is a basic description of the English Resultative 

Construction.   

 It should be noted that in spite of a large body of research dedicated to resultatives 

in general and resultative compounds specifically, there is “no universally accepted 

definition of the resultative construction” (Washio, 1997; p. 6). With respect to English I 

will use the term ‘resultative construction’ to refer to a freely expandable two-component 

structure bound by the division of labor between the two components where the first 

component denotes an action and the second component denotes result of that action.2 

English resultative constructions are argued to be of limited productivity (e.g., Boas, 

2003, 2005; Wechsler, 2001, 2005; Goldberg, 1995, 2005).  

The following sentences exemplify English resultative constructions. 

 (2.8)  Calm down or you’ll drive me insane.  

           Here a resultative construction consists of a matrix verb and adjective.  

 (2.9)  Tom had swept the room clean,… 

           Here a resultative construction consists of a matrix verb and adjective. 

                                                           
2 Nickel (1978) applied the term ‘division of labor’ in discussing how semantic information is distributed 
between the verb and resultative component in the resultative construction (p. 77). 
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 (2.10) She blew out the candle.  

           Here a resultative construction consists of a matrix verb and a particle. 

 (2.11) Sarah switched the oven off.  

            Here a resultative construction consists of a matrix verb and a particle.   

 (2.12) An earthquake destroys buildings by shaking them to pieces. 

            Here a resultative construction consists of a matrix verb and a   

            prepositional phrase. 

As can be seen from these examples, English resultative constructions consist of the main 

(matrix) verb and post-verbal elements bound with it. The resultative construction has the 

following phrasal structure: V NP XP where the component signifying the result is 

usually expressed by an XP with X being A, N, or P (Boas, 2003; p. 72). 

 

2.1.2. Linguistic Realization of Result in Mandarin   

 As discussed above, English has both monomorphemic and periphrastic 

resultatives. What about Chinese? What are the typical ways to express result in this 

language? Is the resultative meaning expressed fundamentally differently in Mandarin 

and English? It has been assumed and accepted (see further below) that Mandarin 

Chinese does not have single-root resultatives. What is more, it has been explicitly stated 

that in addition to the V- de Construction, which will be discussed shortly, Mandarin only 

has two-component resultative compounds (lexical resultatives), the Resultative Verb 

Compounds.3 For example, Yuan and Zhao (2011) (citing Li and Thompson (1981) and 

                                                           
3 Depending on the theoretical approach and the time period of when the terms were used, what we now 
commonly call the Mandarin Resultative Verb Compound has also been labeled as the verb-complement 
compound, verb-complement construction, resultative construction, resultative compound, V-V 
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Juffs (1996a, 1996b, 2000)) in discussing English verb break, where two subevents 

conflate in one verb, state that “this cause-effect relationship can be conflated into one 

word as in broke […]. However, the conflation of these two semantic primitives is 

impossible in Chinese” (p. 39).4 To support this statement, Yuan and Zhao provide a 

Chinese equivalent of English verb break – da-sui ‘hit-break’ rightly saying that da only 

denotes an action, and that in order to express result, it is necessary to add a resultative 

component sui. 

 (2.13) Zhangsan  da-sui     le     huaping. 

            Zhangsan hit-break PFV vase 

            ‘Zhangsan broke the vase.’ 

Nevertheless, even though in Mandarin most of the change-of-state situations require a 

two- component RVC, it is incorrect to say that Mandarin does not have single-root verbs 

in which two sub-events are fused. There are only a few of such monomorphemic 

resultatives in Chinese that I was able to identify, e.g. fu ‘pay’ and zhuan ‘turn’.5 

However, the fact that such verbs exist in Chinese should not be ignored. 

 Even though Mandarin has some monomorphemic resultatives, the most typical 

way of expressing a change-of-state situations is to use an RVC. Some of the 

                                                           
resultative compound (Chao, 1968; Thompson, 1973; Li and Thompson, 1981; Shi, 2002; Xiao and 
McEnery, 2004, etc.). 
4 Emphasis is mine. 
5 These examples are taken from Koenig and Chief (2008) where they are described as verbs not licensing 
the Incompleteness Effect. Refer to Section 2.2.3.2 for discussion of IE.   
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representative examples of RVCs are da-ku ‘hit-cry’, ku-shi ‘cry-wet’, and xi-ganjing 

‘wash-clean’ as in (2.14) - (2.16).6 

 (2.14) Ta  da-ku   le       wo. 

            3sg hit-cry  PFV   I 

            ‘He hit me such that I cried.’    

 (2.15) Ta   ku- shi      le       shoujuan.    

            3sg   cry-wet  PFV   handkerchief. 

            ‘He cried the handkerchief wet.’ 

 (2.16) Zhangsan    xi-ganjing           le      yifu. 

            Zhangsan    wash-clean       PFV clothes 

                       ‘Zhangsan washed the clothes clean.’ 

There are two resultative constructions in Mandarin: the Resultative Verb Compound and 

the V-de Construction. To provide a clearer definition of the RVC, I will begin by 

discussing the differences between the RVC and the V-de Construction.   

 These two constructions differ in three respects. Firstly, even though both RVC 

and the V-de Construction often contain the same action and result components, the V-de 

Construction differs from the RVC in that the slot where a result is expressed is not 

limited to a single-word element. The V-de Construction can be more complex and take a 

small clause in the place where only a verb or adjective (what would be V2 in an RVC) 

can be used in RVCs (Sybesma, 1999).7 The following examples illustrate a case when, 

                                                           
6 There is another type of resultative verb construction in Mandarin which refers to direction as la-chu 
‘pull-exit’ in Ta la-chu le zhuozi ‘he pull-exit PFV table’ ‘He pulled out the table’. It is usually called the 
Directional Verb Compound (DVC). The DVC falls outside the scope of research presented here and will 
only be considered in the metaphorical sense (or what Thompson (1973) calls directional endings with 
‘metaphorical’ meanings ) as a resultative constituent (as in wen-chulai ‘ask-exit.come’ ‘find out 
something by asking’ or cun-xialai ‘save-down.come’ ‘save up’, for example). 
7 Even though V2 position is not occupied by verbs only but by adjectives also, the term ‘V2’ is used for 
convenience. However, when providing a gloss for RVCs where V2s are adjectives, I will translate those V2s 
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with the exception of the particle –de, the same components are used in both 

constructions (2.17a and 2.17b) and a case when the result component in the V-de 

Construction is extended to a small clause (2.18). 

 (2.17) a. Ta   ku  – shi    le       shoujuan.  

                3sg  cry – wet  PFV   handkerchief. 

                ‘He cried the handkerchief wet.’ 

            b. Ta   ku    de  shoujuan            shi    le.  

                3sg cry   DE  handkerchief   wet  PFV 

                ‘He cried such that the handkerchief was wet.’ 

 (2.18)     Ta  ku   de    mama    bu   zhi        gai          zenme   ban  le. 

                3sg  cry  DE   mother  not  know   should   how       do    RFV 

                ‘He cried such that his mother did not know what to do.’ 

 Secondly, except for a potential infix, - de- and a negative infix -bu- indicating 

impossibility of achieving or failure of achieving a result, nothing can be inserted 

between the two constituents of an RVC (2.19a). These are the only two instances of 

when a resultative verb compound allows additional elements inside it (Shi, 1998). For 

                                                           
as adjectives and not as verbs. To illustrate, consider the following examples. 
 
 (a) … yi    ge  hen  ganjing de   fangjian  
           one CL very clean     DE  room 
            ‘one clean room’ 

 (b) Zhe  ge    fangjian  hen   ganjing. 
       this  CL  room       very  clean 
       ‘This room is very clean.’ 

 (c) Fangjian  ganjing  le.  
       room       clean      PFV  
       ‘The room became clean.’ 

In these three instances, ganjing is an adjective. Adjectives in Mandarin bear [+V] feature which allow the 
aspect marker -le to be suffixed to them. It should be noted, however, that not all linguists agree with the 
notion that adjectives have a [+V] feature. Gu (1992), for example, argues that the adjective ganjing in (b) 
and (c) belong to different categories where in (b) it is a noneventive stative verb and in (c) it is an 
achievement verb. 
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example, dao-de-man means ‘to be able to fill (something) with fluid material’ and dao-

bu-man means ‘not being able to fill (something) with fluid material’ (this could be 

applicable to a situation when an Actor does not have enough water to fill in a glass – the 

Patient). However, the V-de Construction allows degree modifiers such as hen ‘very’, 

feichang ‘extraordinarily’, ‘extremely’, etc. (2.19b). 

 (2.19) a. *Ta   ba    zhuozi   ca       hen    ganjing le. 

                3sg  BA   table     wipe  very    clean PFV 

                Intended: ‘He wiped the table very clean.’  

                Ta   ba    zhuozi   ca  -   ganjing le. 

                3sg  BA    table     wipe-clean  PFV 

                ‘He wiped the table very clean.’   

            b. Ta ba zhuozi   ca    de hen/ feichang     ganjing. 

                3sg BA table wipe DE very/extremely clean 

                He wiped the table very/extremely clean. 

 Thirdly, RVCs do not allow V2 (when it is an adjective) to be reduplicated (2.20a) 

while the V-de Construction allows its second constituent be reduplicated (2.20b).  

 (2.20) a. *Ta   ba  yifu         xi       gan gan jing jing     le. 

               3sg BA  clothes  wash-be.clean-be.clean  PFV 

               Intended: ‘He washed the clothes very clean.’ 

               Ta   ba   yifu        xi    -   ganjing   le. 

               3sg  BA   clothes  wash-be.clean PFV 

               ‘He washed the clothes clean.’ 

           b. Ta   ba  yifu        xi         de   gan gan jing jing      le. 

               3sg  BA  clothes  wash  DE   be.clean-be.clean  PFV 

               ‘He washed the clothes very clean.’ 

 As can be seen from the above examples, both RVC and the V-de Construction 

can be used to express result, and they have the same order of events: action followed by 

result. Moreover, they both exemplify productive constructions in Mandarin. When a 
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speaker wants to intensify result of an action or expand on the result, the V-de 

Construction is used. Otherwise, the resultative verb compound is preferred.   

 Lexically, RVCs are a combination of two or more morphemes (verbs or 

adjectives) forming a single verb (among many others, Chao, 1968; Thompson, 1973; Li 

and Thompson, 1981; Y. Li, 1990). The components of the RVC can be either transitive 

or intransitive with V1 expressing a cause and V2 expressing result. In other words, the 

resultative meaning is expressed by the second constituent and the result is caused by the 

action verb of the first constituent. The two components always follow this schema.  

 (2.21) Qing      guan - diao  dendeng. 

            Please   close - fall    electric light   

            ‘Please turn off the light.’ 

 (2.22) Wo   xi    -    ganjing le      yifu. 

            I   wash -   clean      PFV cloth  

            ‘I washed (my) clothes clean.’ 

 (2.23) Wo   xi    -   po          le     yifu. 

            I     wash - be.torn   PFV cloth 

            ‘I washed (my) clothes to holes.’  

   

 In example (2.21), the verb guan ‘close’ implies some degree of resultative 

meaning of ‘performing an action of turning an object off and completing or succeeding 

in this action.’8 The resultative component diao ‘fall, drop’ confirms the implied result of 

light being turned off. In sentences (2.22) and (2.23), on the contrary, both V2s specify 

what result was achieved: the clothes becoming clean as a result of washing them in 

                                                           
8 This verb is one of those verbs which implies result but this result is not necessarily realized. Refer to 
Section 2.2.3.2 for discussion of scalarity of Mandarin V1s (of potential RVCs). 
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(2.22) and the clothes becoming damaged, or getting tears as an outcome of being washed 

as in (2.23). 

 Syntactically, RVCs involve two or sometimes three roots forming a construction 

that schematically looks like V1+V2. The RVC acts like a single verb, meaning that (1) 

nothing can be inserted between its components9, (2) the aspect marker, which often 

accompanies RVCs,10 follows the compound, and (3) arguments follow the entire RVC 

rather than being inserted between the action and result predicates (Chao, 1968; Li and 

Thompson, 1981; Chen, 2008). The last point can be schematically represented as NP1 

RVC NP2.   

 Just as there is no uniformly accepted definition of the term ‘resultative 

construction’, there is no definition of the term ‘resultative verb compound’ which is 

agreed upon by all linguists who work with the Chinese language. It is beyond the scope 

of this work to argue for any specific view on what should be taken as an RVC. In this 

study I will assume the following definition: 

  The Resultative Verb Compounds represent a highly productive  

  construction which consists of two elements bound by the division  

  of labor where the first element refers to an action and the second  

  element signals the result of that action. The two components form a  

  single entity which behaves like a verb and, with the exception of  

  two infixes –de- and -bu-, does not allow any particles or other  

  elements inserted between the two components of an RVC.  

 

                                                           
9 As was discussed earlier, strictly speaking it is not true. Two infixes may be allowed between the two 
components of an RVC but they do not expand an RVC into a phrasal structure. 
10 Use of the aspect marker –le and RVCs will be discussed in section 2.3. 
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2.1.3. Basic Comparison of English and Mandarin Resultatives 

 In this section I will briefly compare Mandarin and English resultatives based on 

the definitions and examples provided so far. This will provide background for a more 

thorough crosslinguistic analysis. 

 There are several points to make when comparing Mandarin RVCs and English 

resultatives. The first point addresses the question of what type of English resultatives 

corresponds to Mandarin RVCs best: lexical or periphrastic resultatives? This point is 

worth looking into because usually linguists working with Mandarin RVCs make general 

statements about it and thus, I believe, miss important characteristics of Mandarin 

resultatives. As discussed earlier, it is usually asserted that the RVC represents a case of 

lexical resultatives which behave like a single word but can be further analyzed into two-

root words: verb-verb combination or verb-adjective combination. It is true that many 

RVCs correspond to monomorphemic resultative verbs in English (i.e., Mandarin sha-si 

‘kill-die’ ‘kill’ and English kill as was discussed earlier). There are, however, two points 

that are usually overlooked: (1) both Mandarin and English have monomorphemic verbs 

in which two subevents are conflated and (2) Mandarin RVCs correspond both to 

English monomorphemic verbs and to resultative constructions. It is not true that “[i]n 

general, an RVC as a whole constitutes the semantic counterpart of an English 

monomorphemic state-change verb. The state-change meaning of an RVC is entailed and 

indefeasible, just as it is in English monomorphemic state-change verbs” (Chen, 2008; p. 

28). It is not a question of whether different ways to express a resultant state in Mandarin 

(RVCs and monomorpemic resultative verbs) match ways in which a resultant state is 
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expressed in English. It is rather a question of scale, or degree. Both English and 

Mandarin have monomorphemic verbs in which two subevents are conceptually 

conflated. The difference, and a crucial one, however, is that English has far more of this 

type of verbs than Mandarin (Shi, 2002; Talmy, 1991, 2000). 

 The second thing to note is that with respect to two-component constructions, 

despite the fact that the two components of Mandarin RVCs are bound together and the 

two components of English resultative constructions are not, the basic structure of RVCs 

and English resultative constructions is the same: the first component expresses an action 

and the second component represents the result of that action. In many cases, Mandarin 

RVCs can be translated into English resultative constructions.11 It is illustrated in the 

following examples. 

 (2.24) Ta xiao   -  feng le.  

            3sg laugh - silly PFV 

            ‘He laughed himself silly.’  

 (2.25) Wo chi - bao le. 

            I    eat - full PFV 

                       ‘I ate my belly full.’ 

 (2.26) Wo ca   -   ganjing le     zhuozi. 

                       I  wipe -  be.clean PFV table 

            ‘I wiped the table clean.’ 

 (2.27) Zhangsan  zhai - xia         le      pingguo. 

            Zhangsan  pick - descend PFV apple 

            ‘Zhangsan picked off an apple.’ (from a tree) 

                                                           
11 By the word normal I mean ‘accepted by native speakers as sounding ordinary in meaning and linguistic 
representation.’  
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 (2.28) Xiao mao yao -  si    le     laoshu.  

            little cat  bite - die  PFV mouse 

             ‘The kitten bit the mouse to death.’ 

 These are only a few of many examples where an RVC has an English equivalent 

which is expressed by the resultative construction. On the other hand, there are many 

RVCs which have no ready equivalent in English. Here are some examples. 

 (2.29) Nei bei     jiu    zui           -  dao le     Zhangsan. (Cheng & Huang, 1994) 

            that CLF wine get.drunk - fall  PFV Zhangsan 

             ‘That cup of wine caused Zhangsan to be so drunk that he fell.’ 

 (2.30) Lisi mang     - huai       le     Zhangsan. (Cheng & Huang, 1994) 

            Lisi be.busy - get.sick PFV  Zhangsan 

            ‘Lisi got Zhangsan to be sick from being too busy.’ 

 (2.31) Ta   da - ku   le     wo. 

            3sg hit - cry PFV I 

            ‘She hit me so that I cried.’ 

 Even in such cases, how a situation with a state-change event is described adheres 

to the same structure of a resultative construction: main verb which indicates an action 

(the first component of the resultative construction) is followed by a particle, word, or 

phrase expressing result of the action (the second component). It may seem intuitive and 

perhaps not worth emphasizing, but it appears this way because both Mandarin and 

English belong to the same general category of satellite-framed languages (Talmy, 1991, 

2000). This point will be elaborated on in section 2.2.3. 

 Returning to the syntactic representation, a key difference, however, is that an 

RVC behaves like a single verb with no elements allowed between V1 and V2, while the 

English resultative construction behaves like a phrase. (2.32) illustrates the structure of a 

Mandarin RVC, and (2.33) shows the structure of an English resultative construction.  
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 (2.32) Agent         + Activity Predicate + Result Predicate + Postverbal NP 

            Zhangsan     da               –              sui      le                    huaping. 

            Zhangsan     hit               –              break PFV                vase 

            ‘Zhangsan broke the vase (by hitting it).’ 

 

 (2.33) Agent + Activity Predicate + Patient/Theme + Result Predicate assertion  

            ‘Tom     pounded                    the metal            flat.’ (Yuan & Zhao, 2011) 

 As can be seen, RVC is highly restricted in expandability12 while the English 

resultative construction is freely expandable. In both constructions, the activity predicate 

is represented by a verb. However, in Mandarin the result predicate is expressed either by 

a verb or by an adjective, whereas in English it can be an adjective, preposition, 

prepositional phrase, or adverb.13 Another important difference is that in English tense 

and aspect markers are associated with the first element of the resultative construction, 

but in Chinese the aspect marker -le follows the second element of the resultative verb 

compound.14 In other words, in English tense and aspect markers follow the matrix verb 

and in Chinese the aspect marker -le goes after the entire RVC. All of the above can be 

summarized in the following table. 

Table 2.1 Basic Comparison of English and Mandarin Resultatives 

English Mandarin 

 

1. Monomorphemic Verbs: 

       - example: open, kill 

        

 

1. Monomorphemic Verbs: 

        - example: zhuan ‘turn’, fu ‘pay’     

 

                                                           
12 That is not to say that the RVC is not a productive construction. Productivity of Mandarin RVC is 
discussed in Section 2.2.2. 
13 As with Chinese, I am only considering those cases when a preposition or prepositional phrase is used 
as a resultative and not as a directional element. For instance, in ‘He scared me to death’, PP ‘to death’ is 
used as a resultative component of the resultative construction ‘to scare somebody to death.’   
14 It is accepted by most linguists that Chinese is a tenseless language. There are no grammatical tense 
markers in Chinese. 
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       - a common way to express result 

 

 

2. Resultative Construction: 

       - examples: scare (me) to death, wipe  

         (the table) clean  

 

     

       - basic structure: 

          V        (NP)        V, ADV, Prep., PP 

         action              result/outcome of action 

       morpheme         morpheme, particle or  

                                 phrase    

 

       - freely expandable 

       - tense and aspect markers are associated  

         with the first component of the 

         construction 

       - limited productivity 

 

       - an uncharacteristic way to express  

         result   

 

2. Resultative Verb Compound: 

       - examples: kan-dong ‘understand by  

         reading/looking at’, ca-ganjing zhuozi  

         ‘wipe the table clean’ 

 

       - basic structure: 

          V                    V, Adj.                 (NP) 

        action              result/outcome of action     

        morpheme       morpheme 

 

     

       - highly restricted in expandability 

       - aspect marker -le is associated with the  

         second component; it follows the entire  

         RVC 

       - highly productive 

 

 This basic assessment raises theoretical questions as well as questions directly 

related to language acquisition. What is the underlying source of differences between 

English and Mandarin resultatives? Can the answer to this question shed light on the 

following questions? Do learners recognize that in most cases the resultant state in 

Mandarin is expressed by the second element of an RVC (Qiao, 2008; Yuan and Zhao, 

2011)? And why do learners consistently under-produce RVCs, over-produce the aspect 

marker -le in general and have a strong tendency to add -le to RVCs (even when it is not 

mandatory) in production tasks (Wen, 1995, 1997; Christensen, 1997; Duff and Li, 

2002)? I address these questions in the following sections of this Chapter and in Chapter 

3.   
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2.1.4. Mini-Constructions in Lexical-Constructional Approach to Resultatives: Boas and 

 Thompson         

 

 I will conclude this section by bringing the Lexical-Constructional Approach to 

resultatives into the discussion. The approach treats semantics of verbs as the basis for 

the distribution of resultative constructions. It also takes into consideration multiple 

individual meanings of each verb by themselves as the key element as opposed to 

regarding constructions, in which verbs may exist, as defining the meaning of resultative 

constructions. This framework was developed by Boas (2003 and 2005).15 He refers to 

each such conventionalized resultative construction as a mini-construction with its own 

semantic, pragmatic and syntactic selection restrictions (Boas, 2005; p. 451-52).16  

 Having analyzed the syntactic and semantic distribution of English resultative 

constructions, Boas argues that “it is extremely difficult to predict the distribution of 

resultatives on the basis of compositional mechanisms and abstract semantic constraints 

alone” (2003; p. 315). Instead, he concludes that “[e]ach particular sense of a verb 

constitutes a mini-construction represented by an event-frame with its own 

semantic/pragmatic and syntactic specifications” (p. 315). Based on these statements, he 

classifies all resultative constructions into conventionalized and nonconventionalized 

constructions. Conventionalized constructions mean that these are constructions that do 

not conform to ordinary compositional processes of formation, that verbs belonging to 

                                                           
15 Boas develops this approach based on 6,000 resultative sentences drawn from the British National 
Corpus (100 million words). 
16 Boas points out that he draws the concept of mini-constructions from works on frame semantics 
proposed by Fillmore (1982) and Fillmore and Atkins (1992). 
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these constructions show different collocational constraints, making it difficult to apply 

generalizations in order to account for the distribution, and that these constructions 

containing such verbs are accepted by most of monolingual native speakers.17 

Nonconventionalized, or novel, constructions, on the other hand, are constructions that 

are formed “by analogical association with an existing conventionalized mini-

construction” (Boas, 2005; p. 454). To exemplify, a case of a conventionalized resultative 

construction is Tom blew the napkin off the table and a case of a nonconventionalized 

construction is Tom sneezed the napkin off the table. Sneeze the napkin off the table is a 

novel construction built on the analogy from blow the napkin off the table. Normally, 

sneezing, as opposed to blowing, does not involve moving objects off their original 

places; this verb is used by analogy with blow in the same construction.   

 My goal here is to briefly state which framework is capable of capturing the 

distribution of resultatives in both English and Mandarin based on actual language use. 

The cognitive side of change-of-state events and use of resultatives will be discussed later 

(Section 2.2.3). The framework that is usually referred to by those working with 

Mandarin resultatives and favoring a constructional approach (e.g., Chen, 2008; Yuan 

and Zhao, 2011; Lee and Ackerman, 2011) is that of Goldberg (1995) and Goldberg and 

Jackendoff (2004 and 2005). However, I feel Goldberg’s approach to resultatives does 

                                                           
17 For further elaboration about the meaning of the term ‘conventionalized’ with respect to resultative 
constructions, consider the following quote from Boas (2003): 
 Since the distribution of resultative phrases is at least partially arbitrary  
 and cannot be predicted on general grounds, it must be conventionalized  
 information associated with matrix verb. As Stubbs (2001: 58) puts it: ‘Many  
 other perfectly grammatical ways of saying the same things are conceivable:  
 but people just don’t say them’ (p. 142).    
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not explain the distribution and formation of RVCs. I will briefly provide a rationale for 

why the lexical-constructional approach proposed by Boas is preferred in this study.18 By 

doing so, I will outline the main differences between the approach proposed by Boas and 

the constructional approach developed by Goldberg and Jackenddoff.19  

 The underlying differences between the two approaches of resultatives lie in the 

fact that Goldberg argues that a semantic, bottom-up approach cannot possibly account 

for all resultatives, although she does not deny the importance of semantic information 

that verbs carry (for example, such constructions as in He sneezed the napkin off the 

table). Boas’ approach is exactly a bottom-up approach, as he makes his claims based on 

corpus (or collocational) analysis and places heavy emphasis on the semantic information 

provided by verbs.      

 As can be seen from how Boas defines the constructional approach, his approach 

differs from Goldberg and Jackendoff’s in that “it does not rely on independently existing 

'meaningful constructions as items stored in the lexicon' (Goldberg and Jackendoff, p. 

534) in order to explain the distribution of resultatives” (Boas, 2005; p. 451). The concept 

of productivity of resultative constructions in English is also treated differently.  Both 

accounts argue for partial productivity (more limited productivity in Boas’ view), but 

Boas considers each particular resultative construction as conventionalized as long as it 

appears in the British National Corpus (BNC) at least once. Boas classifies the 

                                                           
18 For a detailed analysis of such, refer to Goldberg and Jackendoff (2004 and 2005), Boas (2005), and 
Wechsler (2005). 
19 As can be seen in the previous foot note, Wechsler (2005) also pointed out some inaccuracies in 
Goldberg’s and Jackendoff’s (2004) further development of the constructional approach to English 
resultatives originally proposed by Goldberg (1995). However, these issues will not be discussed here as 
they, although important in themselves, are not crucial to comparing these two frameworks.    
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Resultative Constructions (like in Tom sneezed the napkin off the table) which are not 

present in the BNC or dictionaries as nonconventionalized. He explains these novel 

constructions by analogical extension (from Lars blew the napkin off the table). Thus, his 

account is able to explain problematic resultatives (which pose a problem in Goldebrg’s 

and Jackendoff’s description) by “(i) stating detailed selection restrictions for 

conventionalized resultatives, and (ii) offering a set of constraints that limit the 

production of nonconventionalized resultatives. Neither option seems to be offered by 

G&J, who posit a set of meaningful subconstructions and generalizations to “show how 

these meanings predict many of the properties of resultative sentences” (Boas, 2005; p. 

538). Lastly, Boas emphasizes the connection between collocational restrictions of 

resultative constructions and world knowledge (the off-stage information) whereas 

Goldberg and Jackendoff do not acknowledge such a connection.   

 Boas’ lexical-constructional approach to English resultatives is supported by 

Thompson’s (1973) work in which she discusses lexical rules governing the formation of 

Mandarin RVCs. She demonstrates that “a transformational derivation of RV’s is 

unsatisfactory” and that “a discussion of the lexical operations [is] needed to account for 

RV’s” (p. 364). In her discussion of lexical rules governing the formation of RVCs,20 

Thompson states that those RVCs that are grammatical but not used by native speakers 

can be explained by the “properties of things in the world around us that limit the 

‘usefulness’ of such forms” (p. 370). This statement goes in line with Boas’ emphasis on 

world knowledge. Boas’ division of resultative constructions into conventionalized and 

                                                           
20 They are outlined in Section 2.2.2 dealing with productivity and constraints of formation of RVCs. 
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nonconventionalized can also be applied to Mandarin RVCs. Novel RVCs can be created 

on the spot by analogy with conventionalized RVCs. Even though Thompson (1973) does 

not use these exact terms, she talks about recycling of lexical items “through the lexical 

rules, which are mostly optional, before they are inserted into underlying representations” 

(p. 368). These are not to be confused with meaningful constructions that Goldberg 

argues for, as it is still impossible to account for all RVCs based only on independently 

existing constructions, even if we look at a family of constructions; it is the semantic 

knowledge that drives the formation of well-formed resultative constructions. To 

exemplify Thompson’s point, a case of conventionalized RVC is ya-bian ‘press-be.flat’, 

and a case of nonconventionalized RVC is ji-bian ‘squeeze-be.flat’. Thompson explains 

that the latter RVC can be used in describing an unusually crowded situation as in exiting 

an overcrowded bus, for example (p. 370). This example of a conventionalized and 

nonconventionalized pair of RVCs is supported by the fact that the Academia Sinica 

Balanced Corpus of Modern Chinese contains several examples with ya-bian and none 

containing ji-bian.21          

 To conclude, the lexical-constructional approach to resultative constructions (both 

the Resultative Constructions in English and RVCs in Mandarin) is based on Boas’ 

constructional approach to resultatives in English and German languages (2003 and 

2005) and Thompson’s (1973) lexical rules for the formation of RVCs. RVCs can be 

looked at from the point of view of mini-constructions depending on the semantics of V1s 

                                                           
21 I am following Boas’ (2003) treatment of resultative constructions as nonconventionalized. He 
considered resultative constructions as such if they did not appear in the British National Corpus.   
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involved, and can be classified as conventionalized and nonconventionalized resultatives. 

Besides general lexical and syntactic rules of formation, general culture-specific 

knowledge of the world plays a crucial role in determining the acceptability of English 

resultative constructions and Mandarin RVCs. In the following section, I will discuss the 

linguistic properties of Mandarin RVCs and English resultative constructions in further 

detail. 
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2.2. Properties of Mandarin RVCs and English Resultatives 

2.2.1. Semantic Classes of RVCs in Li and Thompson (1981)  

 I will select my target items (RVCs) for the experimental study based on Li and 

Thompson’s (1981) classification. The following introduces semantic classes of RVCs 

based on their work. Both components of Mandarin RVCs are expressed by a wide range 

of verbs as they are taken from open sets.22  The V1 slot is usually occupied by either 

transitive or intransitive verbs, and the V2 slot is usually occupied by stative verbs 

(including adjectival verbs) or a limited number of verbs denoting action.23 Types of 

verbs that are used as V2 are more restricted than those used as V1.  

  Depending on the kind of result expressed by RVCs, Li & Thompson group 

RVCs into four categories: (1) cause (as in da-po hit-break ‘break’), (2) achievement (as 

in xie-qingchu write-clear ‘write clearly’); (3) direction (as in pao-chulai run-come.out 

‘come running out’), and (4) phase (as in guan-diao turn-fall ‘turn off’). I will group 

RVCs into the following categories: cause RVCs (2.35), achievement RVCs (2.36), 

phase RVCs (2.37), and metaphorical RVCs (2.38). Since DVCs (directional 

resultatives) fall outside of the scope of this study, this group is eliminated except for 

when directionals assume a ‘metaphorical’ meaning as exemplified in Thompson (1973). 

                                                           
22 In this respect Mandarin is similar to English where “a wide range of verbs is found in the resultative 
construction, so no specific classes of verbs are identified here” (Levin, 1993; p. 101). 
23 As Talmy (1991, 2000) points out, the majority of V1s in RVCs are verbs that in themselves do not make 

any assertion about the result achieved (moot fulfillment type of verbs) or verbs in which a particular 

resultant state is implied but not entailed (implied fulfillment type of verbs).  
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 (2.34) Ta  xie-shanglai    le     nei  ge   zi. 

            3sg write-come.up PFV that CL character 

            ‘He remembered how to write that character.’     

Below are examples of RVCs for each category.     

 CAUSE:  

 (2.35) Ayi       chui    -  mie              le      lazhu.   

           Aunty  blow    - extinguish  PFV   candle 

           ‘Aunty blew out the candle.’   

 ACHIEVEMENT: 

 (2.36) Ta      zou   -   lei            le.   

            3sg      walk -  be.tired  PFV 

            ‘He walked herself/himself tired.’ 

 PHASE: 

 (2.37) Ta  guan  -  diao le     diandeng.    

            3sg  close  -  fall   PFV  electric light 

            ‘He turned off the light.’ 

 METAPHORICAL: 

 (2.38) Wo  lei             -  si     le.   

            I       be.tired  -   die  PFV 

            ‘I am tired to death.’ 

 Here I will adopt Li and Thompson’s (1981) traditional classification of RVCs 

with a slight modification. In the group of metaphorical RVCs I do not distinguish 

between what is uniformly called the resultative verb compounds (RVCs) and directional 

verb compounds (DVCs) as long as they convey a figurative meaning. For example, in 

sentence (2.38) V2 –si (die) does not mean that the Actor actually died due to exhaustion. 

Likewise, V2 –chulai (come.out) in (2.39) does not imply direction in the literal sense.  

 (2.39) Ta wen – chu          - lai      le     nei   jian shi. 

            3sg  ask – come.out – come PFV that CL  matter 

            ‘He asked about that business/matter (and found out what he intended to   

                       find out).’ 
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I am particularly interested in this group of RVCs because the resultative construction 

with metaphorical meaning is prevalent in English (Boas, 2003). 

 (2.40) Dan talked himself blue in the face. 

 (2.41) I expect she would laugh her socks off if she found you here in royal  

           regalia.  

 (2.42) He laughed himself to death.    

In examples (2.40) – (2.42) none of the results expressed in the resultative component 

actually took place. The resultative component in these sentences expresses a figurative 

meaning.  

  

2.2.2. Productivity and Constraints on Formation of RVCs and English Resultative     

            Construction 

 

 The variety of types of verbs that can be V1 and V2in RVCs suggests that RVCs 

are highly productive.24 It is difficult, if possible at all, to capture specific rules that are 

able to explain the formation and constraints of Mandarin RVCs. In her discussion of 

RVCs, Thompson (1973) provided a detailed list of rules of formation. Below are 

schematic representations of some of them: 

 (2.43) V1  + V2    [V1 – V2] RVC 

                action                    intransitive        

           da-sui: ‘strike-be.in.pieces’ 

                                                           
24 With respect to what classes of verbs cannot be V2, the only true limitation is that normally verbs 
denoting action cannot be used as resultative predicate (except for xiao ‘laugh’ and ku ‘cry’). 
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 (2.44) V1  + V2    [V1 – V2] RVC 

           motion                    direction 

           na-chulai: ‘take-come out’  

 (2.45) V1  + -xiaqu ‘continue’  [V1 – xiaqu] RVC 

           action         direction             

               shuo-xiaqu: ‘keep talking’ 

 (2.46) V1  + -kai ‘away, separate’  [V1 – kai] RVC 

                motion 

           zou-kai:  ‘walk-away’ (= ‘get away’) 

 (2.47) V1  + -dao ‘up to’   [V1 – dao] RVC 

           action or ‘cognitive’ verb 

           shu-dao 100: ‘count until 1000’ 

Thompson (1973) provides an account for grammatical but unacceptable RVCs by stating 

that those RVCs are not accepted based on the general knowledge of the world (also 

Boas, 2003; Talmy, 1991, 2000) as is illustrated in (2.48) and (2.49). 

 (2.48) *tui-bai  

   push-be.white 

 (2.49) *piao-dong 

  bleach-move 

 English, on the other hand, is much more limited in the formation of resultative 

constructions as it is subject to several constraints. One of them is called Direct Object 

Restriction (proposed by Simpson, 1983 and developed further by Levin and Rappaport 

Hovav, 1995) which in essence means that the controller of the result component in the 

construction is the object NP of the activity component. This restriction, however, does 

not apply to Chinese. It is possible to say Wo zou-lei le ‘I walk-be.tired PFV’ where lei 

‘be tired’ has a thematic relation with the Actor in the sentence. Another constraint 
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proposed by Goldberg (1991) is called the Animate Instigator Constraint which means 

that only an animate Actor is accepted as the subject of a sentence with a resultative 

construction. Thus, it is unacceptable to say The hammer pounded the metal flat. This 

constraint does not apply to Chinese, as the following example is a normal sentence:   

 (2.50) Chuizi       chui-ping      le     na  kuai jinshu. 

            Hammer   hammer-flat PFV that CL metal 

            ‘The hammer hammered the metal flat.’ 

To summarize, except for the necessity to follow the order of ‘Action Predicate’ + 

‘Result Predicate’, Mandarin RVCs do not have any clear-cut constraints on their 

formation, while English is subject to several constraints. In both Mandarin and English, 

habitual use of language plays a role in favoring certain combinations of V1V2 over others 

despite the fact that these unaccepted RVCs may be grammatical.  

 In the following section, I will discuss Talmy’s crosslinguistic analysis of the two 

languages in detail as it brings everything that I have discussed up to this point together 

as well as provides a theoretical framework that is able to explain why English speakers 

encounter such difficulties in acquiring Mandarin RVCs.    

 

2.2.3. Cognitive Aspect of Resultatives 

 In this section I consider how adult speakers of Mandarin and English understand 

change of state: how they construe the two-subevent structure that linguistically is 

expressed as resultatives. The basic question that I will examine is as follows. Do 

speakers of Mandarin and English express cause-and-effect differently? In order to 
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answer this question, I will first introduce the concept of satellite- vs. verb-framed 

languages. Then I will discuss the verbal patterns of resultatives in English and Mandarin 

and show that even though both languages utilize the same patterns, the preferences that 

English and Mandarin give to each pattern are very different, almost opposite to each 

other. I will go on to discuss the reasons for this mismatch: (a) different understanding 

and thus different expression of event conflation and (b) different representation of 

scalarity in the two languages. This discussion is informed by works of Talmy (1988a, 

1988b, and especially 1991 and 2000) and Koenig and Chief (2008).   

 

 

2.2.3.1. Verbal Patterns of Resultatives and Their Mismatch in Mandarin and  

  English 

 

 Talmy (1988a, 1988b, 1991 and 2000) identifies two main groups of world 

languages: satellite-framed and verb-framed. The difference between verb-framed 

languages (i.e., Spanish) and satellite-framed languages is that “[l]anguages with a 

framing satellite regularly map the supporting event into the main verb, which can thus 

be called a supporting verb. On the other hand, languages with a framing verb map the 

supporting event either onto a satellite or into an adjunct, typically an adpositional phrase 

or a gerundive-type constituent” (Talmy, 1991; p. 486). For instance, in English I blew 

out the candle, “the satellite out expresses the core schema of the framing event – 

transition to a new state, that of being extinguished – while the verb blow expresses the 
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supporting event, one with the relation of Cause to the framing event” (p. 487).25 Talmy 

(1991) points out that Chinese is “a strongly satellite-framed language” (p. 515). In 

Chinese wo chui-mie le lazhu ‘I blow-extinguish PFV candle’ it is the satellite mie that 

indicates shift to a new state and the supporting element chui shows the means by which 

the result was achieved. In this respect, Mandarin and English speakers conceptualize 

resultative events very similarly. There is, however, a crucial difference in what is 

expressed by the first component of a resultative construction in each language. This 

leads to the differences in exact ways of how Mandarin and English habitually express 

change of state. Below is a classification of resultatives proposed by Talmy. He singles 

out four verbal types, or patterns, of resultatives. Their in-depth analysis can be found in 

Talmy (1991). 

Type 1: Component 126: action 

             Component 2: state-change resulting from that action 

  Examples: kick vs. kick flat  

 When this type of verb is taken by itself, it only refers to a simplex action. When 

a resultative component is added, we understand this construction as a certain change of 

state taking place as a result of the action. When something is kicked flat, we take it as 

                                                           
25 As opposed to Spanish “Apague la vela de un soplido / soplandola, ‘I extinguished the candle with a 
blow / blowing-it’, the main verb expresses the transition to a new state while the adjunct, either the 
prepositional phrase or the gerundive, expresses the supporting event of Cause” (Talmy, 1991; p. 487). 
26 I use ‘component 1’ and ‘component 2’ instead of Talmy’s ‘verb’ and ‘satellite’ mainly for convenience 
and because I do not take a firm stand on the issue of whether Chinese is a clear case of a satellite-framed 
language. The evidence that I see in the existing descriptive literature and the outcomes of the 
experiment presented in this study point to Chinese as a satellite-framed language, but a serious 
discussion about it lies beyond the scope of the present research.   
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something becoming flat as a result of being kicked. 

Type 2: Component 1: action + intention  

  Component 2: fulfillment of that intention 

  Examples: hunt vs. hunt down 

 When the verb is taken by itself, in addition to an action it also refers to an 

intention leading to a particular result. The verb implies that there is an intended result 

and the resultative constituent signifies that change of state does occur. When somebody 

hunts somebody else, the verbs means that the Patient is hunted for with the intention for 

the Patient to be captured. However, when somebody hunts somebody else down, it 

means that the intended result has been actualized and the Patient is in captivity now. 

Type 3: Component 1: action + intention + implicature of fulfillment of the intention 

  Component 2: confirmation of that implicature 

  Examples: wash vs. wash clean 

 When a verb belonging to this type is taken by itself, it implies an action that 

takes place with a certain intention to come about and the implicature that that the 

intention is realized. When something is washed, an action of washing happens, the 

intention of the Patient to be clean and the implicature that the Patient, in fact, becomes 

clean. When something is washed clean, the word clean confirms that the Patient 

becomes clean as a result of washing. “With the satellite absent, the speaker is 

presumptive of the occurrence of the intended result; whereas, with the satellite present, 

the speaker is certain of the occurrence of the intended result” (Talmy, 1991; p. 512).  
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Type 4: Component 1: action + intention + fulfillment of that intention 

             Component 2: not usable 

  Examples: drown27; * drown dead / to death  

 Verbs of this type differ from the previous one in that that the fulfillment of the 

intention is not only expected but actually fulfilled. This type of verbs does not take 

resultative components and so these verbs are used as simplex verbs since they mean that 

the intention of an action is fulfilled. Adding a resultative component would be 

superfluous. If somebody drowned somebody else, the verb drown means that the Agent 

performed an action of submerging the Patient in water with the intention of the Patient 

to die and fulfilling this intention.    

 It is important to keep in mind that Type (4) of English resultatives is virtually 

absent in Mandarin but widely accessible in English. As Talmy states in his work on 

cognitive semantics (2000),  

  English verb is generally construed to refer to a simplex action  

  of the intrinsic-fulfillment type. In particular, it is generally  

  construed to specify the attainment of a certain final state, and  

  to be neutral as to the particular actions that led up to that state. 

  […] In Mandarin, by contrast, the referential terrain covered by  

  a typical English verb is conceptually divided into two portions,  

  as in the implied-fulfillment pattern. The two portions are as  

  follows: the final outcome, conclusively confirmed by a satellite,  

  and an action performed with the intention that it lead to that  

  outcome, which is indicated by the verb.  

  Accordingly, the unitary referent of an English verb often has a  

  counterpart in Mandarin a two-part conceptualization expressed  

  by a verb plus satellite (p. 273). 

                                                           
27 Meaning ‘to cause somebody to drown.’ 
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The following table exemplifies the fact that many two-component resultative 

constructions in Mandarin, where the two subevents have to be clearly stated, are 

expressed in monomorphemic resultatives in English. 

Table 2.2 Examples of Mandarin and English Counterparts: the Intrinsic-Fulfillment  

                Type Verbs in English and Implied-Fulfillment Type Verbs in Mandarin 

 

Mandarin 

two-subevent structures 

English 

conflated event structures 

           ti                             -               zhao 
propel the foot so              +         into impact      

as to impact with 

 

         sha                            -                si 

assault so as to kill            +         to death 

 

        zhi                              -              hao 
treat so as to cure              +         to health (lit.: good) 

 

        zhe                             -              duan 
squeeze circumpivotally   +         brake         

in upon so as to break 

kick 

 

 

 

kill 

 

 

cure 

 

 

break (e.g., snap a stick) 

 

 Out of the remaining three types of verbal patterns, Type (3) is the most prevalent 

in Mandarin. At the same time, as Talmy points out, “English is not rich in the 

confirmation type of verbal pattern” as it has only scattered instances of Type (3) 

resultatives (1991; p. 511). “Although the confirmation type of realization is minimal in 

English and many other familiar languages, some languages have an extensively 

developed system of lexicalized implicature and confirmation thereof” (p. 515). 

Mandarin is such a language. What is more, Mandarin, unlike English, has abundance of 

RVCs where the satellite – V2 – in addition to expressing fulfillment or confirmation 
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(2.51), also expresses ‘underfulfillment’ (2.52), ‘over-fulfillment’ (2.53), ‘antifulfillment’ 

(2.54), and ‘other-event’ (2.55) (Talmy, 2000).  

 (2.51) implied-fulfillment verb where V2 confirms the implicature of V1: 

            Wo ba   gunzi  zhe-zhe       / duan     le. 

            I     BA stick   break-broken/snapped PFV 

            ‘I broke the stick.’ 

  

 (2.52) underfulfillment of what was implied in V1 and expressed in V2: 

            Wo ba gunzi zhe - wan     le 

            I     BA stick break-bent PFV 

            lit.: ‘I broke the stick bent.’ 

            ‘I squeezed in on the stick to break it, but only managed to bend it.’ 

 

 (2.53) overfulfillment of what is entailed in V1:  

            Wo wan - she      le zhu pi. 

            I     bend- broken PFV bamboo skin 

                       lit.: ‘I bent bamboo bark broken.’ 

            ‘I pressed in on the bamboo bark to bend it but wound up breaking it.’ 

 

 (2.54) antifulfillment of what is normally implied in this type of V1: 

            Wo ba   chenyi xi - zang    le. 

            I     BA  shirt   wash-dirty PFV 

            ‘I washed the shirt dirty.’28  

 (2.55) other-event, where the actual outcome of what is expressed in V2 is not  

                       what is normally associated with the action of V1:   

                                                           
28 Talmy prefers a different translation -- ‘I washed the shirt (e.g., in the river), but it came out dirtier than 
before.’ – but as Boas (2003) noted, the Resultative Construction wash [something, e.g., clothing] dirty is 
perfectly acceptable to some English speakers. It is especially so when a sentence with this construction is 
put in an appropriate context. This and other such examples discussed in Boas (2003) lead to the 
conclusion that while the antifulfillment satellites are not typical, they are possible in English. 
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            Wo xi - po      le    chenyi. 

            I    wash-torn PFV shirt 

            ‘I washed the shirt torn.’ or (my addition) ‘I washed the shirt to holes.’29 

 This classification provides a possible explanation for why English speakers 

would have difficulties in production when it comes to RVCs: even though both 

languages are satellite-framed, the precise patterns of how change of state is expressed 

linguistically are different. The following section introduces a concept that is largely 

informed by what has been discussed here and further elaborates on the differences in 

understanding change-of-state events.  

 

 

2.2.3.2. Event Conflation and Scalarity: Elaboration on the Source of Paradoxical  

  English Translation 

 

I will now discuss event conflation and the notion that what constitutes a simplex 

event and what constitutes a complex event depends on the language. This notion is 

important because it explains the existence and preference of verbal patterns discussed 

earlier: English and Chinese differ in how change-of-state events are expressed. Before I 

provide examples, I need to explain what I mean by it. This idea is based on Talmy’s 

(1991) discussion of simplex and complex events. He points out that 

  [a]n entity that can be cognized as an event can vary over a range  

  of structural complexity, which can be characterized both  

                                                           
29 Here, again, Talmy prefers a translation in which there is no resultative construction directly 
corresponding to Mandarin RVC. The sentences that he uses to translate the Chinese sentence is ‘I 
washed the shirt, and it got torn in the process.’ This is another case, where Boas (2003) states that to 
some native speakers this sentence – I washed the shirt torn/to holes – is acceptable. I asked several 
English speakers, and they gave me the same feedback, namely, that this sentence sounds acceptable, 
especially if the situation in which this could have happened is explained.  
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  conceptually and in terms of its linguistic expression. At the simpler  

  end, a simplex event is an event that can be expressed by a single  

  clause, and that cannot be further partitioned with the resulting   

  subportions also able to be cognized as events and expressed by  

  single clauses […] Next in scale is an event that can in many  

  languages be expressed by – to use traditional terminology –  

  a complex sentence consisting of a main clause and a subordinate  

  clause that has an adverbial subordinating conjunction, and that –  

  to adapt the syntactic terms – could be called a complex event  

  which is in turn partitioned into a main event and subordinate  

  event (both simplex events in the simplest case), together with  

  the relation that the subordinate event bears to the main event (p. 481).30 

 

To explain this, consider these examples. 

 

 (2.56) a. He killed him. 

            b. Ta sha-si    le     ta.  

                           3sg kill-die PFV 3sg 

 (2.57) a. Did you see her outside? 

            b. Women yi lu zhuizong ta, que zai xuedi li kan-dao le lian ge ren de  

                jiaoyin.31 

                We all.the.way track 3sg, but in snow inside see-attain PFV two CL  

                           person DE  footprints 

                ‘We followed his tracks, but we saw footprints of two people on the  

     snow.’ 

The English example in (2.54a) can be analyzed into two simplex events as follows: 

1. The Actor assaulted the Patient. 

2. The Patient died. 

Here, the original sentence with a complex event is analyzed into two simplex events. 

The first sub-event caused the second sub-event.  

                                                           
30 The farthest type of event on the continuum of complexity that Talmy discusses is a coordinate event 
which consists of two equipotent events and the relation between them. I will not go into further 
discussion of it as it does not apply to the RVC and English Resultative Construction.  
31 This sentence was taken from Academia Sinica Balanced Corpus of Modern Chinese. 
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 As we can see, in the verb kill, two sub-events are conflated into a 

monomorphemic verb. However, if we look at sentence (2.54b), we can observe that in 

Chinese the equivalent of kill has both sub-events expressed linguistically. The first 

component of the RVC expresses the action of killing and the second component shows 

the result of it – death of the Patient.    

 The latter pair of examples (2.55a) and (2.55b) represents a different way of 

expressing an event. In English (2.55a), the event of seeing something is expressed by a 

one-morpheme verb (simplex event). In Chinese (2.55b), this event is expressed by an 

RVC, consisting of the action of looking and the result of that action-- noticing (complex 

event): 

1. The Actor performed an action of looking at the footprints. 

2. The Actor noticed the footprints.    

  When it comes to the conflation of two sub-events in a single-root verb for 

change-of-state situations in English, (a) there are verbs that allow two sub-events to be 

conflated in a monomorphemic verb (stab, for example); (b) there are verbs that require 

conflation of two sub-events (kill); (c) while others disallow this conflation and require 

the change of state (at least intended change of state) be expressed in a separate 

component (kick (somebody) black-and-blue or read (oneself) sleepy). If we look at 

resultative verbs and constructions from this point of view, we can see that Chinese has a 
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certain number of type (a) verbs32, is severely limited in type (b) verbs, and is prevalent 

with type (c) verbs.  In addition to this, as we have just seen, what is construed as a 

simplex event by English speakers is not necessarily construed as such by Mandarin 

speakers. 

 Up to this point, I have discussed the four verbal patterns in resultatives in 

English and Mandarin. Following Talmy, I argue that from the point of view of cognitive 

semantics, even though the two languages express change of state using the same four 

verbal patterns, they differ in how prevalent each verbal pattern is in the two languages. I 

have discussed one of the major reasons for this mismatch: crosslinguistic differences in 

the notion of simplex event vs. complex event. I will now introduce another reason for 

the discrepancies in the verbal patterns in resultatives – strength of implicature (to use 

Talmy’s (1991) term) for a certain result, or the concept of scalarity (Koenig and Chief, 

2008). These two concepts are closely connected in that the latter is an elaboration of the 

former. They are both tied to the notion of complexity of events.   

 The implicature, or what I would also call the degree of resultativeness, seems to 

act  “not as a discrete factor that is either present or absent, but as on a cline with 

different degrees of strength, possibly in part correlating with different strengths of the 

Agent’s intention for a further result” (Talmy, 1991; p. 513). It seems that English has a 

far finer ‘cline in strength of implicature’ than Mandarin, which pays much more 

                                                           
32 To remind, in order for most verbs to have any resultative meaning in Mandarin, the perfective aspect 
marker –le must be present. It is in the combination with –le that we can say that a monomorphemic verb 
can have a resultative meaning.  
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attention to the exact final outcome rather than whether the result implicated in the verb 

was achieved or not, or whether there is an implicature that a result could be achieved. To 

illustrate, Talmy provides a list of verbs with increasingly stronger implicature that the 

intention to cause death of the Patient, for example, was fulfilled. The last verb in the list 

does not implicate but affirms that the end result of the intention did in fact happen. 

 

 (2.58) The stranger (a) choked / (b) stabbed / (c) strangled / (d) drowned him. 

                             --------------------------------------------------------------------> 

           (strength of implicature: from weak to strong) 

Talmy reports that the verb choke does not involve the end result, death of the Patient, for 

some speakers, while for others it implies some indication of killing. The strength of the 

implied, or intended, end result gets stronger with each verb in (2.56) from (a) to (d). He 

also points out that “the increasing degree of implicature of fulfillment across the four 

example verbs tends to correlate with the verbs’ decreasing ability to take a satellite that 

confirms the fulfillment, perhaps because such confirmation would be increasingly 

redundant” (p. 513). 

 (2.59) The stranger choked / stabbed / ?strangled / * drowned him to death.    

 Mandarin does not show such variability in the strength of implicature. But then 

exactly how much ‘resultativeness’ do verbs carry in Chinese and English? In answering 

this question, we can find a solution to a problem of paradoxical English translations of 

many Mandarin verbs related to change of state. This discussion is mainly informed by a 
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work of Koenig and Chief (2008), who in turn draw their conclusions from Koenig and 

Muansuwan (2000), Lin (2004) and especially Talmy (1991 and 2000).   

 Below are examples by which Koenig and Chief illustrate situations with 

paradoxical English translation, when the information contained in the second clause of a 

sentence contradicts information contained in the preceding clause.  

 (2.60) Xu Mei he   Sun Mazi ba   Lao Luo sha le     mei       sha-si.33 

            Xu Mei and Sun Mazi BA Lao Luo kill PFV did.not kill-die34 

            ‘Xu Mei and Sun Mazi killed Lao Luo but didn’t make him die. (lit.)’ 

 

 (2.61) Wo (…) gai le     xin   fangzi, fangzi hai mei       gai-wan. 

            I (…) build PVF new house, house still did.not build-finish 

            ‘I built a new house, but it is not finished.’ 

 

 (2.62) Tuoersitai de Zhanzheng yu Heping wo bu xihuan, du le ji ci dou mei du- 

            wan. 

            Tolstoy DE War and Peace I not like, read PFV several time all did.not   

                       read-finish 

            ‘I don’t like Tolstoy’s War and Peace, I read it several times, but never  

            finished reading it.’ 

 

Koenig and Chief (2008) describe this phenomenon in these sentences as follows. 

“[Mandarin] sentences whose English translations typically denote induced change of 

state can felicitously apply to situations where the change of state seems not have 

occurred thus leading to paradoxical English translations. In other words, it is as if […] 

there are described killings in which no death occurred, repairs in which nothing gets 

fixed” (p. 243). They label this phenomenon the Incompleteness Effect (the IE) “meaning 

                                                           
33 All examples are taken from Google by the authors. 
34 To be consistent with how examples are presented in this dissertation, I changed how some words are 
coded: le in the original is marked as PERF, I mark it as PFV; mei in the original is marked as ‘not’, I mark it 
as ‘did not.’ 
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that the described killing […] need not be completed” in Mandarin (p. 243). They argue 

that the source of the IE is the meaning of the verb stem (V1 of a potential RVC). 

According to this proposal, only a subset of what Koenig and Chief call induced changes 

of state stems leads to the IE (p. 249)35.  

 As Koenig and Chief point out, and this is crucial in comparing Mandarin and 

English, Mandarin has many more verbs that are monomorphemic verbs with implied 

fulfillment than English does and many clearly resultative verbs in English are verbs only 

with implied result in Mandarin.  Based on this observation by Talmy, Koenig and Chief 

propose the Scalar Hypothesis. They explain it with regard to Chinese as follows:  

  The basic insight underlying our hypothesis is that only stems  

  that denote event-types that include a change of property that is  

  a matter of degree can be incomplete stems. To illustrate […]  

  killing involves seriously lowering the degree of somebody’s  

  health. Similarly, reading involves going through more or less  

  of some printed material and cooking involves changing more  

  or less the chemical structure of vegetables or meat so that it  

  conforms to some cultural norm (p. 251).36 

 

Below is a list of verbs that license the IE and verbs that do not and, therefore, exemplify  

 

monomorphemic resultative verbs.   

 

 

 
 

 

                                                           
35 Refer to Table 2.3 for examples of verbs allowing the IE. 
36 The more formal presentation of the Scalar Hypothesis is as follows:  

 only those stems that denote induced normative gradable changes can lead to the IE.  
 Induced normative gradable changes are those changes that (i) are the result of an  
 activity and (ii) whose resulting state is equivalent to a gradable normative property  
 such that (iii) the proto-patient argument’s degree on the relevant scale at the  
 event’s final time interval is greater than at the event’s initial time interval (p. 251). 
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Table 2.3 Examples of Incomplete and Complete Stems in Mandarin37 
 
 

Verbs licensing the IE Verbs not licensing the IE 

 

bei             ‘to recite (memorize)’ 

chang        ‘to sing’    

chi             ‘to eat’   

dian           ‘to light up’ 

du              ‘to read’ 

gai             ‘to build’ 

guan          ‘to close’ 

jian            ‘to cut with scissors’ 

jiao            ‘to teach’ 

hong          ‘to dry (clothes)’ 

nian           ‘to read’ 

quan          ‘to persuade’ 

sha            ‘to kill’ 

xiazai         ‘to download’ 

xie             ‘to write’ 

xi               ‘to wash’ 

xiu             ‘to repair’ 

zhi             ‘to cure’ 

zhu            ‘to cook’ 

zhua          ‘to catch’ 

fu               ‘to pay’ 

jin              ‘to soak/immerse in liquid’ 

kai             ‘to open’38 

kao            ‘to bake’ 

yan            ‘to pickle’ 

zha            ‘to deep fry’ 

zhuan        ‘to turn’ 

 

 

 
 

Returning to examples (2.60) through (2.62) provided at the beginning of this section: 

  

 (2.60) Xu Mei he Sun Mazi ba Lao Luo sha le mei sha-si. 

            Xu Mei and Sun Mazi BA Lao Luo kill PFV did.not kill-die 

            ‘Xu Mei and Sun Mazi killed Lao Luo but didn’t make him die. (lit.)’ 

 

 (2.61) Wo (…) gai le xin fangzi, fangzi hai mei gai-wan. 

            I (…) build PVF new house, house still did.not build-finish 

            ‘I built a new house, but it is not finished.’ 

 

 (2.62) Tuoersitai-de Zhanzheng yu Heping wo bu xihuan, du le ji ci dou mei du- 

            wan. 

            Tolstoy’s War and Peace I not like, reaf PFV several time all did.not read- 

                                                           
37 These examples are taken from a list of verbs with incomplete stems (p. 243) and ‘Table 1: Some 
incomplete and complete stems in Mandarin’ (p. 249). 
38 For most native speakers kai (open) without adding a result constituent entails result.   
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            finish 

            ‘I don’t like Tolstoy’s War and Peace, I read it several times, but never  

            finished reading it.’ 

 

In the light of the discussion here, the verbs sha, gai, and du should be translated as 

‘intended/tried to kill’, ‘started/intended to build’, and ‘started/tried to read’ accordingly.  

 To summarize, V1 of Mandarin RVCs often represents scalar changes with the 

expected result being less than normative (the injury is less than that of resulting in death 

for the verb sha ‘kill’, for example) while verbs in English belonging to the category of 

resultative verbs often represent results that are equal to normative (death of the Patient is 

expected as a result of killing). According to Koenig and Chief (2008), and studies from 

which they draw their conclusions, Mandarin has far more verbs (V1s) which license the 

IE than English. This fact has an important implication for our understanding of why 

English speakers prefer to use simplex verbs over RVCs and add verb-final perfective 

aspect marker –le despite the fact that the two-component resultative constructions are 

common in both languages and that the resultant state is expressed in the second 

component of the constructions in both languages.  
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2.3. Aspect Marker –le and RVC 

 In this section I will describe the connection between the RVC and the perfective 

aspect marker –le as they contribute to the aspectual properties of a sentence. I will first 

provide relevant information about the perfective -le, then discuss the two-fold aspectual 

system in Mandarin.  

 Mandarin is considered a tenseless language. It is rich in aspectual expressions 

but it does not have grammatical means of expressing tense. Temporal relations are 

usually understood from the context or expressed by time adverbials and aspect markers. 

The aspectual system in Mandarin has been compared to the aspectual system in English 

by some linguists, including Li (1990) and Smith (1991, 1997). Mandarin aspect markers 

have been analyzed based on lexical and grammatical aspect (e.g., Duff and Li, 2002; 

Xiao and McEnery, 2004).        

 

2.3.1. Use of Aspect Marker –le 

 In this study, I am only concerned with the verb-final –le, but as commonly 

stated, there are two types of LE: the perfective aspect marker –le suffixed to verbs and 

the sentence-final particle le signaling the beginning of a state (inchoative state) (Chao 

1968) or a currently relevant state (Li and Thompson 1981). Consider the following 

examples. 

 (2.63) a. Ta  chi  le      fan.  

                3sg eat PFV meal 

                ‘He has eaten.’ 
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            b. Ta   chi - fan le.  

                3sg eat meal LE 

                ‘He started to eat.’ or ‘He has eaten.’ 

In (2.63a) the perfective aspect marker –le is attached to the verb and, thus, it adds 

perfective aspect to the sentence. Sentence (2.63b) can have two interpretations: (1) the 

Actor of the sentence started eating by the time the speaker produced the utterance and 

(2) the Actor had finished eating by the time this statement was made.  

Li and Thompson (1981) define the aspect marker –le as follows: 

  The verbal aspect suffix –le expresses perfectivity, that is, it  

  indicates that an event is being viewed in its entirety or as a  

  whole. An event is viewed in its entirety if it is bounded  

  temporally, spatially, or conceptually (p. 185). 

 There are four ways in which an event can be bounded and thus –le should be 

used (Li and Thompson, 1981). The verb-final –le is used when there is a presence of a 

quantified event (2.64) and (2.65). 

 (2.64) Ta   shui  le      san       ge  zhongtou. 

            3sg sleep PFV three    CL  hour 

            ‘He slept for three hours.’ 

 (2.65) Dian-deng     liang   le     hen duo. 

            electric-light bright  PFV very much 

            ‘The electric light got a lot brighter.’ 

The aspect marker –le is also often used when the direct object refers to a definite noun 

phrase (2.66) – (2.68).   

 (2.66) Wo peng  - dao     le      Lin Hui. 

            I    bump - arrive  PFV Lin Hui 

           ‘I ran into Lin Hui.’ (where the important information in the context is  

                       whom I ran into) 
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 (2.67) Ni   hui   le      ni   ziji. 

           you ruin  PFV you yourself 

           ‘You destroyed yourself.’ 

 (2.68) Ta    ba  che  mai  le.  

            3sg  BA car  sell   PFV 

            ‘He sold the car.’ 

Another situation when the marker –le is used is with verbs with intrinsic bounded 

meaning. These verbs have the endpoint build into their meaning (2.69) and (2.70). 

 (2.69) Ta   qu  -  nian  si   le. 

            3sg last – year die PFV 

            ‘He died last year.’ 

 (2.70) Wo wang   le      ta   de       dizhi. 

            I    forget  PFV  3sg GEN  address 

            ‘I forgot his address.’ 

Finally, -le is suffixed to a verb describing the first event in a sequence of events (2.71) 

and (2.72). This first event is used as “an unanalyzed whole; the speaker signals that its 

occurrence is bounded by the subsequent event” (Li and Thompson, 1981; p. 195). 

 (2.71) Wo chi  - wan     le     ni    chi. 

            I     eat  - finish  PFV you eat 

            ‘After I have finished eating, then you eat.’ 

 (2.72) Wo kan  -   wan    le     bao,   jiu    shui. 

            I     read – finish  PFV paper then sleep 

            ‘When I finish reading the paper, I will go to sleep.’ 

 There are two general situations when –le is not used (also Li and Thompson, 

1981): when semantic condition is not fulfilled and when another perfectivizing 

expression in a clause takes the place of –le. Semantic conditions for the perfective aspect 

–le are not fulfilled with the following types of verbs and sentences: (1) verbs expressing 

states that do not signify bounded events (2.73), (2) verbs describing ongoing actions 
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(2.74), (3) verbs referring to habitual events (2.75), (4) RVCs in potential forms (2.76), 

(5) verbs with the experiential aspect suffix –guo (2.77), and (6) generally with negative 

sentences (2.78). 

 (2.73) Wo xihuan (*-le) mugua.   

            I     like      PFV papya 

            ‘I like papaya. 

 (2.74) a. Ta shou – li    na-zhe          (*-le) shu. 

                3sg hand – in hold – DUR  PFV book 

                ‘He is holding a book in his hand.’ 

            b. Ta   zai    liu (* - le)  huzi. 

                3sg DUR keep  PFV beard 

                ‘He is growing a beard.’ 

 (2.75) Ta tian-tian hui   -    qu (*-le). 

           3sg day-dau return – go  PFV 

           ‘He goes back every day.’ 

 (2.76) a. Wo la – bu-kai        (*-le) men. 

                I pull – can’t-open  PFV door   

                ‘I can’t pull the door open.’ 

            b. Ni kan-de-jian           (*-le) ta   de     lian  ma? 

                you see-can-perceive PFV 3sg GEN face Q 

                Can you see his/her face? 

 (2.77) Ta qu – guo     (*-le) Xianggang. 

            3sg go – EXP  PFV HongKong 

            ‘He has been to Hong Kong.’ 

 (2.78) Ta bu mai (*-le) nei   san     zhi      ji. 

           3sg not sell PFV that three   CL chicken 

           ‘He wouldn’t sell those three chickens.’ 

Another situation when the aspect marker –le is not used is when another perfectivizing 

expression is present in a clause. To exemplify, consider the following sentences. In each 

of them a phrase marked in bold serves the function that normally –le carries out. 
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 (2.79) Ta cong fangzi – li zou dao Zhangsan nar. 

            3sg from house – in walk to Zhangsan there 

            ‘He walked from his/her house over to Zhangsan’s place.’ 

 (2.80) Wo ji gei ta   yi    feng     xin. 

            I mail to 3sg one  CL letter 

            ‘I sent him a letter.’ 

 

Another feature that is important when it comes to comparing Mandarin with English – a 

language in which tense plays an important role and thus is marked grammatically – is 

the relation of –le to events occurring in the past. Past tense concentrates on when an 

event happened while ignoring its temporal distance and length. Chinese lacks 

grammatical means of marking tense. The verb-final –le does not equate with the past 

tense. Furthermore, -le occurs in sentences referring to the past only when the events 

described are bounded. However, it is often the case that perfective events referred to in 

speech are events that happened before the time of speaking. As Li and Thompson (1981) 

note, “ordinarily, unless the context makes it clear that a different time is being referred 

to, a perfective sentence with –le will be understood to refer to past time” (p. 215). In the 

following example, the past tense is expressed lexically, and the aspect marker –le is 

present as well.      

 (2.81) Wo zuotian      kan     le     yi    bu  dianying. 

            I     yesterday watch PFV one CL  movie 

            ‘I saw a movie yesterday.’ 

 

Li’s and Thompson’s (1981) statement is supported by the corpus data analyzed by Xiao 

and McEnery (2004). Even though the aspect marker –le is not limited to a certain time 
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reference, the data show that the aspect marker –le often occurs with a past time reference 

but rarely with a future time reference, 20.25% vs. 1.24% respectively (p. 276).  

 

2.3.2. The Aspect Marker –le and RVCs as Contributors to Aspect 

 According to the two-component model (Smith, 1991, 1997; Xiao and McEnery, 

2004), aspect is compositional in nature, meaning that the aspectual meaning of a 

sentence comes from the combination of ‘situation aspect’ (lexical aspect) and ‘viewpoint 

aspect’ (grammatical aspect). Situation aspect refers to the inherent aspectual properties 

of idealized situations. It is concerned with such temporal features as ‘dynamicity’, 

‘durativity’ and ‘telicity’. Viewpoint aspect, on the other hand, refers to the perspective 

from which a situation is presented (perfective vs. imperfective) and, therefore, it refers 

to the linguistic means by which a situation is presented.39 The perfective aspect views a 

situation as a whole with no reference for the internal temporal structure. It is encoded by 

-ed in English, and by the particle -le in Chinese. Following Brinton (1988; p. 52) and 

Dahl (1999; p. 34), Xiao & McEnery point out that “in English, perfective meaning is 

most commonly expressed by the simple past, though the perfect can also mark 

perfectivity” (p. 247). The imperfective aspect, in contrast, deals with the internal 

temporal structure of an event. The progressive aspect, which presents an ongoing event, 

is a typical imperfective aspect. In English, the progressive aspect is marked with -ing, 

and in Chinese, it is marked with the morpheme zai (Chao, 1968; Xiao and McEnery, 

                                                           
39 For a thorough analysis of this model, refer to Xiao and McEnery (2004) and Smith (1991, 1997).  
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2004).  

 In earlier research on aspect in Chinese, aspect markers –le, -guo, and –zhe have 

been well-studied, but “other ways of conveying aspectual values, such as verb 

reduplication […] and resultative verb complements (RVCs), have largely been 

overlooked until recently” (Xiao and McEnery, 2004; p. 159). In fact, RVCs not only 

contribute to situation aspect, but function to perfectivise situations as well (cf. Smith, 

1997; p. 283). Of all of the ways to indicate perfectivity in Chinese, using RVCs is the 

most productive way (Christensen, 1994; Xiao & McEnery, 2004). For instance, when 

resultative complements 40 are added to [-telic] or [-bounded] verbs, consequential 

predicates become [+ telic] and [+result] because the final result indicated by 

complements (V2s) is attached to them. The corpus data that Xiao and McEnery used in 

their investigation clearly shows that no matter what telicity and boundedness value V1s 

have, their derived predicates are all [+ telic] and [+result] (p. 61). 

They illustrate this point with two sentences:  

 (2.82) a. Ta  he     le     jiu.  

               3sg drink PFV wine 

               ‘He drank.’ 

            b. Ta   he     - zui             le     jiu.  

                3sg drink - be.drunk PFV wine 

                ‘He got drunk.’ 

Both of these sentences are grammatical. Now consider the following:   

                                                           
40 Xiao and McEnery (2004) classify RVCs into three groups: (1) completive (xie-wan ‘write-finish’), (2) 
resultant state (sha-si ‘kill-dead’), and (3) directional (yun-guoqu ‘dizy-cross.leave’ ‘faint away’). 
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 (2.83) a. Ta   he     le     jiu,      keshi mei       he     - zui. 

               3sg drink PFV wine, but    did.not drink - be.drunk 

                ‘He drank, but did not get drunk.’  

            b. * Ta he     - zui            le     jiu,     keshi mei       he      - zui.  

                3sg drink - be.drunk PFV wine, but    did.not drink - be.drunk 

                 *‘He got drunk, but was not drunk.’ 

Even though it is possible to say (2.81a), the version with an RVC (2.81b) is not 

acceptable. The verb he ‘drink’ by itself does not represent a telic or bounded event, but 

when a V2 is attached to it, the entire RVC, he-zui (drink-be-drunk) ‘become/be drunk’ 

acquires [+telic] and [+bounded] features. Xiao and McEnery’s (2004) corpus analysis 

shows that no matter what telicity and boundedness characteristics V1s have, when a V2 

is added and, thus, an RVC is formed, it always acquires [+telic] and [+bounded] 

features.      
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2.4. Classification of Change-of-State Situations: Matches and Mismatches between            

            English and Mandarin in Understanding Change-of-State Situations 

 

 In this section, I will introduce a classification of change-of-state situations based 

on the differences in how the same event is expressed differently by English speakers and 

Mandarin speakers with respect to event conflation. This classification is based on the 

crosslinguistic analysis presented so far, and I believe is an important contribution. 

Before I present the classification, I will summarize the relevant points that led to this 

categorization.   

 In Section 2.1.3, where I discussed common ways of expressing change of state in 

Mandarin and English, I concluded that both languages have monomorphemic 

resultatives, in which two subevents are conflated in one verb, and resultative 

constructions, where two events are linguistically expressed in two components of the 

construction. An important difference is that while Mandarin has a limited number of 

single-root resultatives and an abundance of RVCs, English, on the other hand, is rich in 

both single-root resultatives and resultative constructions. 

 Following claims of the Lexical-Constructional Approach to Resultatives 

discussed in Section 2.1.4, I concluded that the semantics of the verbs in English 

Resultative Constructions and of V1s in Mandarin RVCs plays a key role in 

understanding and distribution of the resultative constructions. 

 In Section 2.2.3, I talked about the cognitive aspect of understanding and use of 

resultatives in Mandarin and English. Specifically, I discussed the difference in event 

conflation in the two languages. Recall that there are three types of verbs with respect to 
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event conflation in a single-root verb: (a) verbs that allow two-subevents be conflated (as 

in stab), (b) verbs that require event conflation (as in kill), and (c) verbs that do not allow 

it (as in read oneself sleepy) requiring a two-component  construction for expressing 

change of state. There are two important differences between Mandarin and English. 

While English is rich in all three types of verbs, Mandarin has a certain number of type 

(a) verbs, a very limited type (b) verbs, and an abundance of type (c) verbs. In addition to 

this, what to an English speaker is a verb that requires event conflation, or even what is 

perceived as a single event, to a Chinese speaker may be a compound verb of two 

subevents that are linguistically expressed in two components of a construction. 

 In Section 2.3, I discussed the fact that while in Mandarin the perfective aspect 

marker –le only expresses termination, because termination and completion are conveyed 

by different means, in English both phenomena are expressed by the simple past tense 

form. Additionally, in English the simple past tense form also is the most common way to 

convey the perfective aspect. The key conclusion that I made was that it is possible that 

there would be a transfer of association between a monomorphemic verb in the simple 

past tense form and change of state for English speakers.    

 Based on the above, I propose the following classification of Mandarin RVCs 

based on how RVCs correspond with English resultatives.  
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Classification of RVC-le vs. V1-le pairs based on learners’ L1: how the description 

of situations in Chinese corresponds to the description of situations in English: 

1. RVC = monomorphemic resultative in English 

Example: dao-man ‘pour-be.full’ = filled (a glass) 

 In English, this situation is described by a monomorphemic resultative in simple 

past tense form. Here, two subevents are conflated into one verb: the event of pouring 

water into a vessel and the event of this vessel becoming full. In Chinese, this situation is 

expressed in a two-component RVC with each subevent described in a corresponding 

root. If we look at the classification of verbs with respect to their ability to have two 

subevents conflated, in English it is a type (b) verb and in Mandarin it is a type (c) verb.    

2. RVC = resultative construction in English 

Example: guan-diao ‘close-fall’ = turned the light off  

 In English, this situation is described in the resultative construction with the verb 

in the simple past tense form. In this case, in Mandarin and English each event of the 

cause-result pair is expressed in two components of RVC and Resultative Construction. If 

we look at a classification of verbs with respect to their ability to have two subevents 

conflated, in English it is a type (c) verb and in Mandarin it is a type (a) verb but only if 

the aspect marker –le is present. It is a type (c) verb in English because turned without 

the resultative particle off does not allow event conflation in order to convey change of 

state of what is expressed in the entire construction. I attribute this V1 to a type (a) verb 

because in the presence of –le, it may allow event conflation and, thus, have the same 

meaning as the entire RVC.    
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3. RVC = two separate verbs in two VPs or clauses 

Example: da-ku ‘hit-cry’ = hit/struck and by doing this made her cry  

 This is a situation when English does not offer a monomorphemic verb or even a 

conventionalized or nonconventionalized resultative construction for expressing a 

situation that can be expressed by a Mandarin RVC. Instead, in English this type of 

situation has to be expressed in two verbal phrases or clauses with a casual relation. If we 

assume that the two VPs constitute a two-component entity (after all, there is a cause and 

result relation expressed in it), we have to say that the verb – the first verb – is of type (c). 

With respect to Mandarin, V1 in this example also belongs to type (c) as by itself it does 

not allow a conflation of two events in order to express the meaning of the RVC.     

 This classification is supported by the theoretical crosslinguistic analysis 

presented earlier and by language use. The latter is shown by examining how situations, 

are expressed in English in Experiment 1 when RVCs are used in Chinese. Attention is 

paid to whether in English a monomorphemic resultative, a resultative construction, 

separate VPs, etc. is used to describe the change-of-state events. I will also report what 

verb types are used in English with respect to the ability to allow event conflation. 
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2.5. Main Points and Predictions 

 In this section I will summarize the main points of this chapter and offer my 

thoughts about what would cause difficulties in acquiring Mandarin RVCs by English 

speakers based on the analysis presented above.  

Definition  

 In this study, the term resultative verb is understood as a verb in which two 

subevents are conflated and are of causal relationship. The two subevents refer to a state 

that comes into existence as a result of an action that precedes it. English Resultative 

Construction refers to a freely expandable, partially productive, two-component structure 

bound by a division of labor where the first constituent denotes an action and the second 

constituent denotes the result of that action. Similarly to English, Mandarin Resultative 

Verb Compound refers to a two-component structure with a rigid division of labor where 

the first element refers to an action and the second element signals the result of that 

action. Unlike the English resultative construction, the Mandarin RVC is highly 

productive but virtually nonexpandable, meaning that nothing can be inserted between V1 

and V2 with the exception of the infixes –de- and -bu-. In this study, I use the terms 

change of state and resultative interchangeably.    

Linguistic Realization of Result in English and Mandarin 

 In English, result is typically expressed by a monomorphemic verb or by a 

resultative construction. In Mandarin, the most typical way to convey result is to use an 

RVC, though Mandarin also has a small number of monomorphemic resultatives.  
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Properties of Resultative Constructions 

 To account for the general distributional properties of resultative constructions, I 

adopt the Lexical-Constructional Approach. This approach means that in English, 

multiple individual senses of each verb constitute the meaning of a resultative 

construction. Each meaning of a verb comprises a mini-construction represented by an 

event-frame with its own semantic and syntactic requirements. The same idea is 

applicable to Chinese, where it is the semantics of V1 that is responsible for the linguistic 

distribution of RVCs. Based on the lexical-constructional approach, resultative 

constructions in the two languages can be divided into conventionalized and 

nonconventionalized types with heavy emphasis on world knowledge. World knowledge 

is the key factor in determining the acceptability of Mandarin RVCs, making RVCs 

highly productive. English resultative constructions, on the other hand, are subject to two 

constraints absent in Mandarin: Direct Object Restriction and Animate Instigator 

Constraint. English resultative constructions are of more limited productivity.  

 With respect to syntactic representation, Mandarin RVCs and English resultative 

constructions follow different schemas. The former behaves like a single verb, with only 

potential or negative elements allowed between V1 and V2, and has the following 

structure: Activity Predicate + Result Predicate + Postverbal NP. The latter behaves like a 

phrase and has the following structure: Activity Predicate + Patient/Theme + Result 

Predicate. Such syntactic representations make Mandarin RVCs highly restricted in 

expandability and English resultative constructions – freely expandable. Lastly, in 
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Mandarin the aspect marker -le follows the entire RVC, while in English tense and aspect 

markers are associated with the first component of the resultative construction. 

Satellite-Framed Languages, Event Conflation and Incompleteness Effect 

 Both languages belong to satellite-framed languages. This means that in 

describing change-of-state events, the satellite expresses the core representation of the 

framing event and the verb expresses the supporting event. What is articulated in the 

supporting event is the cause of the framing event. In the case of Mandarin, V1 stands for 

the supporting event and V2 is the satellite. There are four verbal patterns of how change 

of state is usually expressed: (1) attainment fulfillment (kick something flat); (2) moot 

fulfillment (hunt somebody down); (3) implied fulfillment (wash something clean); (4) 

intrinsic fulfillment (drown as opposed to *drown somebody dead). The difference 

between how change of state is habitually expressed in English and Mandarin lies in the 

prevalence of one type of resultative over another. While both languages have all four 

types of resultatives, English has only scattered examples of the type (3) pattern. 

Mandarin, however, is rich in this type. What is more, Mandarin has highly developed 

subtypes of resultative constructions where the second constituent, in addition to 

fulfillment and confirmation, also has ‘underfulfillment’, ‘overfulfillment’, 

‘antifulfillment’, and ‘other event’ types of results. There are three reasons for the 

difference in verbal patterns. The first reason is that in English, it is typical to have two 

subevents conflated in one verb. Event conflation is not as common in Mandarin. 

Secondly, English has verbs with various degrees of strength of implicature of result. 

Strength of implicature has a direct effect on the ability or inability of a verb to take a 
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satellite. In Mandarin this phenomenon is not present nearly as strongly as in English. 

Lastly, Mandarin has far more verbs that have the incompleteness effect. It has a direct 

effect on the fact that V2s have to be added to verbs like ti ‘kick’ or sha ‘kill’ to actually 

express that the action was completed and the result achieved.    

Aspectual System: RVC and -le 

 Another factor that is important in analyzing Mandarin RVCs and accounting for 

crosslinguistic differences in how result is expressed is the relation of RVCs to aspect. It 

has recently been pointed out that RVCs play an important role in the aspectual system in 

Mandarin. Both the perfective aspect marker –le and RVCs contribute to the aspectual 

meaning of a sentence. The aspect marker –le is a realization of grammatical aspect, 

which is concerned with the view of a situation as perfective or imperfective. RVC refers 

to lexical aspect which, in turn, refers to inherent aspectual properties of an idealized 

situation including ‘dynamicity’, ‘durativity’ and ‘telicity’. Even though in some cases 

RVCs may perfectivise a situation as well, they cannot replace the perfective aspect 

marker –le. Simply put, -le signifies termination of an action and RVCs signify 

completion of an action. In Mandarin termination and completion are normally expressed 

by separate means. In English, on the other hand, both can be expressed by the simple 

past tense form. What is more, in English the simple past tense form, besides being a 

grammatical marker of past tense, is also a common linguistic representation of the 

perfective aspect. And in Mandarin, there is the verb-final particle –le, which is a 

perfective aspect marker. Because of the fact that English is rich in verbal patterns that 

are of intrinsic fulfillment (a verb that does not take satellites) and attained fulfillment (a 
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verb plus a satellite) types, in order to express change of state, typically a 

monomorphemic verb is used in the past tense form and so learners transfer the 

‘monomorphemic verb + simple past form’ to indicate change of state. In addition to 

differences in event conflation, strength of implicature and the incompleteness effect, the 

possible transfer of association between monomorphemic verb plus the simple past form 

and change of state constitute another important difference between English and 

Mandarin with respect to resultatives. However, the transfer of association from English 

to Mandarin should not be applied to all change-of-state situations equally. The key 

factor in determining the effect of transfer is how a change-of-state situation is expressed 

in English. And this, in turn, can have an effect on how English speakers will interpret 

Mandarin RVCs. Four Situation Types were singled out depending on similarities or 

differences in how the two languages express the same change-of-state situations with 

respect to event conflation. In Situation Type 1, in English a monomorphemic resultative 

verb is used to describe a situation while an RVC is used in Mandarin. In Situation Type 

2, in both languages a two-component construction are used to describe a change of state. 

In other words, there are situations when a Mandarin RVC has a matching English 

resultative construction. In Situation Type 3, in English multiple VPs or clauses with a 

causal relationship are used to describe a change-of-state situation whereas in Chinese an 

RVC is used. In Situation Type 4, a state with degree is expressed in a non-resultative VP 

in English while in Chinese the same situation is expressed as an RVC.  

  The transfer of association between a single-root verb in the simple past tense 

form and change of state is rooted in the phenomenon of event conflation. If an English 
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verb refers to change of state and requires, or at least allows, event conflation in a 

monomorphemic verb, then the transfer of association comes into play. It seems that the 

phenomenon of event conflation – the ability of a verb to have two subevents conflated in 

a single root – is very important for our understanding of why English speakers face 

challenges in acquiring Mandarin RVCs. This phenomenon overlaps with another 

important trend: the association between a monomorphemic verb in the simple past tense 

form and change of state. Because English has an abundance of type (a) and (b) verbs41, 

there could be a tendency to treat a V1 with -le as a resultative in those cases when in 

English a monomorphemic resultative of verb type (a) or (b) are used to describe change 

of state. In other words, it is not the case that English speakers should favor the V1-le 

combination over RVC (-le) in all situations. 

Predictions 

 All of the above leads to the following predictions about the challenges English 

speakers face in acquiring Mandarin RVCs. I take differences in how event conflation is 

expressed in the two languages and transfer of association between a monomorphemic 

verb in the simple past tense form and change of state as the core of the challenges that 

learners face. First, learners would use verbs in the simple past tense form in describing 

                                                           
41 Because this point is so important, I am repeating here a fragment from Section 2.2.3.2, where I listed 
these verb types: 
 When it comes to conflation of two sub-events in a single-root verb for change-of-state  
 situation in English, (a) there are verbs that allow two sub-events to be conflated in a 
 monomorphemic verb (stab, for example); (b) there are verbs that require conflation of  
 two sub-events (kill); (c) while others disallow this conflation and require the change of  
 state (at least intended change of state) to be expressed in a separate constituent (kick 
  (somebody) black-and-blue or read (oneself) sleepy).  
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change-of-state situations in English. Secondly, learners would exhibit L1 influence: the 

fact that speakers of English and Mandarin express the same events differently with 

respect to event conflation should have an effect on how English speakers understand 

RVC-le vs. V1-le combinations. Specifically, in situations where change of state is 

expressed with monomorphemic verbs in English, learners would have a tendency to 

assign more resultative meaning to Mandarin V1-le combinations. English speakers 

would tend to treat RVC-le and V1-le as carrying similar resultative meanings. In 

situations where in English resultative constructions are used to describe change of state, 

learners would make a clear distinction between RVC-le and V1-le, treating RVC-le as 

expressing result and treating V1-le as referring to action. In situations where two VPs 

with a causal relationship are used, learners are expected to exhibit the same behavior as 

in a situation when they would use a resultative construction but for a different reason. 

Namely, when a two-component resultative construction is used in English, learners 

would only assign the meaning of action to the first component and assign the resultative 

meaning to the second component, projecting this case to Mandarin RVC. In the case 

when two VPs or clauses are used, it is expected that learners will not assign the 

resultative meaning to V1-le but only to V1V2-le. To conclude, it should be emphasized 

that English speakers would experience tangible L1 influence: how situations are 

described in English should have an effect on learners’ understanding of Mandarin 

RVCs. Differences in event conflation together with transfer of association between a 

monomorphemic verb in the simple past tense form and change of state are expected to 

have an effect on English speakers’ understanding of Mandarin RVC-le vs. V1-le 
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combinations. Lastly, because of the fact that even though English resultative 

constructions are freely expandable but of limited productivity, I expect learners to 

exhibit some level of L1 transfer effect with respect to treating multiple RVCs describing 

the same change-of-state event. I expect learners not to accept multiple RVCs describing 

the same situation at the same level native speakers would.          
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CHAPTER 3 

 STUDIES OF L2 ACQUISITION OF RESULTATIVE VERB COMPOUNDS 

 

 This chapter reviews earlier studies concerned with L2 acquisition of Mandarin 

RVCs by English speakers. Specifically, studies looking at L2 acquisition of RVCs and –

le are briefly discussed here. In these studies, acquisition of RVCs is not the central point; 

nevertheless, they provide important information about how English speakers use 

Mandarin RVCs. Two other studies examining acquisition of RVCs by English speakers 

are presented and discussed here as well. Lastly, research questions, which this 

dissertation is designed to answer, are introduced at the end of this chapter. 

 

3.1. Mandarin RVCs in L2 Acquisition 

3.1.1. RVCs and Perfective Aspect Marker –le in Production Tasks  

 Various studies (Wen, 1995, 1997; Christensen, 1997; Duff and Li, 2002, among 

many others) on L2 acquisition (verbal or written production tasks) of the aspect marker 

–le indicate that English-speaking learners tend to overuse –le. This is usually explained 

by L1 influence meaning that learners wrongly treat this verb-final particle as a past tense 

marker (as opposed to as a marker of boundness and perfectivity) by consistently using it 

in sentences describing events happening in the past and by omitting –le in sentences 
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describing completed events in the present or future. With respect to RVCs42, Wen’s 

(1995, 1997) study shows that English speakers produced a very limited number of RVCs 

(the V2 that was used most of the time was wan ‘finish/complete’) and that the outcomes 

indicated that resultative complements triggered the use of –le. Christensen (1997) 

showed in his study (involving Pear Story) that even though production of RVCs rises 

slightly with proficiency level (2nd-year students vs. 4th-year students), it is still 

significantly lower than that of native speakers of Chinese. Duff and Li’s (2002) 

experiment also indicated that in the Pear Story task and a travel narrative task, English 

speakers showed the tendency to underuse RVCs: 21 RVCs produced by 9 native 

speakers as opposed to 1 correct RVC by 9 English speakers in the travel narrative task.  

 

3.1.2. Comprehension of RVCs in Acceptability Judgment Tasks 

 Studies involving speech production described above unmistakably show (1) that 

English speakers have problems with using Mandarin RVCs and (2) that L2 learners 

prefer to use aspect marker –le with RVCs (when they are used) even in the contexts 

when use of –le is only optional. However, as was mentioned earlier, English speakers of 

advanced proficiency level generally do not seem to have issues with interpreting RVCs. 

Let us look at two available studies concerned with this issue. Since research presented in 

this dissertation is informed by these two studies, I will report on them in detail. I will 

                                                           
42 L2 studies mentioned in this section did not aim at learning about use of RVCs per se, but they did 
discuss how often and how correctly/incorrectly English speakers produced Mandarin RVCs. As far as I 
know, no studies concentrating on L2 use of RVCs have been reported  up to this point. 
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first describe Yuan and Zhao’s (2011) study43 and then I will turn to Qiao’s (2008) 

investigation.  

 Yuan and Zhao (2011) investigated whether L2 learners of Chinese are able to 

recreate RVC structures, on syntactic and thematic levels, in their L2 grammars of 

Chinese. Specifically, the experiment was designed to study whether learners realize that 

the activity predicate (V1) directly selects the result predicate (V2) and that the postverbal 

NP follows an entire RVC rather than the activity predicate. To put it simply, it answers 

the question of whether learners know that the NP cannot be inserted between V1 and V2 

of an RVC. Additionally, this research examined whether L1 English-speaking learners 

of Chinese are able to de-link two constraints applicable to English resultative 

constructions: the patient/theme-of-activity constraint and the patient/theme-of-result 

constraint (Levin and Rappaport Hovav, 1995). 

 The study included 55 L1 English-speaking learners of Chinese and 28 native 

speakers of Chinese as a control group. English speakers were recruited either from those 

studying at universities in Beijing, China, or from the University of Cambridge, UK. 

Native speakers of Chinese were students at a teacher training college in China. The 

English-speaking subjects were placed into three groups based on the results of a 

proficiency test (a cloze test): the low-intermediate (LI) group (n=26), the high-

intermediate (HI) group (n=13), and the advanced (AD) group (n=16).    

 This test was designed to study English speakers’ L2 acquisition of Mandarin 

                                                           
43 Originally, this article was published online on September 9, 2010 under title Reassembly of Features in 
English Speakers’ L2 Chinese Resultative Compound Constructions. 
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RVCs. The test consisted of 15 target sentences containing RVCs. There were 5 sentence 

types (grouped according to relations between agent and patient/theme with the V1 and V2 

of an RVC44) with 3 tokens per type. Below are examples for each sentence type that 

Yuan and Zhao provided in the description of the instruments:  

Type A: the postverbal NP is the patient/theme of the activity predicate (V1) and the  

              patient/theme of the result predicate (V2): 

              Zahngsan ya-duan le Lisi de chizi. 

              Zhangsan press-break PFV Lisi DE ruler 

              ‘Zhangsan pressed on Lisi’s ruler and the ruler got broken.’ 

Type B: the postverbal NP is the patient/theme of the activity predicate (V1) and the  

              agent of the result predicate (V2):  

              Zhangsan da-ku le Lisi. 

              Zhangsan beat-cry PFV Lisi 

              ‘Zhangsan beat Lisi and Lisi cried.’ 

Type C: the postverbal NP is the theme of the result predicate (V2) but bears no thematic  

              relation with the activity predicate (V1): 

              Zhangsan ku-shi le shoujuan. 

              Zhangsan cry-wet PFV handkerchief 

              ‘Zhangsan cried and the handkerchief got wet as a result.’ 

Type D: the postverbal NP is the experiencer of the result predicate (V2) but bears no  

              thematic relation with the activity predicate (V1): 

              Zhangsan ku-fan le Lisi. 

              Zhangsan cry-bore PFV Lisi 

              ‘Zhangsan cried and Lisi got bored as a result.’ 

Type E: the postverbal NP is the patient/theme of the activity predicate (V1) but bears no  

              thematic relation with the result predicate (V2). Instead, the subject bears the  

              experiencer role of the result predicate: 

                                                           
44 Yuan & Zhao exclude such sentences as (i) from their analysis due to the ambiguity (depending on the 
interpretation, either the subject or postverbal NP can be the theme of the result predicate – V2) because 
this kind of sentences represent unresolved difficulties in what may affect acquisition of such RVCs by 
learners.  
(i) Zhangsan zhu     - lei           le    Lisi. 
    Zhangsan  chase - be.tired PFV Lisi 
    ‘Zhangsan chased Lisi and got tired as a result.’ 
    ‘Zhangsan chased Lisi and Lisi got tired as a result.’ 
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              Zhangsan ting-fan le na shou ge. 

              Zhangsan listen-bore PFV that CL song 

              ‘Zhangsan listened to that song (times again) and got bored.’    

 Subjects had to perform an acceptability judgment test using a Likert scale shown 

below. 

 I_____________I_____________I_____________I_____________I  

           -2                        -1                         0                        +1             +2 
      completely                 probably                    “I don’t                    probably           completely 

      unacceptable            unacceptable                  know”        acceptable           acceptable 

 

Scores ‘+1’ or above were taken as a sign of accepting that particular sentence. Likewise, 

scores of ‘-1’ and below were treated as a sign of rejecting that sentence. Sentences 

judged with a ‘0’ were eliminated, but in the analysis the mean scores around ‘0’ are 

treated as evidence of indeterminacy. The experiment was administered in a classroom 

setting with no time limit. 

 The results are summarized in the following table which show the difference in: 

what types of sentences learners of Chinese find acceptable (they are all acceptable to 

native speakers of Chinese). 

Table 3.1 Mean Scores of the Group’s Judgment of Chinese Resultative Compound  

  Constructions45   

  Type A Type B  Type C  Type D Type E 

LI Group         0.65**  0.18**  0.35*  -0.51** 0.40** 

HI Group 1.41*  0.36**  0.67*  -0.69** 0.08** 

AD Group 1.65            -0.61**             0.17**  -0.75** 0.92 

NS Group 2.00  1.79  1.44              1.04  1.64 

                                                           
45 The results in this table are taken unaltered from Yuan & Zhao (2011; p. 47). 
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Notes. * = significantly different from the NS Group at p < 0.05; ** = significantly different from the NS  

                 Group at p < 0.001.  

 The results that Yuan & Zhao’s experiment yielded are as follows. English 

speakers showed the ability to reconstruct syntactic structure but have problems with 

thematic reconstructions in their L2 acquisition of Chinese RVC structures. Syntactically, 

learners accept the notion that activity predicate (V1) directly selects result predicate (V2). 

In other words, they understand the word order of ‘Agent – V1 – V2 – Postverbal NP’. 

This means that English-speaking learners of Chinese exhibit proficiency in syntax of 

RVCs. Thematically, however, learners showed mixed results depending on the 

proficiency level and sentence type. As only Mandarin sentences of Type A do not 

violate the two constraints applicable to English resultative constructions (the 

patient/theme-of-activity constraint and the patient/theme-of-result constraint), learners of 

advanced proficiency level did not show statistically different results from those of native 

speakers on this type. On the other hand, in Type B through Type E sentences postverbal 

NP does not follow both the patient/theme role of the activity predicate and patient/theme 

role of the result predicate, thus violate the principles applicable in English resultative 

constructions. As a result, learners do not accept these sentences with an exception of 

sentences of Type E. The unexpected result produced by learners of advanced level 

accepting sentences of this type is explained by Yuan and Zhao who state that learners’ 

judgment is possibly based on their L1 English grammar. To support this view, Yuan and 

Zhao point out that in sentences like Peter received the news of his mother’s death, 

utterly shocked, the result predicate utterly shocked bears no thematic relation with the 
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object (the news of his mother’s death). However, the subject (Peter) has a thematic 

relation with the result predicate.   

 What this study demonstrates is that, on one hand, successful reconstruction of the 

syntactic structure of RVCs is possible in English-speaking learners’ Mandarin 

interlanguage. On the other hand, English speakers rely on their L1 in understanding 

thematic structure of Chinese RVCs (p. 49). Yuan and Zhao claim that this unsuccessful 

reconstruction of thematic structures prevents learners from exhibiting native-like 

behavior in their interlanguage (p. 51).  

 Now let us look at the second study investigating understanding Mandarin RVCs. 

Qiao (2008) conducted a study concerning acquisition of RVCs by English speakers. Its 

particular aim was to examine acquisition of telicity marking in Mandarin. As it is the 

result predicate (V2) that makes an RVC telic, Qiao looked at whether English-speaking 

learners can fully acquire how information is packaged in the two components of an 

RVC. In addition to the control group consisting of native speakers of Chinese (n=6), 

three proficiency levels of English-speaking learners were considered in this experiment: 

beginners (n=6), intermediate (n=6), and advanced (n=6)46. A grammar-based test was 

given to subjects in order to determine proficiency level. None of the English-speaking 

subjects had lived in China. Presumably, native speakers of Chinese were living in the 

U.S. at the time of experiment. In order to access the subjects’ knowledge of telicity in 

                                                           
46 Note that as was pointed out in Yuan and Zhao’s (2011) study, due to the complex nature of the 
resultative verb compounds in Mandarin, learners of the beginning level were excluded from the 
experiment. Knowledge of RVCs on the beginning proficiency level is non-systematic and random. Results 
yielded by Qiao’s experiment support this point.  
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Mandarin, a story comprehension task was used.       

 Fifteen target stories written in English were given to subjects, followed by a pair 

of Chinese sentences given to subjects. One sentence contained a V1 (activity predicate) 

of an RVC and the other contained a full RVC. Both sentences in a pair only differed by 

one morpheme as exemplified below.  

 (3.1) a. Mary zhai le pingguo. 

              Mary pick PFV apple 

 

          b. Mary zhai-xia le pingguo. 

              Mary pick-descend PFV apple 

Eight stories described change-of-state events and seven stories described no-change-of-

state events. Subjects indicated the suitability of each sentence using a scale from 1 to 3, 

with 3 being the most appropriate.    

 Qiao theorized that those subjects who do not know the distinction between V1 

and a full RVC would not show a clear preference of sentences containing RVCs in 

change-of-state situations. Likewise, they would not decline sentences with RVCs in no-

change-of-state situations. On the other hand, those learners who know the distinction 

betweenV1 vs. RVC would exhibit awareness of this difference by favoring sentences 

containing RVCs in change-of-state situations and disfavoring them in no-change-of-state 

situations. 

 The results supported Qiao’s prediction. In situations where change of state 

occurred, high proficiency group (along with NSs) accepted both sentences in a pair 

(those containing V1 of an RVC and those containing a full RVC). However, even though 

sentences only with V1 were not rejected, there was a strong preference for sentences 
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containing RVC. In those situations where no change of state took place, these two 

groups overwhelmingly preferred sentences with activity predicates only over sentences 

containing RVCs. Subjects of beginning and intermediate levels showed random results 

which indicates that they did not recognize the difference between the two structures (an 

activity verb, V1 of an RVC, and a full RVC, activity plus result).  

 Interestingly, when paired two-sample t-tests were conducted, results indicate the 

following. With no-change-of-state events, NSs and advanced learners showed clear 

distinction between V1 and a full RVC while subjects of beginning and intermediate 

levels did not exhibit such a distinctions. However, with change-of-state events, NSs, 

advanced and intermediate learners were aware of this contrast, and only beginning level 

did not show a difference in treating V1 vs. RVC.       

 What this study demonstrates is that (along with the results yielded by Yuan and 

Zhao’s (2011) experiment) high proficiency English-speaking learners of Chinese 

understand that it is the second component of an RVC that gives a sentence resultative 

(and therefore telic) meaning. Even though English does not have this exact structure 

(activity verb plus resultative verb), learners eventually arrive at understanding of 

compositional nature of Mandarin RVCs.  
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3.2. Research Questions 

 Both studies presented above give us a better understanding of L2 acquisition of 

Mandarin RVCs by English speakers; and to my knowledge these are the only studies 

aimed at L2 acquisition of RVCs that are available so far. Based the crosslinguistic 

analysis presented in Chapter 2 and studies about L2 acquisition discussed here, my 

research questions are as follows: 

1. Do learners think that change of state is achieved by using an RVC with an optional 

perfective aspect marker -le?  

2. Do learners think that an activity predicate with the perfective aspect marker –le is a 

sufficient condition to express change of state? 

3. Do learners think that an activity predicate with the perfective aspect marker -le is a 

sufficient condition to express change of state depending on how it is described in their 

L1? 

4. Do learners realize that RVCs are a highly productive construction in Mandarin? 

 The last question came up with the following in mind: if learners do not recognize 

that multiple RVCs (with different combinations of V1s and V2s) can be used to describe 

the same situation, then it may be telling us that possibly students treat RVCs as 

compounds of a more rigid structure, in other words, as frozen phrases. If this is the case, 

the fact that English speakers show understanding of RVCs in judgment tasks but have 

issues with their production can be, at least partially, explained and certain pedagogical 
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implications can be proposed. Overall, answers to the first two questions will provide 

insights into whether learners project how they express change-of-state events in English 

on their understanding of Mandarin RVCs and, more importantly, on the V1-le 

combinations. 

 The following chapter will explain how the research designs of studies conducted 

by Yuan and Zhao (2011) and Qiao (2008) informed the present study. Thus, Chapter 4 

describes the research design and methodology of the Experiment 1 and 2, and Chapter 5 

presents the results of the study. 
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CHAPTER 4 

RESEARCH DESIGN AND METHODOLOGY 

 

4.1. Introduction 

 This chapter introduces research design and methodological approach best suited 

for analyzing results in light of the research questions presented at the end of Chapter 3. 

In order to answer these research questions, two experiments were conducted: 

Experiment 1 and Experiment 2. Experiment 1 attempts to find out how learners of 

Chinese interpret RVCs and their components and whether learners’ L1 has an influence 

on their understanding of Mandarin RVCs and V1-le combinations. Experiment 2 is 

designed to shed light on the question of whether English-speaking learners of Chinese 

realize that RVCs are a highly productive construction. Subjects of the study performed a 

sentence acceptability judgment task and video description task. The following section 

discusses research design and methods of both experiments. Design of Experiment 1 is 

informed by previous research (Chen, 2008; Qiao, 2008; and Yuan and Zhao, 2011). 

Justification of this experiment and validity of the research instruments are also provided 

in this chapter. To my knowledge no study has been conducted on the understanding of 

the productive nature of Mandarin RVCs by English speakers. In Experiment 2, I adopted 

Chen’s (2008) methods, who looked at L1 acquisition, in the design.  
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4.2. Experiment 1  

What meaning do English-speaking learners of Mandarin assign to the activity 

predicate of an RVC together with a verb-final -le and to RVC as a whole? Do learners of 

Chinese treat the perfective aspect marker -le simply as the past tense marker, as existing 

research suggests, or do they also treat it as a necessary component in situations where 

change of state occurs? Alternatively, do learners treat V1–le combination as having 

resultative meaning only in certain situations? Lastly, do answers to the previous 

questions depend on how the change- and no-change-of-state situations are described in 

learners’ L1 English? In order to find answers to these questions, Experiment 1 was 

conducted. In describing the methodology for Experiment 1, I will do it in the following 

order. I will first provide information about the subjects: recruitment methods, which 

subjects were selected for analysis, and information about the proficiency test. I will then 

talk about the tasks that subjects performed, describe the stimuli and the overall 

procedure of the experiment. Since the design of Experiment 1 is based on other studies 

(Qiao, 2008; Chen, 2008; Yuan and Zhao 2011), I will briefly show how my experiment 

is similar to those studies as well as what changes I applied to Experiment 1.     

 

4.2.1. Subjects and Proficiency Levels 

All together 59 English-speaking learners of Chinese participated in the 

experiment. They were recruited from American universities, the Chinese School at 

Middlebury College Summer Program, and through professional organizations such as 
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Chinese Language Teachers Association and American Council on the Teaching of 

Foreign Languages. Because the experiment was administered on the Internet and some 

of the participants were solicited through professional associations as opposed to at a 

university, I cannot say with full certainty that all of them were enrolled in Chinese 

language classes at the time of the experiment.47 The proficiency levels of participants 

ranged from beginning to advanced. For the purpose of the data analysis, I only 

considered those people who completed all assignments: proficiency test, experiment 1 

and 2. I did not include heritage speakers. Thus 12 people were excluded from the data 

analysis. Following is the list of subjects whose input was not considered in the analysis. 

4 subjects tested below the intermediate proficiency level. 1 subject only completed the 

proficiency test but not the experiments. 2 participants completed the proficiency test but 

only partially completed the experiments. Lastly, 5 subjects who completed the 

proficiency test and all experiment assignments were heritage speakers. As a result, 47 

learners were included in the final analysis. 

In order to place subjects into two proficiency levels, a proficiency test was 

administered before the learners took the survey (both Experiment 1 and Experiment 2). 

Learners’ language proficiency was determined by their performance in a standard 

proficiency test. The length of the test was about the same as the placement test used by 

the University of Arizona. This test was designed according to the Standardized 

Proficiency Test (Hanyu Shuiping Kaoshi) and the Chinese placement test at the 

                                                           
47 As will be seen later in this chapter, participants were asked to provide information about the length of 
formal classroom instruction they had received in Chinese, but they were not asked whether they were 
enrolled during the time of the experiment.  
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University of Arizona. In addition to this, the content of the test and grading guidelines 

were verified with native speakers of Chinese who were instructors of Chinese.  

The proficiency test consisted of 30 sentences. In each sentence a word or a 

phrase was missing. The task for learners was to fill in the blanks, and for each blank four 

answers were provided as possible fillers. Participants would choose one from the four 

answers. Only one answer was correct. For each correct answer participants would get 1 

point. For each incorrect answer, participants would get 0 points. Thus the highest 

possible score is 30 and the lowest possible score is 0. The scores ranged from 3 to 29. A 

range of scores from 10 to 20 was assigned to the Intermediate Level and a range of 

scores from 21 to 30 was assigned to the Advanced Level. Participants who scored below 

10 were placed below the Intermediate level, and they were excluded from the study, as 

mentioned above. On average, the division of levels corresponded to the length of study 

as shown in Table 4.1. The table also shows the mean score and SD of each proficiency 

level. 

Table 4.1 Learners’ Data: Mean Score and SD for Language Proficiency Test  

Proficiency Level Number of 

Subjects 

Mean SD Average Duration of 

Study (in semesters) 

Advanced Level 24 24.79 2.39 7.2 

Intermediate 

Level 

23 14.65 2.90 4.6 

A t-test shows that there was a significant effect for proficiency level, t(45)=13.08, p = 

.000. Computations are based on alpha = .05 (p<0.05). 
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            Besides learners, 26 native speakers of Chinese also participated in the study. 

They were recruited from several universities in the U.S. and through professional 

organizations such as Chinese Language Teachers Association and American Council on 

the Teaching of Foreign Languages. Because of the recruitment methods, to the best of 

my knowledge, none of the native speakers of Chinese were monolingual48. Native 

speakers were included in the study in order to validate internal variability of the 

experiment instruments. They were also used to confirm the validity of the experiment in 

order to check whether the instrument items assessed the variables that they were 

intended to measure. Results produced by learners of Chinese were compared against 

those produced by native speakers  

 Participants in each proficiency level were randomly divided into two groups. At 

the advanced level, the two groups consisted of 12 subjects each. At the intermediate 

level, one group included 12 and the other one included 11 subjects. Native speakers 

were divided into groups of 14 and 12.  

Table 4.2 Subjects and Proficiency Levels  

Proficiency Level 

 

Total Number of Subjects Number of Subjects in the 

Two Groups 

Advanced Level 24 12, 12 

Intermediate Level 23 12, 11 

Native Speakers 26 14, 12 

                                                           
48 An attempt was made to recruit participants residing in China at the time of the experiment, but 
because video clips were hosted on youtube and at the time of the experiment it was unavailable for 
viewing in China, this way of soliciting potential subjects had to be dismissed.  
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4.2.2. Instrument, Stimuli, and Procedure 

The experiment was administered on the Internet on the web page created with 

the help of DatStat Illume Survey Management software. Two websites were used. The 

reason for utilizing two website and how they were different is explained on the next 

page, where I discuss the stimuli used in the experiment. In Experiment 1, all of the 

participants performed two tasks: a descriptive task and a sentence judgment task. First, 

subjects watched a video clip and following that, they were asked to describe how it 

ended in one sentence in their native language - English. In the second task, learners were 

asked to judge the acceptability of two sentences in Chinese for the clip they just 

watched. Those two sentences were the same except that the first sentence contained a 

full RVC plus verb-final -le and the second sentence contained an action verb (V1 of an 

RVC) plus verb-final -le. An example is presented in Section 4.2.3.  

In this experiment, in addition to using video clips designed by myself, I also used 

video clips designed by Max Planck Institute for Psycholinguistics (2001). The RVCs 

were selected according to the following criteria: (a) they are of high frequency of use; 

(2) they depict common, everyday situations; (3) situations depicting those RVCs can be 

videotaped. To satisfy all of these requirements, appropriateness of RVCs was first 

checked with native speakers and then tested during the pilot study. 

The stimuli for this study include 14 target video clips, 2 practice clips, and 5 

fillers, all ranging from 5 to 25 seconds long. All target clips show an actor or actors 

performing certain actions. 7 target clips show the state-change events and the other 7 
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clips show the same actions, but where change of state does not occur, and so the result in 

those clips is not expressed. Description of all video clips is presented in Appendix B. 

Each subject watched 7 video clips, some clips presented a change-of-state situation and 

some no-change-of-state situation. No person watched both members of a pair. It is for 

this reason that two website were utilized. Some randomly chosen subjects were assigned 

to work with a website where in Experiment 1 some video clips depicted the change-of-

state events and others depicted the no-change-of-state events. Other subjects were 

assigned to work with the website where the only difference was that what was a change-

of-state event in the first website, here was a no-change-of-state event and vice versa. 

Otherwise, the two websites were identical. To ensure all these, appropriateness of RVCs 

was first checked with native speakers and then tested during the pilot study. The table 

below includes all target sentences used in this experiment.  

Table 4.3 Target Sentences                                                                                                      

Video 

Clip 

RVC 

and 

V1-le  

Sentences 

 

Clip 1 

 

dao-man  

pour-be.full 

 

dao-le  

pour PFV 

Ta dao-man le yi bei shui. 

3sg pour-be.full PFV one glass water 

‘She filled a glass with water.’ 

Ta dao le yi bei shui. 

3sg pour PFV one glass water 

‘She poured water into a glass.’ 

Clip 2 zhao-dao  

look.for-attain 

 

zhao-le  

look.for PFV 

Ta zhao-dao le na jian dongxi. 

3sg look.for-attain PFV that CL thing 

‘She found that item/thing.’ 

Ta zhao le na jian dongxi. 

3sg look.for PFV that CL thing 

‘She looked for that item/thing.’ 
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Clip 3 ba guan-diao  

BA close-fall 

 

ba guan-le  

BA close PFV 

Ta ba diandeng guan-diao le. 

3sg BA electric light close-fall 

‘She turned off the light.’ 

Ta ba diandeng guan le. 

3sg BA electric light close PFV 

‘She turned off the light.’ 

Clip 4 ba jian-kai  

BA 

cut.with.scissors-

open 

ba jian-le  

BA 

cut.with.scissors 

PFV 

Ta ba na zhang zhi jian-kai le. 

3sg BA that CL paper cut.with.scissors-open PFV 

‘She cut through that sheet of paper.’ 

Ta ba na zhang zhi jian le. 

3sg BA that CL paper cut.with.scissors PFV 

‘She made a cut in that sheet of paper.’ 

Clip 5 ba da-ku  

BA hit-cry 

 

ba da-le  

BA beat PFV 

Na ge chang toufa de nǚhai ba ta de tongxue da-ku le. 

that CL long hair DE girl BA 3sg DE classmate hit-cry PFV 

‘That long-haired girl hit her classmate so that she cried.’ 
Na ge chang toufa de nǚhai ba ta de tongxue da le. 

that CL long hair DE girl BA 3sg DE classmate hit PFV 

‘That CL long-haired girl hit her classmate.’ 

Clip 6 zou-lei  

walk-be.tired 

 

zou-le  

leave PFV 

Ta zou-lei le. 

3sg walk-be.tired PFV 

‘She walked herself tired. / She got tired from walking.’ 

Ta zou le. 

3sg walk PFV 

intended: ‘She walked.’ 

Clip 7 wen-chulai  

ask-come.out 

 

wen-le  

ask PFV 

Ta wen-chulai le yi jian shi. 

3sg ask-come.out PFV one CL issue/situation 

‘She found out about something.’ 
Ta wen le yi jian shi. 

3sg ask PFV one CL issue/situation 

‘She asked about something.’ 

 

Pinyin and English translation were provided for words that some learners might 

not know. The same information was provided for V1 and V2 of an RVC in each sentence 

but not for the entire RVC.  It was also mentioned several times throughout the 

experiment that the researcher was not concerned with participants’ knowledge of 
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Chinese but only with how they might interpret certain aspects of it. This was done to 

insure that participants would not feel pressure to perform well. 

 Participants first worked on two practice clips and then moved to the target items. 

Subjects were asked to judge the appropriateness of sentences depending on how each 

video clip ended. In order to provide an evaluation of each sentence, participants needed 

to click on the answer on the scale that they found appropriate. The Likert scale was used 

in the experiment. Answers on this scale ranged from “-2” (a participant completely 

disagrees that a given sentence correctly described how the video clip ended) to “+2” (a 

participant completely agrees that a given sentence correctly described how the video clip 

ended). Score “0” was interpreted as “I don’t know”.  

 __ I ________________ I ________________ I ________________ I ________________ I __ 

     -2                                 -1                                 0                                +1                               -1 

completely                   probably                   “I don’t                         probably                   completely 

  disagree                      disagree                      know”                           agree                           agree 

 

It was stated in the instructions that the two sentences for each clip might 

correctly or incorrectly describe how each video clip ended and that answers for the two 

sentences for each clip might be the same or they might be different.  

  As discussed in Chapter 3, there has not been a lot of research done on L2 

acquisition of Mandarin RVCs. Existing research includes experiments done by Chen 

(2008)49, Qiao (2008), and by Yuan and Zhao (2011). Experiments conducted by Chen 

and Qiao deal with similar issues that are analyzed in this study: do participants 

                                                           
49 Chen’s (2008) study investigates L1 acquisition of RVCs; however, the design of the experiment dealing 
with interpretation that is described in his dissertation informed my experiment design.   
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differentiate between functions performed by V1 of an RVC and a full RVC, and do they 

understand the division of labor between the two components of an RVC? Yuan and 

Zhao were interested in different aspects of RVCs, and so they only used sentences with 

full RVCs. Qiao also used a scale in the judgment task, except that it had three points 

instead of five on the continuum. 

 The experiment design presented in this study is similar to the earlier experiments 

in the following aspects. Each video clip has a pair: one clip shows a change-of-state 

event and another one depicts an event with no change. No subject would see both 

members of a pair. Each video clip was followed by a pair of sentences where one 

sentence contained an RVC and the other one contained the first component of the same 

RVC. Verb final marker -le was used in each sentence. The two members of the pair were 

identical except for the verb (RVC vs. V1). Vocabulary was provided for potentially 

difficult words. A continuum scale was used in the judgment task.  

There are two basic differences between the design used here and the design used 

by previous researchers. One was that in the experiment presented here, after watching a 

video, subjects were asked to give a description of the video clip in one sentence in 

English. This provided an opportunity to see whether participants perceived video clips 

depicting change of state as having to do with achieving a result. Another difference was 

that particle BA was never used in sentences in judgment tasks in research done by Chen, 

Qiao, or Yuan and Zhao. In a pilot study the native Chinese speakers judged some 

sentences as ‘probably disagree’ or ‘I don’t know’ only because these sentences felt 
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unnatural without the particle BA. Therefore, in Experiment 1, BA was included in some 

sentences.  

 

4.2.3. One Example   

To provide an actual example, a video shows an actor holding a sheet of paper 

and motioning in such a way as to trying to cut through the sheet completely and as a 

result of this action, the two halves of paper becoming detached. This clip depicts a 

change-of-state event. Below is a picture showing how the action at the beginning of the 

recording started. 

Figure 4.1 Example Picture: How the Event Began 

         

The following picture shows how the video clip, where the result was expressed, ended. 

Figure 4.2 Example Picture: How the Change-of-State Event Ended 

    

The following picture is from a clip representing a no-change-of-state event. This video 

clip shows an actor holding a sheet of paper and moving in such a way as to trying to cut 
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through the sheet but as a result of this action, the two halves of paper are still attached, 

the sheet is not cut all the way through  

Figure 4.3 Example Picture: How the No-Change-of-State Event Ended 

      

As was stated in earlier, two video clips, one depicting a change-of-state event and one 

depicting a no-change-of-state event, started in the same way.   

Task 1: English Sentence  

Vocabulary: 

 把 [bǎ]    particle BA     

 剪[jiǎn]    ‘clip; trim; cut (with scissors)’ 

 开/開 [kāi]   ‘open; make an open; open up’ 

 
 
Task 2: Sentence ‘A’:   

 她把那张纸剪开了。 

            她把那張紙剪開了。 

 tā bǎ nà zhāng zhǐ jiǎn kāi le 

  完全不同意 / completely disagree 

  可能不同意 / probably disagree 

  我不知道’/ ‘I don’t know’ 

  可能同意  / probably agree 

  完全同意 / completely agree 
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 Sentence ‘B’: 

 她把那张纸剪了。      

           她把那張紙剪了。  

 tā bǎ nà zhāng zhǐ jiǎn le 

  

  完全不同意 / completely disagree 

  可能不同意 / probably disagree 

  我不知道’/ ‘I don’t know’ 

  可能同意  / probably agree 

  完全同意 / completely agree 
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4.3. Experiment 2 

Experiment 2 looks into the problem of whether English-speaking learners of 

Mandarin realize that (1) RVCs are a productive construction which means that multiple 

RVCs that have the same V1 or the same V2 may be used in describing the same situation. 

The outcomes of this study may shed light on the problem of interpretation situations 

where resultant state is realized. 

 

4.3.1. Subjects 

Information about subjects is the same as described in Section 4.2.1 since the 

input produced by the same participants was also used in Experiment 2. There is only one 

difference with respect to the number of subject per each proficiency level. 

 Because this part of the study is not concerned with the interpretation of V1-le vs. 

RVC and the potential influence of the aspect marker -le on the interpretation of the 

change-of-state events, there was no need for different pairs of videos (change- vs. no-

change-of-state events as in Experiment 1) to be seen by different participants. Therefore, 

there was a higher number of participants per each video clip and per sentence. As can be 

seen from Table 4.4, number of subjects per group doubled. 

Table 4.4 Subjects and Proficiency Levels  

Proficiency Level 

 

Number of Subjects 

Advanced Level 24 
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Intermediate Level 23 

Native Speakers 26 

 

 

4.3.2. Instrument, Stimuli, and Procedure 

 In order to answer the research question related to understanding of the productive 

nature of Mandarin RVCs, three target video clips were presented to subjects, each 

depicting a situation where change of state took place. One destructor was introduced in 

the experiment. Each clip was followed by two sentences with which participants had to 

perform a judgement task. The task was to evaluate how appropriately sentences 

described how each video ended. Each sentence contained a particle BA. RVC in each 

sentence was followed by a verb-final -le. As can be seen from Table 4.5, which is 

presented below, in two pairs sentences differed only in the RVC that was used; in one 

pair, an additional phrase, liang duan ‘two part’ ‘two segments/parts’ was added.   

   (4.1) Ta ba   shengzi jian         -         cheng          le    liang duan. 

 3sg BA rope    cut.with.scissors-accomplish PFV two parts 

 ‘She cut the rope into two.’ 

Feedback from native speakers of Mandarin in the pilot study revealed that without 

adding liang duan ‘two part’ ‘two segments/parts’, the sentence would be unnatural. 

All target video clips depict situations with the change-of-state events. Table 4.5 lists all 

sentences and RVCs tested in this experiment.  

Table 4.5 Target Sentences 
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Video 

Clip 

RVC Sentences 

 

Clip 1 ba zhe-duan 

BA snap-break 

Ta ba gunzi zhe-duan le. 

3sg BA stick snap-break PFV   

‘She broke the stick by snapping it.’ 

ba nong-duan 

BA handle-break 

Ta ba gunzi nong-duan le. 

3sg BA stick handle-break PFV   

‘She broke the stick by manipulating with it.’ 

Clip 2 ba qiao-sui 

BA knock-smash 

Ta ba taoguan qiao-sui le. 

3sg BA earthenware pot knock-smash PFV 

‘She smashed the pot by knocking it.’ 

ba da-sui 

BA hit-smash 

Ta ba taoguan da-sui le. 

3sg BA earthenware pot hit-smash PFV   

‘She smashed the pot by hitting it.’ 

Clip 3 ba Jian-cheng 

BA cut.with. scissors-

accomplish 

Ta ba shengzi jian-cheng le liang duan.  

3sg BA rope cut (with scissors)-accomplish PFV 

two parts 

‘She cut the rope into two.’ 

ba jian-duan 

BA cut.with.scissors-

break 

Ta ba shengzi jian-duan le. 

3sg BA rope cut (with scissors)-break PFV 

‘She cut the rope so it snapped.’ 

  

 Participants of the experiments were asked to judge each sentence using the Likert 

scale as in Experiment 1. In order to minimize possible effect of sentence number (so 

subjects would not think that sentence ‘A’ should always be more correct than sentence 

‘B’, for example), it was clearly stated in the instructions that sentences may correctly or 

incorrectly describe how each video clip ended and that answers for each sentence in 

judgment task could be different or the same. 

Just like in Experiment 1, both simplified and traditional characters were provided 

as well as pinyin and translation for words that some learners might not know. Subjects 

were instructed to click on the link for the video clip, and then evaluate each sentence 

based on the scale that was provided. In order to provide an evaluation for each sentence, 
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participants needed to click on the answer on the scale that they found appropriate. 

Unlike Experiment 1, in this experiment all participants would see the same video clips 

with exactly the same sentences. 

 

4.3.3. One Example 

To provide an actual example, a video showed an actor breaking a stick by 

holding it and applying pressure on it with her thumbs. 

Vocabulary: 

 把 [bǎ]    particle BA 

 棍子[gùnzi]   ‘a stick’  

 折 [zhé]   ‘snap’ 

 断/斷 [duàn]   ‘break’ 

 弄 [nòng]   ‘(to) handle; manipulate’ 

 

             Sentence ‘A’: 

 她把棍子折断了。 

            她把棍子折斷了。 

 tā bǎ gùnzi zhéduàn le 

 

  完全不同意 / completely disagree 

  可能不同意 / probably disagree 

  我不知道’/ ‘I don’t know’ 

  可能同意  / probably agree 

  完全同意 / completely agree 

 Sentence ‘B’: 
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 她把棍子弄断了。 

 tā bǎ gùnzi nòngduàn le 

  

  完全不同意 / completely disagree 

  可能不同意 / probably disagree 

  我不知道’/ ‘I don’t know’ 

  可能同意  / probably agree 

  完全同意 / completely agree 

 

The pictures below show how the video clip started and ended.50 

Figure 4.4 Example Pictures: How the Change-of-State Event Began and How It Ended    

  

 

 

 

 

 

 

                                                           
50 Bohnemeyer, Jürgen, Melissa Bowerman, and Penelope Brown. 2001. Cut and break clips. In Manual for 

the field season 2001, 90-96, ed. Stephen C. Levinson and N.J. Enfield. Nijmegen: Max Planck Institute for 

Psycholinguistics. 
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CHAPTER 5 

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 

 

5.1. Introduction 

 This chapter reports results of the two experiments concerning L2 acquisition of 

Mandarin RVCs presented in the previous chapter. In a broader sense, this study intends 

to find out why there exists a paradox showing that English-speaking learners understand, 

or at least seem to understand, the meaning of RVCs but, with the exception of very few 

RVCs, fail to use them (Yuan and Zhao, 2011; Qiao, 2008; Wen, 1995, 1997; 

Christensen, 1997; Duff and Li, 2002). Experiment 1seeks to understand whether learners 

differentiate between the meaning of RVC-le and the meaning of its first component 

along with the perfective aspect marker -le in change-of-state and no-change-of-state 

situations. This experiment also reveals whether learners show a tendency to treat the 

verb-final -le as a resultative marker. In addition, outcomes of this experiment will 

facilitate a discussion of whether the way a situation is described in English, especially 

with respect to event conflation, has an effect on how English speakers understand RVC-

le vs. V1-le used for the same situation. Thus, data in Experiment 1 is analyzed in two 

ways. First, I will compare participants’ reaction to the V1-le vs. V1V2-le combinations in 

change- and no-change-of-state situations. I will study learners’ reaction against that of 

native speakers. This analysis will answer Research Questions 1 and 2. Secondly, I will 

analyze the same data based on how the situations in which RVC-le and V1-le 

combinations are used are described in English. In this analysis, I will only consider 
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results produced by the learners and exclude native speakers’ input. I will rely on the 

statistical analysis presented in Section 5.2. This latter analysis is designed to answer 

Research Question 3.        

Experiment 2 aims at understanding whether English-speaking learners realize 

that RVCs are highly productive. An answer to Research Question 4 contributes to the 

overall discussion of what might explain the discrepancy between learners' correct 

understanding of the meaning of RVCs and, at the same time, their inability to use RVCs. 

This chapter will first provide a statistical analysis and then a discussion of outcomes 

from Experiments 1 and 2. It will conclude with a discussion of whether the findings 

support the predictions made in Chapter 2.  
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5.2. Experiment 1: Interpreting V1, V2, and Aspect Marker -le based on linguistic   

            properties of RVCs and corresponding V1-le combinations 

 

This section looks at how learners reacted to sentence judgment tasks with regards 

to the change-of-state and no-change-of-state events. Here, I will analyze data in order to 

answer Research Questions 1 and 2: 

1. Do learners think that change of state is achieved by using an RVC with an optional 

perfective aspect marker -le?51  

2. Do learners think that an activity predicate with the perfective aspect marker -le is a 

sufficient condition to express change of state? 

This section has the following structure. First, I will list all RVCs used in this 

experiment. Then, I will provide the meaning of each RVC and V1-le combination and 

explain the relationship between V1-le and V1 in V1V2. After performing a statistical 

analysis of each RVC-le and V1-le pair and answering the two research questions, I will 

give an overall conclusion. I will compare participants’ reaction to the V1-le and V1V2-le 

combinations and see if these two constructions were treated differently depending on the 

type of situation: situations in which change of state happened and situations when no 

change occurred. Each RVC-le is analyzed individually to avoid possible influence from 

individual components of RVCs. Both change- and no-change situations are suitable for 

answering question 1. On the other hand, in order to answer question 2, more emphasis is 

                                                           
51 Even though the word “optional” is used with respect to the aspect marker –le following RVCs, the 
study was designed so -le would be present in each sentence. Testing whether learners would be biased 
toward sentences containing RVCs followed by –le or toward sentences containing only RVCs without –le 
in situations where either option is available falls outside of current study.     
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placed on no-change-of-state situations because these are the situations where V1-le will 

most likely differ from RVC-le. 

 In performing a statistical description, I will analyze the data using the SPSS 

statistical software. Two tailed t-tests are found to be best suited (1) to answer the 

research questions and (2) to deal with the situation that each RVC has to be evaluated 

individually. The independent variable, or the between-subject factor, is the three 

proficiency levels, and the dependent variable, or the within-subject factor, is the 

participants’ judgment of sentences with V1-le combination vs. RVC-le in change-of-

state and no-change-of-state situations. A significance level of .05 is used. Another factor 

will be taken into consideration when analyzing the data: standard deviation (SD). It 

refers to how much the responses produced by the participants varied. If the SD is low, it 

means that most of the scores produced by the participants were similar and, therefore, 

close to the Mean (M). If the SD is high, it means that participants’ answers varied and 

were not close to one another. In some experiments it can signal a problem with the 

experiment design; in some other experiments, on the other hand, as in this case, SD 

numbers can be affected when there is a wide range of possible answers (vs. a test with 

only two answers of ‘yes’ and ‘no’, for example). There is no one clear way of deciding 

whether or not the SD is high. It depends on the experiment design and its content. It is of 

an interpretive nature. In this experiment I will say that if the SD is less than 1.30, it is 

low, or on the low side.52 When the SD number is high, we cannot fully rely on it to 

                                                           
52 I used data produced by native speakers for dao-man ‘pour-be.full’ vs. dao-le ‘pour PFV’ pair to 
determine this since it is a type of RVCs with the most straightforward meaning. I looked at the actual 
scores produced by participants and at how much deviation there was with respect to the ideal answer. 
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conclude that the participants were not sure how to react to a particular combination; I 

will use the SD only as an indicator of how individual respondents treated a particular 

combination differently from each other. And I will discuss it only when it can be used as 

further evidence for multiple meanings of particular combinations. 

RVCs used in Experiment 153: 

1. dao-man  

pour-be.full  

‘fill (by pouring)’  

     

2. zhao-dao  

look.for-attain 

‘find’ 

 

3. guan-diao  

close-fall 

‘turn off’ 

 

4. jian-kai  

cut.with.scissors-open 

‘cut in two/in half’ 

 

5. da-ku  

hit-cry 

‘hit him/her so as a result of it he/she cries’ 

 

6. zou-lei  

walk-be.tired 

‘walk oneself tired’, ‘be tired from walking’ 

 

7. wen-chulai  

                                                           
But again, it is an arbitrary decision, and discussion of SD is used only as a supplementary evidence for 
certain phenomena.   
53 Since in this section I analyze RVCs individually, I will do so in the order they appear in Section 5.3. This 

way it will be more convenient for readers to refer to the same RVCs for two different analyses.     
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ask-come.out 

‘find out by asking (questions)’ 

    

5.2.1. Interpretation of RVC1: dao-man ‘pour-be.full’   

Test sentences: Ta dao-man le yi bei shui. 

                         3sg pour-be.full PFV one glass water 

                         ‘She filled a glass with water.’ 

   Ta dao le yi bei shui. 

                         3sg pour PFV one glass water 

                         ‘She poured water into a glass.’ 

RVC: dao-man ‘pour-be.full’: ’pour liquid until the vessel into which the liquid is poured 

into is full’ 

V1-le combination: dao-le ‘pour PFV’: ‘poured (liquid)’ 

Relationship between V1-le and V1 in V1V2-le: V1-le entails V1 in V1V2-le, and no result 

is implied. 

If a person performed the action of dao-le ‘pour PFV’, it means that he simply 

poured water from one container into another without any implication that the container 

into which the water was poured became full. The component dao in dao-man has no 

interpretation other than indicating the action of pouring.     

Statistical Reporting: 

 From Table 5.1 we can see that the average responses for both dao-man-le (M = 

1.36, SD = 1.28) and dao-le (M = 1.64, SD = .50) were high for native speakers.54 Table 

                                                           
54 To remind, participants’ answers could range from the minimum score of ‘-2’ to the maximum score of 
‘+2’.  
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5.2 shows that V1V2-le and V1-le in a change-of-state situation were not treated as 

significantly different, t (13) = -.89, p = .391. The same holds true for both groups of 

learners. Advanced learners did not treat dao-man-le (M = 1.50, SD = .80) and dao-le (M 

= .83, SD = 1.40) as significantly different, t (11) = 1.38, p = .194. Intermediate learners 

did not react to dao-man-le (M = 1.58, SD = .67) and dao-le (M = 1.75, SD = .45) 

significantly differently either, t (11) = -.80, p = .438.            

TABLE 5.1 

Means (M) and Standard Deviations (SD) of RVC-le vs. V1-le by Different Proficiency 

Levels 

for dao-man ‘pour-be.full’: 

Change-of-State Event 

Proficiency 

Level 

N RVC-le 

          M                   SD           

V1-le 

          M                  SD           

Native 

Speakers 

 

Advanced 

 

Intermediate 

14 

 

 

12 

 

12 

        1.36                 1.28 

 

 

        1.50                 0.80 

 

        1.58                 0.67 

        1.64                0.50 

 

 

        0.83                1.40   

         

        1.75                0.45 

 

TABLE 5.2 

Judgment of Sentences with RVC-le vs. Sentences with V1-le by Different Proficiency 

Levels 

 for dao-man ‘pour-be.full’: 

Change-of-State Event 

 

 

Proficiency Level 

 

Mean Diff. 

(Sentence A- 

Sentence B) 

 

Std. 

Error 

 

Sig. 

 

95% Confidence Interval of the 

Difference 

Lower Bound Upper 

Bound 

Native Speakers:  

Sentence A vs. 

Sentence B 

 

-0.29 

 

0.32 

 

0.391 

 

-0.98 

 

0.41 

Advanced:      
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Sentence A vs. 

Sentence B 

 0.67 0.48 0.194 -0.39 1.73 

Intermediate: 

Sentence A vs. 

Sentence B 

 

-0.17 

 

0.21 

 

0.438 

 

-0.62 

 

0.29 

Sentence A = sentence with RVC-le. Sentence B = sentence with V1-le.  

Computations are based on alpha = .05 (p<0.05). 

 Figure 5.1 provides a graphic representation of the participants’ judgment ratings 

of sentences with V1-le and RVC-le. By looking at the mean scores, we can see that 

learners gave progressively higher scores to RVCs. Reaction to the V1-le combination is 

not as straightforward. Advanced learners assigned the lowest scores to V1-le out of all 

three proficiency levels and, thus, they have the biggest gap between V1-le and RVC-le. 

At the same time, intermediate learners gave slightly higher scores to V1-le than native 

speakers did. 
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 In short, from the point of view of the statistical analysis, native speakers and 

learners behaved similarly: they assigned high scores to V1-le and RVC-le and at the 

same time they did not treat the two constructions as statistically different in change-of-

state situations.  

 Now we will look at participants’ reaction to the same pair of constructions in a 

situation when no change of state was achieved. We expect the gap between dao-man-le 

‘pour-be.full PFV’ and dao-le ‘pour PFV’ to be big if the subjects understand the 

difference between dao-man and dao-le. From Tables 5.3 and 5.4 we can see that this is 

the case. The average responses for dao-man-le (M = -1.33, SD = 1.37) and dao-le (M = 

1.25, SD = 1.14) were opposite from each other for native speakers, thus, showing a 

significant difference t (11) = -5.52, p = .000. Learners showed the same pattern. 

Advanced learners treated dao-man-le (M = -1.42, SD = 1.00) and dao-le (M = .67, SD = 

1.30) significantly differently, t (11) = -4.80, p = .001. Likewise, intermediate learners 

assigned scores to dao-man-le (M = -1.36, SD = 1.03) and dao-le (M = 1.55, SD = .93) 

that were significantly different from each other, t (10) = -6.11, p = .000.   

TABLE 5.3 

Means (M) and Standard Deviations (SD) of RVC-le vs. V1-le by Different Proficiency 

Levels 

for dao-man ‘pour-be.full’: 

No-Change-of-State Event 

Proficiency 

Level 

N RVC-le 

          M                   SD             

V1-le 

          M                     SD              

Native 

Speakers 

 

Advanced 

 

12 

 

 

12 

 

       -1.33                1.37 

 

 

       -1.42                1.00 

 

        1.25                   1.14 

 

 

        0.67                   1.30  
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Intermediate 11        -1.36                1.03         1.55                   0.93 

 

TABLE 5.4 

Judgment of sentences with RVC-le vs. Sentences with V1-le by Different Proficiency 

Levels 

 for dao-man ‘pour-be.full’: 

No-Change-of-State Event 

 

 

Proficiency Level 

 

Mean Diff. 

(Sentence A- 

Sentence B) 

 

Std. 

Error 

 

Sig. 

 

95% Confidence Interval of the 

Difference 

Lower Bound Upper 

Bound 

Native Speakers:  

Sentence A vs. 

Sentence B 

 

-2.58 

 

0.47 

 

0.000 

 

-3.61 

 

-1.55 

Advanced: 

Sentence A vs. 

Sentence B 

 

-2.08 

 

0.43 

 

0.001 

 

-3.04 

 

-1.13 

Intermediate: 

Sentence A vs. 

Sentence B 

 

-2.91 

 

0.48 

 

0.000 

 

-3.97 

 

-1.85 

Sentence A = sentence with RVC-le. Sentence B = sentence with V1-le.  

Computations are based on alpha = .05 (p<0.05). 

 

 Figure 5.2 provides a graphic representation of the participants’ judgment ratings 

of sentences with V1-le and RVC-le in a no-change-of-state situation. By looking at the 

mean scores, we can see that learners treated RVCs in the same way native speakers did, 

although reaction to the V1-le combination was different between learners and native 

speakers. Similarly to the change-of-state situation, advanced learners assigned the lowest 

scores to it, while intermediate learners gave the highest scores to V1-le.  
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 In the no change-of-state situation, from the point of view of statistics, native 

speakers and learners exhibited similar behavior: they gave low scores to sentences with 

RVC-le but high scores to V1-le, each proficiency level showing a significant difference 

in their treatment of the two types of sentences.  

Answering Research Questions 1 and 2: 

To answer the first research question of whether learners understand that the RVC 

should be used only in change-of-state situations, the data obtained with dao-man-le 

‘pour-be.full PFV’ show that learners understand it. Learners along with native speakers 

assigned high scores to RVC-le used in the situation where change of state occurred. 

Learners gave low scores to these constructions in those situations where change of state 

did not happen. Therefore, we can conclude that learners understand that change of state 

is achieved by using RVC with the optional -le.  
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With respect to research question 2, I conclude that learners did not treat -le as 

carrying the resultative meaning. The second research question is about whether learners 

think that the perfective aspect marker -le has the resultative meaning, thus taking V1-le 

as V1V2-le. If this were the case, we would expect learners to assign high scores to dao-le 

‘pour PFV’ in a change-of-state situation and low scores in a no- change-of-state 

situation. They would treat the V1-le combination just like RVC. This is not what 

happened. Specifically, similarly to native speakers, learners assigned high scores to both 

V1V2-le and V1-le combinations in the change-of-state situation. In the no-change-of-

state situation, both groups of learners behaved in a similar fashion as well, treating 

V1V2-le and V1-le as significantly different. We can conclude that advanced and 

intermediate learners understand that V1-le describes an action. In the no-change-of-state 

situation, they did not treat this combination the same way as RVC. Therefore, they did 

not treat the verb-final -le as having the resultative meaning.  

 

5.2.2. Interpretation of RVC2: zhao-dao ‘look.for-attain’ 

Test sentences: Ta zhao-dao le na jian dongxi. 

                         3sg look.for-attain PFV that CL thing 

                         ‘She found that item/thing.’ 

                         Ta zhao le na jian dongxi. 

                         3sg look.for PFV that CL thing 

                         ‘She looked for that item/thing.’  

RVC: zhao-dao ‘look.for-attain’: ‘find something’ 

V1-le combination: zhao-le ‘look.for PFV’: ‘get something and (possibly) bring it out’ 
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Relationship between V1-le and V1 in V1V2-le: V1-le does not entail V1 in V1V2-le. Result 

may be implied, but not the result shown in the video. 

Here, the V1-le combination differs in meaning from V1 of RVC. The V1-le 

combination of zhao-le ‘look.for PFV’ means that a person got something and possibly 

brought it out.55 It is not the same as zhao in the RVC zhao-dao ‘look.for-reach’. Zhao as 

V1 only refers to the action of looking or searching for something with no implication of 

a result. The V1-le combination implies some result but not the result that is shown in the 

video.56 The result that is implied in zhao-le is that the person got something (change, or 

a handkerchief, for example) and possibly brought it out. 

Statistical Reporting: 

From Table 5.5 we can see that the average responses produced by native 

speakers for zhao-dao-le (M = 1.67, SD = 1.15) and zhao-le (M = -.25, SD = 1.86) were 

spread far apart from each other. As Table 5.6 shows, native speakers treated the two 

combinations as significantly different, t (11) = 3.53, p = .005. This reaction is to be 

expected considering the meaning of the V1-le combination. The high score for this 

V1V2-le reflects that result was realized. The low score for zhao-le shows that native 

speakers did not treat zhao-le simply as an activity predicate, expressing the action of 

looking for something as shown in the video clip. This caused the mean score to be low. 

Advanced learners had an even bigger gap. In treating zhao-dao-le (M = 1.92, SD = .29) 

and zhao-le (M = -.42, SD = 1.62) they also showed a significant difference, t (11) = 5.01, 

                                                           
55 This holds true when zhao-le is used without a time phrase yixia ‘a short while’. 
56 For a description of the video clips, refer to Appendix B. 
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p = .000. Intermediate learners showed a different pattern. They did not treat zhao-dao-le 

(M = 1.55, SD = 1.21) and zhao-le (M = .46, SD = 1.63) as significantly different, t (10) = 

1.67, p = .126. This indicates that they understand zhao-le as ‘look for’, or an activity 

predicate. 

TABLE 5.5 

Means (M) and Standard Deviations (SD) of RVC-le vs. V1-le by Different Proficiency 

Levels 

for zhao-dao ‘look.for-attain’: 

Change-of-State Event 

Proficiency 

Level 

N RVCs 

          M                  SD           

V1-le 

          M                    SD              

Native 

Speakers 

 

Advanced 

 

Intermediate 

12 

 

 

12 

 

11 

        1.67                1.15 

 

 

        1.92                0.29            

 

        1.55                1.21 

        -0.25                1.86         

 

 

        -0.42                1.62 

         

         0.46                1.63 

 

TABLE 5.6 

Judgment of Sentences with RVC-le vs. Sentences with V1-le by Different Proficiency 

Levels 

 for zhao-dao ‘look.for-attain’: 

Change-of-State Event 

 

 

Proficiency Level 

 

Mean Diff. 

(Sentence A- 

Sentence B) 

 

Std. 

Error 

 

Sig. 

 

95% Confidence Interval of the 

Difference 

Lower Bound Upper 

Bound 

Native Speakers:  

Sentence A vs. 

Sentence B 

 

1.92 

 

0.54 

 

0.005 

 

0.72 

 

3.11 

Advanced: 

Sentence A vs. 

Sentence B 

 

 2.33 

 

0.47 

 

0.000 

 

1.31 

 

3.36 

Intermediate:  

1.09 

 

0.65 

 

0.126 

 

-0.36 

 

2.55 
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Sentence A vs. 

Sentence B 

Sentence A = sentence with RVC-le. Sentence B = sentence with V1-le.  

Computations are based on alpha = .05 (p<0.05). 

 Figure 5.3 provides a graphic representation of the participants’ judgment ratings 

of sentences with V1-le and RVC-le. In short, we can see that zhao-dao-le ‘look.for-attain 

PFV’ was assigned high scores by each proficiency level, and zhao-le ‘look.for PFV’ was 

given low scores by native speakers and advanced learners but higher scores by 

intermediate learners.     

 

 

 In short, from the point of view of statistics, native speakers and advanced 

learners behaved alike by treating RVC-le and V1-le significantly differently in the 

change-of-state situation. They assigned high scores to RVC-le and low scores to the V1-

le combination, thus showing that they did not treat zhao-le ‘look.for PFV’ only as an 

activity predicate. Intermediate learners did not show a significant difference between 
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RVC-le and V1-le, thus indicating that they treated zhao-dao-le ‘look.for-attain PFV’ as 

an RVC belonging to RVC Type (1) where V1 refers to an action.   

 Now we will look at participants’ reaction to the same pair of constructions in a 

situation when no change of state was achieved. In Tables 5.7 and 5.8 we can see that 

forall three proficiency groups the gap between zhao-dao-le and zhao-le is large. Native 

speakers treated zhao-dao-le (M = -2.00, SD = .00) and zhao-le (M = .14, SD = 1.96) as 

significantly different, t (13) = -4.10, p = .001. Advanced learners understood zhao-dao-

le (M = -2.00, SD = .00) and zhao-le (M = .33, SD = 2.06) as significantly different as 

well, t (11) = -3.92, p = .002. Likewise, intermediate learners assigned scores to zhao-

dao-le (M = -2.00, SD = .00) and zhao-le (M = 1.00, SD = 1.81) that were also 

significantly different from each other, t (11) = -5.75, p = .000.  

TABLE 5.7 

Means (M) and Standard Deviations (SD) of RVC-le vs. V1-le by Different Proficiency 

Levels 

for zhao-dao ‘look.for-attain’: 

No-Change-of-State Event 

Proficiency 

Level 

N RVCs 

          M                    SD    

V1-le 

          M                    SD          

Native 

Speakers 

 

Advanced 

 

Intermediate 

14 

 

 

12 

 

12 

       -2.00                  0.00 

 

 

       -2.00                  0.00 

 

       -2.00                  0.00 

        0.14                  1.96 

  

 

        0.33                  2.06  

         

        1.00                  1.81 

 

TABLE 5.8 

Judgment of Sentences with RVC-le vs. Sentences with V1-le by Different Proficiency 

Levels 

 for zhao-dao ‘look.for-attain’: 

No-Change-of-State Event 
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Proficiency Level 

 

Mean Diff. 

(Sentence A- 

Sentence B) 

 

Std. 

Error 

 

Sig. 

 

95% Confidence Interval of the 

Difference 

Lower Bound Upper Bound 

Native Speakers:  

Sentence A vs. 

Sentence B 

 

-2.14 

 

0.52 

 

0.001 

 

-3.27 

 

-1.01 

Advanced: 

Sentence A vs. 

Sentence B 

 

-2.33 

 

0.59 

 

0.002 

 

-3.64 

 

-1.02 

Intermediate: 

Sentence A vs. 

Sentence B 

 

-3.00 

 

0.52 

 

0.000 

 

-4.15 

 

-1.85 

Sentence A = sentence with RVC-le. Sentence B = sentence with V1-le.  

Computations are based on alpha = .05 (p<0.05). 

 Figure 5.4 provides a graphic representation of the participants’ judgment ratings 

of sentences with V1-le and RVC-le. As can be seen, all three groups assigned the same 

lowest scores (M = -2.00) to the RVC-le with no variation in their answers (SD = .00). 

With respect to the V1-le combination, as the proficiency level goes down, the acceptance 

rate goes up.  
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 Even though all three groups of participants treated zhao-dao-le ‘look.for-attain 

PFV’ and zhao-le ‘look.for PFV’ as statistically different, if we look at the actual mean 

scores, we can observe that native speakers (M = 0.14) and advanced learners (M = 0.33) 

behaved similarly having their scores close to zero. Intermediate learners, on the other 

hand, assigned a high mean score (M = 1.00).    

To sum up, high scores were assigned to RVC-le in the change-of-state situation 

and low scores were assigned in the no-change-of-state situation. With respect to the V1-

le combination, the intermediate group of learners treated this combination differently 

from native speakers and advanced learners. Native speakers treated zhao-le ‘look.for 

PFV’ almost the same in the change- (M = 0.25) and no-change-of-state (M = 0.14) 

situations. Advanced group of learners also had a similar reaction: change-of-state (M = -

0.22) and no-change-of-state (M = 0.33). Scores produced by these two groups of 
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participants were close to zero thus showing indeterminacy in in treating this 

combination; they neither rejected no accepted the sentence. Intermediate learners, on the 

other hand, clearly accepted zhao-le ‘look.for PFV’ in both situations: the change-of-state 

situation (M = 0.46) and no-change-of-state situation (M = 1.00).    

Answering Research Question 1 and 2: 

To answer the first research question, the data clearly show that learners understand that 

this RVC should be used in a situation when change of state took place. With respect to 

the second research question, we can conclude that advanced and intermediate groups of 

learners did not interpret the V1-le combination in the same way as RVC-le.  

 

5.2.3. Interpretation of RVC3: ba guan-diao ‘BA close-fall’ 

Test sentences: Ta ba diandeng guan-diao le. 

                         3sg BA electric light close-fall 

                         ‘She turned off the light.’ 

                         Ta ba diandeng guan le. 

                         3sg BA electric light close PFV 

                         ‘She turned off the light.’  

RVC: ba guan-diao ‘close-fall’: ‘turn something off’  

V1-le combination: ba guan-le ‘BA close PFV’: ‘turn something off’ 

Relationship between V1-le and V1 in V1V2-le: V1-le means the same as V1V2-le 

With this RVC, ba guan-le ‘BA close PFV’ has the same meaning as ba guan-diao-le 

‘BA close-fall PFV’. If a person performed what is expressed by ba guan-le to a TV set, 

radio, or electric light, it means that he did the action of turning it off and the end result 
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of that action was achieved and the object was turned off. The result that is expected from 

performing turning something off is the same whether the speaker uses the V1-le 

combination or the full RVC. 

Statistical Reporting: 

From Table 5.9 we can see that the average responses for both ba guan-diao-le (M = 

1.92, SD = .29) and ba guan-le (M = 1.67, SD = .89) were high for native speakers. From 

Table 5.10, we can see that V1V2-le and V1-le in a change-of-state situation were not 

treated as significantly different, t (11) = .90, p = .389. The same holds true for both 

groups of learners. Advanced learners did not treat ba guan-diao-le (M = 1.50, SD = .90) 

and ba guan-le (M = 1.25, SD = 1.22) as significantly different, t (11) = .51, p = .623. 

Intermediate learners did not react to ba guan-diao-le (M = .91, SD = 1.58) and ba guan-

le (M = 1.27, SD = 1.19) significantly differently either, t (10) = -.54, p = .603.            

TABLE 5.9 

Means (M) and Standard Deviations (SD) of RVC-le vs. V1-le by Different Proficiency 

Levels 

for ba guan-diao ‘BA close-fall’: 

Change-of-State Event 

Proficiency 

Level 

N RVCs 

          M                 SD           

V1-le 

          M                 SD           

Native 

Speakers 

 

Advanced 

 

Intermediate 

12 

 

 

12 

 

11 

        1.92               0.29 

 

 

        1.50               0.90 

 

        0.91               1.58  

        1.67                0.89 

 

 

        1.25                1.22  

 

        1.27                1.19 

 

TABLE 5.10 

Judgment of Sentences with RVC-le vs. Sentences with V1-le by Different Proficiency 

Levels 
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 for ba guan-diao ‘BA close-fall’: 

Change-of-State Event 

 

 

Proficiency Level 

 

Mean Diff. 

(Sentence A- 

Sentence B) 

 

Std. 

Error 

 

Sig. 

 

95% Confidence Interval of the 

Difference 

Lower Bound Upper 

Bound 

Native Speakers:  

Sentence A vs. 

Sentence B 

 

0.25 

 

0.28 

 

0.389 

 

-0.36 

 

0.86 

Advanced: 

Sentence A vs. 

Sentence B 

 

0.25  

 

0.49 

 

0.623 

 

-0.84 

 

1.34 

Intermediate: 

Sentence A vs. 

Sentence B 

 

-0.36 

 

0.68 

 

0.603 

 

-1.87 

 

1.15 

Sentence A = sentence with RVC-le. Sentence B = sentence with V1-le.  

Computations are based on alpha = .05 (p<0.05). 

 Figure 5.5 provides a graphic representation of the participants’ judgment ratings 

of sentences with V1-le and RVC-le. By looking at the mean scores, in addition to what 

was discussed above we can see that advanced and intermediate learners assigned 

progressively lower scores to both RVC-le and V1-le combinations in comparison to 

those of native speakers.  
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 In short, from the point of view of statistics, native speakers and learners behaved 

similarly: they assigned high numbers to V1-le and RVC-le and at the same time they did 

not treat these two constructions statistically differently in the change-of-state situations.     

 Now we will look at participants’ reaction to the same pair of constructions in a 

situation when no change of state took place. Because ba guan-diao-le ‘BA close-fall 

PFV’ and ba guan-le ‘BA close PFV’ have the same meaning, we expect the gap between 

them to be small even in the no-change-of-state situation. What is more, we should see 

low scores with both RVC-le and V1-le. In tables 5.11 and 5.12 we can see that this is 

what happened except in the case of intermediate learners.  

 The average responses for ba guan-diao-le (M = -1.714, SD = 1.069) and ba 

guan-le (M = -1.714, SD = 1.069) were identical. This can be seen in both of the tables 

where I did not round up the Means and Standard Deviations to show that these numbers 
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are in fact the same for both RVC-le and V1-le.  Since the standard error of the difference 

is zero (since native speakers assigned identical scores to both combinations), the t-test 

could not be computed. Advanced learners behaved in a similar way. They had a very 

small difference between the two combinations. Specifically, advanced learners did not 

treat ba guan-diao-le (M = -1.50, SD = 1.00) and ba guan-le (M = -1.58, SD = 1.16) as 

significantly different, t (11) = .43, p = .674. Intermediate learners reacted differently. 

They assigned scores to ba guan-diao-le (M = -1.46, SD = .93) and ba guan-le (M = -.27, 

SD = 1.68) that were significantly different from each other, t (10) = -2.55, p = .029.  

TABLE 5.11 

Means (M) and Standard Deviations (SD) of RVC-le vs. V1-le by Different Proficiency 

Levels 

for ba guan-diao ‘BA close-fall’: 

No-Change-of-State Event 

Proficiency 

Level 

N RVCs 

          M                  SD           

V1-le 

          M                    SD             

Native 

Speakers57 

 

Advanced 

 

Intermediate 

14 

 

 

12 

 

11 

      -1.714              1.069 

 

 

       -1.50               1.00 

 

       -1.46               0.93 

      -1.714                 1.069 

   

 

       -1.58                  1.16 

         

       -0.27                  1.68 

 

 

TABLE 5.12 

Judgment of Sentences with RVC-le vs. Sentences with V1-le by Different Proficiency 

Levels 

 for ba guan-diao ‘BA close-fall’: 

No-Change-of-State Event 

                                                           
57 In this table in the row for Native Speakers, three digits instead of two are used after a comma to show 
that the numbers for M and SD for both RVC-le and V1-le are identical. Therefore, the t-test (values for 
Table 5.12) cannot be computed because the standard error of the difference is zero.   
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Proficiency Level 

 

Mean Diff. 

(Sentence A- 

Sentence B) 

 

Std. 

Error 

 

Sig. 

 

95% Confidence Interval of the 

Difference 

Lower Bound Upper Bound 

Native Speakers:  

Sentence A vs. 

Sentence B 

See Foot  

Note 1 

F.N. 

1  

F.N. 

1 

 

Foot Note 1 

 

Foot Note 1 

Advanced: 

Sentence A vs. 

Sentence B 

 

 0.08 

 

0.19 

 

0.674 

 

-0.34 

 

0.51 

Intermediate: 

Sentence A vs. 

Sentence B 

 

-1.18 

 

0.46 

 

0.029 

 

-2.21 

 

-0.15 

Sentence A = sentence with RVC-le. Sentence B = sentence with V1-le.  

Computations are based on alpha = .05 (p<0.05). 

 Figure 5.6 provides a graphic representation of the participants’ judgment ratings 

of sentences with V1-le and RVC-le in the no-change-of-state situation. It is clearly 

shown that intermediate learners had a big gap between ba guan-diao-le ‘BA close-fall 

PFV’ and ba guan-le ‘BA close PFV’.  
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 To briefly summarize results for RVC Type (3), we can see that native speakers 

and advanced learners treated ba guan-diao-le ‘BA close-fall PFV’ and ba guan-le ‘BA 

close PFV’ as the same in the change-of-state and no-change-of-state situations. This 

means that advanced learners understand the meaning of both combinations and that V1-

le may have the same meaning and usage as V1V2-le. Intermediate learners exhibited the 

same pattern in the change-of-state situation but not in the no-change-of-state situation. 

There they treated the two combinations as significantly different. This shows that 

intermediate learners do not yet have a good grasp of the meaning of ba guan-le ‘BA 

close PFV’. They do not know that it has a resultative reading same as ba guan-diao-le 

‘BA close-fall PFV’. 

Answering Research Question 1 and 2: 

To answer the first research question, the data show that with this RVC, both 

proficiency groups understand that an RVC must be used in order to express a resultant 

state. Learners, along with native speakers, assigned high scores to it in the change-of-

state situation and low negative scores in the no-change-of state situation. With respect to 

the second research question, we can see that advanced learners clearly treated ba guan-le 

‘BA close PFV’ as carrying the resultative meaning by assigning high scores to it in the 

change-of-state situation and low negative scores in the no-change-of-state situation. 

Intermediate learners also gave high scores to the V1-le combination in the change-of-

state situation. This shows that in such a situation they treated V1-le on a par as RVC-le. 

However, in the no-change-of-state situation, they treated RVC-le and V1-le as 
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significantly different. Thus they did not treat it as carrying the same resultative meaning 

as ba guan-diao-le ‘BA close-fall PFV’.   

 

5.2.4. Interpretation of RVC4: ba jian-kai ‘BA cut.with.scissors-open’ 

Test sentences: Ta ba na zhang zhi jian-kai le. 

                         3sg BA that CL paper cut.with.scissors-open PFV 

                         ‘She cut through that sheet of paper.’ 

                         Ta ba na zhang zhi jian le. 

                         3sg BA that CL paper cut.with.scissors PFV 

                         ‘She made a cut in that sheet of paper.’  

RVC: ba jian-kai ‘BA cut.with.scissors-open’: ‘cut through/in half’, ‘make a cut’ 

V1-le combination: ba jian-le ‘BA cut.with.scissors PFV’: ‘cut through/in half’ or ‘make 

a cut’)  

Relationship between V1-le and V1 in V1V2-le: V1-le and RVC-le are ambiguous between 

different kinds of result.    

This RVC is difficult to characterize because the V1-le combination as well as 

RVC-le are ambiguous in meaning between different kinds of result. I used the particle 

BA along with V1-le in the test sentences. When BA is used, it adds the result to the 

meaning of ba jian-le ‘BA cut.with.scissors PFV’. With BA, this combination acquires a 

resultative meaning of ‘cut off’.58 What is more, ba jian-le ‘BA cut.with.scissors PFV’ 

may also have the ‘cut an opening’ reading. In this situation, the BA V1-le combination 

                                                           
58 One of the most common way to use ba jian-le ‘BA cut.with.scissors PFV’ is in ba toufa jian-le ‘BA hair 
cut.with.scissors PFV’ with ‘cut off’ meaning. 
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also implies result, but not the ‘cut through’ result. Therefore, for ba jian-le ‘BA 

cut.with.scissors PFV’, for some speakers it could mean that as a result of a person 

cutting a sheet of paper, the two halves become detached. It could also mean that as a 

result of a person cutting a sheet of paper, there is an opening in that sheet of paper. Ba 

jian-kai-le ‘BA cut.with.scissors-open’ also has two meanings for many native speakers: 

it could mean ‘cut into two halves’ or it could mean ‘cut an opening’. Learners may not 

know the variety of meanings associated with the two forms. The results below indeed 

show confusion among the learners.  

Statistical Reporting: 

From Table 5.13 we can see that the average responses for ba jian-kai-le (M = 1.71, SD = 

.83) was high, and for ba jian-le (M = .43, SD = 1.65), was not as high as we would 

normally expect for native speakers. In judging the V1-le combination native speakers 

showed high variability among their answers; the SD tells us that. What is more, from 

Table 5.14, we can see that V1V2-le and V1-le in the change-of-state situation were 

treated as significantly different, t (13) = 2.78, p = .016. Advanced learners showed a 

different pattern. They did not treat ba jian-kai-le (M = .33, SD = 1.61) and ba jian-le (M 

= 1.17, SD = 1.34) as significantly different, t (11) = -1.52, p = .157. But, again, it is 

necessary to point out the range of the scores they produced varied because the SD in 

both cases was high. Intermediate learners had the biggest gap. They treated ba jian-kai-

le (M = -.25, SD = 1.29) and ba jian-le (M = 1.75, SD = .45) as significantly different, t 

(11) = -5.42, p = .000. As we can see by looking at the SD for both combinations, 

intermediate learners were not sure how to treat ba jian-kai-le ‘BA cut.with.scissors-open 
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PFV’ as the range of their answers shows variability although they had a uniform opinion 

about ba jian-le ‘BA cut.with.scissors PFV’.              

TABLE 5.13 

Means (M) and Standard Deviations (SD) of RVC-le vs. V1-le by Different Proficiency 

Levels 

for ba jian-kai ‘BA cut.with.scissors-open’: 

Change-of-State Event 

Proficiency 

Level 

N RVCs 

          M                  SD            

V1-le 

          M                   SD           

Native 

Speakers 

 

Advanced 

 

Intermediate 

14 

 

 

12 

 

12 

        1.71                0.83   

 

 

        0.33                1.61            

 

       -0.25               1.29 

        0.43                 1.65 

 

 

        1.17                 1.34 

         

        1.75                 0.45 

 

TABLE 5.14 

Judgment of Sentences with RVC-le vs. Sentences with V1-le by Different Proficiency 

Levels 

 for ba jian-kai ‘BA cut.with.scissors-open’: 

Change-of-State Event 

 

 

Proficiency Level 

 

Mean Diff. 

(Sentence A- 

Sentence B) 

 

Std. 

Error 

 

Sig. 

 

95% Confidence Interval of the 

Difference 

Lower Bound Upper Bound 

Native Speakers:  

Sentence A vs. 

Sentence B 

 

1.29 

 

0.46 

 

0.016 

 

0.29 

 

2.28 

Advanced: 

Sentence A vs. 

Sentence B 

 

-0.83  

 

0.55 

 

0.157 

 

-2.04 

 

0.37 

Intermediate: 

Sentence A vs. 

Sentence B 

 

-2.00 

 

0.37 

 

0.000 

 

-2.81 

 

-1.19 
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Sentence A = sentence with RVC-le. Sentence B = sentence with V1-le.  

Computations are based on alpha = .05 (p<0.05). 

 Figure 5.7 provides a graphic representation of the participants’ judgment ratings 

of sentences with V1-le and RVC-le. We can see that the acceptance rate of the RVC 

declined dramatically as the proficiency level declined. And at the same time, the 

acceptance rate for the V1-le combination went considerably high as the proficiency level 

went down.   

 

 In short, from the point of view of statistics, native speakers and learners did not 

behave similarly. Even though native speakers and intermediate learners both showed a 

significant difference between RVC-le and V1-le, we cannot conclude that they behaved 

in the same fashion. In fact, they showed opposite patterns. The lower the proficiency 

level was, the lower the scores were assigned to the RVC-le, and at the same time the 
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higher the scores were assigned to the V1-le combination. As can be seen from the graph, 

intermediate learners gave negative scores to the RVC in the change-of-state situation.   

 Now we will look at participants’ reaction to the same pair of constructions in a 

situation when no change of state was achieved.  

 From Tables 5.15 and 5.16 we can see that native speakers assigned high scores 

not only to ba jian-le (M = 1.33, SD = 1.37) but also to ba jian-kai-le (M = 1.00, SD = 

1.28), thus not treating them as significantly different, t (11) = -.56, p = .586 (Table 5.16). 

Keeping in mind what was discussed earlier, this reaction can be explained. Recall that 

ba jian-le ‘BA cut.with.scissors PFV’ is commonly used in two situations where this 

combination has a strong resultative connotation (‘cut off’ and ‘cut an opening’) but not 

the kind expressed in the video clip. At the same time, RVC ba jian-kai-le ‘BA 

cut.with.scissors-open PFV’ is ambiguous between different types of result. It is worth of 

noting, however, that the responses produced by native speakers ranged widely for both 

structures as the SD numbers indicate. Learners showed a different pattern. Advanced 

learners treated ba jian-kai-le (M = .00, SD = 1.71) and ba jian-le (M = 1.42, SD = .90) 

significantly differently, t (11) = -2.24, p = .047. Likewise, intermediate learners assigned 

scores to ba jian-kai-le (M = 1.55, SD = .69) and ba jian-le (M = .73, SD = 1.27) that 

were significantly different from each other, t (10) = 2.32, p = .042.   

TABLE 5.15 

Means (M) and Standard Deviations (SD) of RVC-le vs. V1-le by Different Proficiency 

Levels 

for ba jian-kai ‘BA cut.with.scissors-open’: 

No-Change-of-State Event 
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Proficiency 

Level 

N RVCs 

          M                   SD            

V1-le 

          M                   SD           

Native 

Speakers 

 

Advanced 

 

Intermediate 

12 

 

 

12 

 

11 

        1.00                 1.28 

  

   

        0.00                 1.71 

 

        1.55                 0.69     

        1.33                 1.37 

        

   

        1.42                 0.90 

 

        0.73                 1.27       

 

TABLE 5.16 

Judgment of Sentences with RVC-le vs. Sentences with V1-le by Different Proficiency 

Levels 

 for ba jian-kai ‘BA cut.with.scissors-open’: 

No-Change-of-State Event 

 

 

Proficiency Level 

 

Mean Diff. 

(Sentence A- 

Sentence B) 

 

Std. 

Error 

 

Sig. 

 

95% Confidence Interval of the 

Difference 

Lower Bound Upper Bound 

Native Speakers:  

Sentence A vs. 

Sentence B 

 

-0.33 

 

0.59 

 

0.586 

 

-1.64 

 

0.98 

Advanced: 

Sentence A vs. 

Sentence B 

 

 -1.42 

 

0.63 

 

0.047 

 

-2.81 

 

-0.02 

Intermediate: 

Sentence A vs. 

Sentence B 

 

0.82 

 

0.35 

 

0.042 

 

0.03 

 

1.60 

Sentence A = sentence with RVC-le. Sentence B = sentence with V1-le.  

Computations are based on alpha = .05 (p<0.05). 

 Figure 5.8 provides a graphic representation of the participants’ judgment ratings 

of sentences with V1-le and RVC-le in the no-change-of-state situation. By looking at the 

scores, we can see that learners treated the RVC differently from native speakers. The 

latter treated ba jian-kai-le ‘BA cut.with.scissors-open PFV’ and ba jian-le ‘BA 
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cut.with.scissors PFV’ similarly, whereas learners did not. Advanced learners assigned 

the lowest scores to the RVC-le and the highest to the V1-le combination. Intermediate 

learners, on the other hand, gave the highest scores to the RVC-le and the lowest scores 

to the V1-le combination.   

 

 To briefly summarize results, we can see that native speakers treated ba jian-kai-

le ‘BA cut.with.scissors-open PFV’ and ba jian-le ‘BA cut.with.scissors PFV’ as 

significantly different in the change-of-state situation and not as significantly different in 

the situation when no change occurred. With respect to the two group of learners, in the 

event where change of state took place, advanced learners did not seem to think that ba 

jian-kai-le carries a strong resultative meaning, but they did assign high scores to ba jian-

le. Intermediate learners’ reaction went in the same direction as that of the advanced 

group, except they assigned even lower numbers to the RVC and even higher scores to 
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the V1-le combination. In the event when no change of state occurred, advanced learners 

seemed to be closer to the idea that ba jian-kai-le does not have a resultative meaning or 

has the resultative meaning but different from ‘cut through/in half’ meaning, but they did 

agree that the action of ba jian-le took place. Intermediate learners’ reaction was 

different. They assigned high scores to the RVC-le and the lowest (out of all three 

proficiency groups) scores to the V1-le combination.      

Answering Research Question 1 and 2: 

We can see that learners were confused about the meaning of ba jian-kai-le ‘BA 

cut.with.scissors-open PFV’ as they assigned progressively lower numbers to this RVC in 

a situation when change of state took place, thus indicating that they did not understand 

that it has to be used in order to express result. And in the situation when change of state 

was not achieved, they produce mixed results as well, with advanced learners averaging 

zero and intermediate learners giving this RVC even higher scores (native speakers 

averaged  M = 1.00). Therefore, to answer the first research question, we must conclude 

that learners do not know the meaning of this RVC and thus do not think it has to be used 

to express change of state. To answer the second research question, we can conclude that 

advanced learners treated this V1-le combination as not referring to result; this is because 

in the no-change-of-state situation they assigned high scores to it and had a significant 

difference between V1-le and RVC-le. Intermediate learners, on the other hand, exhibited 

some tendency to treat to the V1-le combination similar to RVC because they gave lower 

scores to it than to RVC-le and treated the two as significantly different. 
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5.2.5. Interpretation of RVC5: ba da-ku ‘BA hit-cry’ 

Test sentences: Na ge chang toufa de nǚhai ba ta de tongxue da-ku le. 

                         that CL long hair DE girl BA 3sg DE classmate hit-cry PFV 

                         ‘That long-haired girl hit her classmate so that she cried.’ 

                         Na ge chang toufa de nǚhai ba ta de tongxue da le. 

                         that CL long hair DE girl BA 3sg DE classmate hit PFV 

                         ‘That CL long-haired girl hit her classmate.’  

RVC: ba da-ku ‘BA hit-cry’: ‘make somebody cry by hitting him/her’ 

V1-le combination: ba da-le ‘BA beat PFV’: ‘beat somebody up‘ 

Relationship between V1-le and V1 in V1V2-le: V1-le does not mean the same as V1 in 

V1V2-le. 

Here, the V1-le combination differs in meaning from V1 of RVCs. If a person did 

the action of ba da-le ‘BA beat PFV’, it means that he beat somebody up and not simply 

hit somebody.59 The component da in ba da-ku ‘BA hit-cry’ does not refer to the same 

severity of beating as ba da-le, it only refers to the action of hitting or striking. Da in ba 

da-le has a different meaning from da in ba da-ku-le. 

Statistical Reporting: 

From Table 5.17 we can see that the average responses produced by native speakers for 

ba da-ku-le (M = 1.75, SD = .45) and ba da-le (M = .17, SD = 1.64) were close to ‘+2’ in 

the case of RVC-le, and barely above ‘0’ in the case of V1-le. And from Table 5.18, we 

can see that V1V2-le and V1-le in the change-of-state situation were treated as 

                                                           
59 A sentence without particle BA would have weaker implication of the severity of beating somebody up 
and, thus, the difference in meaning of da-le vs. da in da-ku-le possibly could be avoided. But the 
feedback from the native speakers in the pilot study showed that the sentence with da-ku-le would feel 
more natural if it had particle BA, and, therefore, this particle was included in the actual experiment. 
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significantly different, t (11) = -3.51, p = .005. There are two points to make here. Firstly, 

as mentioned earlier, ba da-le means ‘beat (somebody) up’, more than simply ‘strike’ or 

‘hit’. The change-of-state video clip showed that person A hit person B and person B 

started to cry; the clip did not show that person B was beaten badly or severely. That is 

why the mean score for ba da-le is not as high as for ba da-ku-le. Secondly, the SD for ba 

da-le is high (1.64). It means that respondents varied in their answers. Some might have 

assigned high scores to the BA V1-le combination and some might have assigned low 

scores. This means that there was some inconsistency in participants’ interpretation and, 

therefore, ratings of the combination.      

 Advanced and intermediate learners reacted differently in the situation. Advanced 

learners did not treat ba da-ku-le (M = .73, SD = 1.56) and ba da-le (M = .27, SD = 1.35) 

as significantly different, t (10) = .66, p = .526. Intermediate learners, however, reacted to 

ba da-ku-le (M = 1.73, SD = .47) and ba da-le (M = .73, SD = 1.19) significantly 

differently, t (10) = 2.35, p = .041.            

  

TABLE 5.17 

Means (M) and Standard Deviations (SD) of RVC-le vs. V1-le by Different Proficiency 

Levels 

for ba da-ku ‘BA hit-cry’: 

Change-of-State Event 

Proficiency 

Level 

N RVC 

          M                   SD            

V1-le 

          M                    SD           

Native 

Speakers 

 

Advanced 

 

12 

 

 

11 

 

        1.75                 0.45                   

 

 

        0.73                 1.56 

 

        0.17                  1.64             

 

 

        0.27                  1.35  
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Intermediate 11         1.73                 0.47         0.73                  1.19 

 

TABLE 5.18 

Judgment of Sentences with RVC-le vs. Sentences with V1-le by Different Proficiency 

Levels 

 for ba da-ku ‘BA hit-cry’: 

Change-of-State Event 

 

 

Proficiency Level 

 

Mean Diff. 

(Sentence A- 

Sentence B) 

 

Std. 

Error 

 

Sig. 

 

95% Confidence Interval of the 

Difference 

Lower Bound Upper 

Bound 

Native Speakers:  

Sentence A vs. 

Sentence B 

 

1.58 

 

0.45 

 

0.005 

 

0.59 

 

2.58 

Advanced: 

Sentence A vs. 

Sentence B 

 

0.45  

 

0.69 

 

0.526 

 

-1.09 

 

2.00 

Intermediate: 

Sentence A vs. 

Sentence B 

 

1.00 

 

0.43 

 

0.041 

 

0.05 

 

1.95 

Sentence A = sentence with RVC-le. Sentence B = sentence with V1-le.  

Computations are based on alpha = .05 (p<0.05). 

 Figure 5.9 provides a graphic representation of the participants’ judgment ratings 

of sentences with V1-le and RVC-le. In short, we can see that intermediate learners were 

closer to native speakers in their reaction to ba da-ku-le ‘BA hit-cry PFV’, while 

advanced learners gave the lowest ratings to the RVC. In terms of the reaction to ba da-le 

‘BA hit PFV’, the lower the proficiency level, the higher scores were given to ba da-le 

‘BA hit PFV’. We can also see that advanced learners had the smallest gap between ba 

da-ku-le ‘BA hit-cry PFV’ and ba da-le ‘BA hit PFV’ showing that learners’ reaction did 

not go higher or lower compared to that of native speakers. 
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 In short, from the point of view of statistics, native speakers and intermediate 

learners behaved alike by treating RVC-le and V1-le significantly differently in the 

change-of-state situation. However, advanced learners did not treat these two 

combinations as significantly different.  

 Now we will look at participants’ reaction to the same pair of constructions in a 

situation when no change of state was achieved. Normally we would expect the gap 

between ba da-ku-le ‘BA hit-cry PFV’ and ba da-le ‘BA hit PFV’ to be big. From Tables 

5.19 and 5.20 we can see that this is the case for both groups of learners but not for native 

speakers. The average responses for ba da-ku-le (M = -1.64, SD = .93) and ba da-le (M = 

-.93, SD = 1.49) were both low. As can be seen, ba da-le averaged close to ‘-1’, even 

though it is necessary to point out that there was a wide range of variability in the replies, 

as indicated by the SD. Native speakers did not treat V1V2-le and V1-le as significantly 
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different, t (13) = -1.44, p = .174. This can be explained by the fact that ba da-le most 

likely refers to ‘beating somebody up’, and in the no-change-of-state situation actor A hit 

actor B once, which does not refer to the same level of severity of beating as is expressed 

in the V1-le combination. Learners showed a different pattern. Advanced learners treated 

ba da-ku-le (M = -2.00, SD = .00) and ba da-le (M = .92, SD = 1.62) as significantly 

different, t (11) = -6.23, p = .000. Likewise, intermediate learners assigned scores to ba 

da-ku-le (M = -1.17, SD = 1.11) and ba da-le (M = 1.67, SD = .49) that were also 

significantly different from each other, t (11) = -8.81, p = .000.   

TABLE 5.19 

Means (M) and Standard Deviations (SD) of RVC-le vs. V1-le by Different Proficiency 

Levels 

for ba da-ku ‘BA hit-cry’: 

No-Change-of-State Event 

Proficiency 

Level 

N RVCs 

          M                    SD            

V1-le 

          M                   SD              

Native 

Speakers 

 

Advanced 

 

Intermediate 

14 

 

 

12 

 

12 

       -1.64                  0.93 

 

 

       -2.00                  0.00 

 

       -1.17                  1.11 

       -0.93                 1.49 

 

 

        0.92                1.62  

         

        1.67                0.49 

 

TABLE 5.20 

Judgment of Sentences with RVC-le vs. Sentences with V1-le by Different Proficiency 

Levels 

 for ba da-ku ‘BA hit-cry’: 

No-Change-of-State Event 

 

 

Proficiency Level 

 

Mean Diff. 

(Sentence A- 

Sentence B) 

 

Std. 

Error 

 

Sig. 

 

95% Confidence Interval of the 

Difference 

Lower Bound Upper 

Bound 
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Native Speakers:  

Sentence A vs. 

Sentence B 

 

-0.71 

 

0.50 

 

0.174 

 

-1.79 

 

0.36 

Advanced: 

Sentence A vs. 

Sentence B 

 

-2.92  

 

0.47 

 

0.000 

 

-3.95 

 

-1.89 

Intermediate: 

Sentence A vs. 

Sentence B 

 

-2.83 

 

0.32 

 

0.000 

 

-3.54 

 

-2.13 

Sentence A = sentence with RVC-le. Sentence B = sentence with V1-le.  

Computations are based on alpha = .05 (p<0.05). 

 Figure 5.10 provides a graphic representation of the participants’ judgment ratings 

of sentences with RVC-le and V1-le in the no-change-of-state situation. Native speakers 

treated ba da-ku-le ‘BA hit-cry PFV’ vs. ba da-le ‘BA hit PFV’ differently from both 

groups of learners. We see a much smaller gap between these two combinations with 

native speakers than with advanced and intermediate learners, which tells us that they 

treated ba da-ku-le ‘BA hit-cry PFV’ opposite from ba da-le ‘BA hit PFV’.   
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 In the no change-of-state situation, from the point of view of statistics, native 

speakers and learners exhibited very different behavior. Both advanced and intermediate 

learners assigned low scores to the RVC and high scores to the V1-le combination. 

Interestingly, advanced speakers’ results stand out again. Every one of them gave the 

lowest (‘-2’) score to the RVC (see the M and SD). What is more, advanced learners had 

the biggest gap between ba da-ku-le and ba da-le (Mean Diff. = -2.92).  

 The no-change-of-state event shows that learners do not fully know the meaning 

of ba da-le ‘BA hit PFV’. We can see it from the tables and from the graph: native 

speakers have the smallest gap, which gets bigger as the proficiency level goes down.  

Answering Research Question 1 and 2: 

To answer the first research question, the data show that learners understand that 

this RVC should be used in a situation when change of state took place. In the change-of-

state situation learners assigned high scores to ba da-ku-le ‘BA hit-cry PFV’, and in the 

no-change-of-state situation learners assigned low negative scores. With respect to the 

second research question, learners, as opposed to native speakers, clearly did not treat ba 

da-le ‘BA hit PFV’ as carrying the resultative meaning. The two groups of learners 

assigned low positive scores to V1-le in the change-of-state situation and high positive 

scores in the no-change-of-state situation. Both groups of learners showed that they do 

not know the meaning of ba da-le ‘BA hit PFV’ and understand it only as referring to 

action.  
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5.2.6. Interpretation of RVC6: zou-lei ‘walk-be.tired’ 

Test sentences: Ta zou-lei le. 

                         3sg walk-be.tired PFV 

                         ‘She walked herself tired. / She got tired from walking.’ 

                         Ta zou le.  

                         3sg walk PFV 

                         intended: ‘She walked.’ 

RVC: zou-lei ‘walk-be.tired’: ‘walk oneself tired’ 

V1-le combination: zou-le ‘leave PFV’: ‘has left’, ‘be gone’  

Relationship between V1-le and V1 in V1V2-le: V1-le does not mean the same as V1 in 

V1V2-le. Result is implied, but not the result shown in the video. 

Here, this V1-le combination differs in meaning from V1 of RVC. If a person did 

what is implied by zou-le ‘leave PFV’, it means that he has left, that he is gone and no 

longer here. Zou in the V1-le combination is not the same as the first component of zou-

lei ‘walk-be.tired’. As V1 of RVC, it refers to the action of walking and has no 

connection with leaving or disappearing. 

Statistical Reporting: 

 From Table 5.21 we can see that the average responses produced by native 

speakers for zou-lei-le (M = 1.21, SD = .89) and zou-le (M = -1.07, SD = 1.38) were 

almost opposite from each other in the situation when change of state occurred. And from 

Table 5.22, we can see that V1V2-le and V1-le were treated as significantly different, t 

(13) = 4.60, p = .000. This reaction is to be expected. A high score for V1V2-le reflects 

that result was realized because it is a change-of-state event. A low score for the V1-le 
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combination is a clear sign that native speakers did not treat zou-le as an activity 

predicate; instead, they treated it as a predicate carrying a resultative meaning, but not the 

kind expressed in the video clip. The actor in the video clip did not disappear from the 

scene. She stopped after walking some distance, looking tired. That is why the mean 

score for the combination was low. Advanced learners also had a positive mean score for 

RVC-le (M = 1.00, SD = 1.28) and a negative mean score to V1-le (M = -.08, SD = 2.02), 

but they did not treat the two as significantly different t (11) = 1.57, p = .145, unlike 

native speakers. This shows their sensitivity to the difference in meanings of zou-le and 

zou in zou-lei-le is of a (much) smaller degree than that of native speakers. This group of 

learners also had a wide range of answers as indicated by a high SD. Intermediate 

learners showed yet a different pattern. Even though they treated zou-lei-le (M = .67, SD 

= 1.23) and zou-le (M = 1.75, SD = .45) as significantly different, t (11) = -2.60, p = .025, 

they assigned high scores to zou-le and the lowest scores to zou-lei-le. This indicates that 

intermediate learners do not know what the V1-le combination means.      

TABLE 5.21 

Means (M) and Standard Deviations (SD) of RVC-le vs. V1-le by Different Proficiency 

Levels 

for zou-lei ‘walk-be.tired’: 

Change-of-State Event 

Proficiency 

Level 

N RVCs 

          M                   SD          

V1-le 

          M                 SD            

Native 

Speakers 

 

Advanced 

 

Intermediate 

14 

 

 

12 

 

12 

        1.21                 0.89 

 

 

        1.00                 1.28 

 

        0.67                 1.23 

       -1.07               1.38 

    

  

       -0.08               2.02 

         

        1.75               0.45 
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TABLE 5.22 

Judgment of Sentences with RVC-le vs. Sentences with V1-le by Different Proficiency 

Levels 

 for zou-lei ‘walk-be.tired’: 

Change-of-State Event 

 

 

Proficiency Level 

 

Mean Diff. 

(Sentence A- 

Sentence B) 

 

Std. 

Error 

 

Sig. 

 

95% Confidence Interval of the 

Difference 

Lower Bound Upper 

Bound 

Native Speakers:  

Sentence A vs. 

Sentence B 

 

2.29 

 

0.50 

 

0.000 

 

1.21 

 

3.36 

Advanced: 

Sentence A vs. 

Sentence B 

 

1.08 

 

0.69 

 

0.145 

 

-0.44 

 

2.60 

Intermediate: 

Sentence A vs. 

Sentence B 

 

-1.08 

 

0.42 

 

0.025 

 

-2.00 

 

-0.17 

Sentence A = sentence with RVC-le. Sentence B = sentence with V1-le.  

Computations are based on alpha = .05 (p<0.05). 

 Figure 5.11 provides a graphic representation of the participants’ judgment ratings 

of sentences with V1-le and RVC-le.  
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 In short, from the point of view of statistics, native speakers, advanced and 

intermediate learners behaved differently from each other. Native speakers showed 

significant difference in treating zou-lei-le ‘walk-be.tired PFV’ and zou-le ‘walk PFV’. 

Advanced learners followed a similar pattern but did not show a significant difference 

between the two combinations. Intermediate learners showed a significant difference 

between zou-lei-le ‘walk-be.tired PFV’ and zou-le ‘walk PFV’, but their reaction was 

opposite from that of native speakers. 

 Now we will look at the situation when no change of state occurred. Table 5.23 

shows that in the no-change-of-state situation, the average responses given by native 

speakers to zou-lei-le were (M = -1.17, SD = 1.27) and to zou-le were (M = .42, SD = 

1.83). It is difficult to analyze native speakers’ reaction to zou-le in the no-change-of-

state situation due to the inherent meaning of the V1-le combination. The video clip 
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showed an actor walking briskly who, by the end of the video, stopped walking and 

looking cheerful. Recall that the meaning of zou-le means ‘leave’. Thus, participants 

clearly understood that the actor did not walk herself tired (as is expressed in zou-lei-le); 

however, having judged a sentence with zou-lei-le ‘walk-be.tired PFV’, they showed 

uncertainty as to how to judge zou-le. It seems to me that because the experiment subjects 

saw a full RVC-le, some of them treated zou-le as ‘walk (some distance)’ and some as 

‘leave’. The SD (SD = 1.83) indicates that. What is more, table 5.24 shows that native 

speakers did not treat the two members of the pair – zou-lei-le and zou-le – as statistically 

significant, t (11) = -1.93, p = .080. A High SD and thus a high Standard Error (0.82) 

may have played a role.  

  Advanced speakers treated zou-lei-le (M = -1.17, SD = .94) and zou-le (M = .33, 

SD = 1.78) as significantly different, t (11) = -2.69, p = .021. They clearly rejected RVC-

le and assigned somewhat low scores to the V1-le combination. Intermediate learners also 

treated zou-lei-le (M = -1.09, SD = .83) and zou-le (M = .82, SD = 1.47) as significantly 

different, t (10) = -3.49, p = .006. As can be seen, native speakers and advanced learners 

were close in their judgment while intermediate learners assigned somewhat higher 

scores to RVC-le and higher scores to the V1-le combination. Intermediate learners also 

showed less variability in their judgment as the SD for both members of the pair was 

lower than those of native speakers and advanced learners.  
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TABLE 5.23 

Means (M) and Standard Deviations (SD) of RVC-le vs. V1-le by Different Proficiency 

Levels 

for zou-lei ‘walk-be.tired’: 

No-Change-of-State Event 

Proficiency 

Level 

N RVCs 

          M                   SD             

V1-le 

          M                    SD              

Native 

Speakers 

 

Advanced 

 

Intermediate 

12 

 

 

12 

 

11 

        -1.17               1.27 

    

 

        -1.17               0.94 

 

        -1.09               0.83 

        0.42                  1.83 

 

 

        0.33                  1.78     

         

        0.82                  1.47 

   

TABLE 5.24 

Judgment of Sentences with RVC-le vs. Sentences with V1-le by Different Proficiency 

Levels 

 for zou-lei ‘walk-be.tired’: 

No-Change-of-State Event 

 

 

Proficiency Level 

 

Mean Diff. 

(Sentence A- 

Sentence B) 

 

Std. 

Error 

 

Sig. 

 

95% Confidence Interval of the 

Difference 

Lower Bound Upper 

Bound 

Native Speakers:  

Sentence A vs. 

Sentence B 

 

-1.58 

 

0.82 

 

0.080 

 

-3.39 

 

0.22 

Advanced: 

Sentence A vs. 

Sentence B 

 

-1.50 

 

0.56 

 

0.021 

 

-2.73 

 

-0.27 

Intermediate: 

Sentence A vs. 

Sentence B 

 

-1.91 

 

0.55 

 

0.006 

 

-3.13 

 

-0.69 

Sentence A = sentence with RVC-le. Sentence B = sentence with V1-le.  

Computations are based on alpha = .05 (p<0.05). 

 Figure 5.12 provides a graphic representation of the participants’ judgment ratings 

of sentences with RVC-le and V1-le. In short, we can see that low scores were assigned to 

zou-lei-le, as expected, since no result occurred. And with respect to zou-le, intermediate 
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learners assigned the highest scores to the combination, thus having the largest gap 

between RVC-le and V1-le.       

 

 

 To summarize, from the point of view of statistics, both groups of learners treated 

zou-lei-le ‘walk-be.tired PFV’ and zou-le ‘walk PFV’ as significantly different, while 

native speakers did not show a difference. Without a doubt, all participants rightly treated 

RVC-le as unacceptable in the no-change-of-state situation. Native speakers and 

advanced learners were close in their judgment of zou-le, while intermediate learners 

assigned the highest scores to it, indicating that they attributed more action meaning to 

the combination than the other two groups.  

Answering Research Question 1 and 2: 

 To answer the first research question, learners know that RVC should be used in 

the change-of-state situation. I conclude this because even though learners’ scores went 
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down as the proficiency level declined, the lowest mean score is still relatively high (M = 

0.67) in the change-of-state situation. In the no-change-of-state situation, both groups of 

learners assigned low scores to the RVC. With respect to the second research question, 

the two groups of learners showed different reactions and therefore different 

understanding of the V1-le construction. In the change-of-state situation, advanced 

learners assigned scores just below zero (M = -0.08) to V1-le, indicating indeterminacy in 

whether this sentence correctly depicts the video clip. In the no-change-of-state situation, 

they assigned relatively high positive scores to V1-le (M = 0.33), indicating that they had 

a tendency to treat V1-le as referring to action. Intermediate group of learners indicated 

that they clearly treated treat zou-le ‘walk PFV’ as referring to action and not to result. In 

both change- and no-change-of-state situations, they, among the three groups, assigned 

the highest scores to this combination.       

 

5.2.7. Interpretation of RVC7: wen-chulai ‘ask-come.out’ 

Test sentences: Ta wen-chulai le yi jian shi. 

                         3sg ask-come.out PFV one CL issue/situation 

                         ‘She found out about something.’ 

                         Ta wen le yi jian shi. 

                         3sg ask PFV one CL issue/situation 

                         ‘She asked about something.’ 

RVC: wen-chulai ‘ask-come.out’: ‘find something out by asking about it’ 

V1-le combination: wen-le ‘ask PFV’: ‘asked (a question)’ 
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Relationship between V1-le and V1 in V1V2-le: V1-le entails V1 in V1V2-le, and no result 

is implied. 

If a person carried out the action of wen-le ‘ask PFV’, he only asked a question 

without any implication that he received an answer. The component wen in wen-chulai 

‘ask-come.out’ has no meaning other than indicating the action of asking a question. 

Statistical Reporting: 

From Tables 5.25 and 5.26 we can see that even though the average responses for 

wen-chulai-le (M = .43, SD = 1.79) and wen-le (M = 1.36, SD = 1.15) were not as high, 

the means do tell us that native speakers accepted both the RVC and the V1-le 

combination in the change-of-state situation. There was no significant difference in how 

the two sentences were treated t (13) = -1.41, p = .182. Learners reacted differently. 

Advanced learners treated wen-chulai-le (M = .75, SD = 1.60) and wen-le (M = 2.00, SD 

= .00) as significantly different, t (11) = -2.70, p = .021. But intermediate learners did not 

find wen-chulai-le (M = .75, SD = 1.29) and wen-le (M = 1.42, SD = .90) significantly 

different, t (11) = -1.38, p = .194.  

TABLE 5.25 

Means (M) and Standard Deviations (SD) of RVC-le vs. V1-le by Different Proficiency 

Levels 

for wen-chulai ‘ask-come.out’: 

Change-of-State Event 

Proficiency 

Level 

N RVC 

          M                       SD            

V1-le 

          M                  SD            

Native 

Speakers 

 

14 

 

 

         0.43                    1.79         

 

 

        1.36                1.15         
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Advanced 

 

Intermediate 

12 

 

12 

         0.75                    1.60 

 

         0.75                    1.29 

        2.00                0.00    

       

        1.42                0.90 

 

TABLE 5.26 

Judgment of Sentences with RVC-le vs. Sentences with V1-le by Different Proficiency 

Levels 

 for wen-chulai ‘ask-come.out’: 

Change-of-State Event 

 

 

Proficiency Level 

 

Mean Diff. 

(Sentence A- 

Sentence B) 

 

Std. 

Error 

 

Sig. 

 

95% Confidence Interval of the 

Difference 

Lower Bound Upper 

Bound 

Native Speakers:  

Sentence A vs. 

Sentence B 

 

-0.93 

 

0.66 

 

0.182 

 

-2.35 

 

0.49 

Advanced: 

Sentence A vs. 

Sentence B 

 

-1.25  

 

0.46 

 

0.021 

 

-2.27 

 

-0.23 

Intermediate: 

Sentence A vs. 

Sentence B 

 

-0.67 

 

0.48 

 

0.194 

 

-1.73 

 

0.39 

Sentence A = sentence with RVC-le. Sentence B = sentence with V1-le.  

Computations are based on alpha = .05 (p<0.05). 

 Figure 5.13 provides a graphic representation of the participants’ judgment ratings 

of sentences with V1-le and RVC-le. By looking at the mean scores, we can see that 

learners gave higher scores to RVC than native speakers. The pattern in reaction to the 

V1-le combination was similar to that of RVC: learners gave higher scores to the V1-le 

combination that native speakers did. However, advanced learners assigned the highest 

score to wen-le out of three participant groups. Advanced learners again exhibited the 

biggest gap between V1V2-le and V1-le.    
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 From a point of view of the statistical analysis, native speakers and intermediate 

group behaved in a similar way: they assigned numbers above zero to V1-le and RVC-le 

and at the same time, they did not treat these two constructions as statistically different in 

the change-of-state situation. However, advanced learners behaved differently. Even 

though these learners gave both RVC-le and V1-le positive scores, they did differentiate 

between the two as they treated both members of the pair statistically differently.  

 We will now look at participants’ reaction to the same pair of constructions in a 

situation when no change of state took place. We expect the scores for wen-chulai-le 

‘ask-come.out PFV’ and wen-le ‘ask PFV’ to be of opposite value and thus the gap to be 

big. Here, again, we find that this is the case. From Tables 5.27 and 5.28 we can see that 

the average responses for wen-chulai-le (M = -1.58, SD = 1.00) and wen-le (M = 1.83, SD 

= 0.39) were opposite from each other for native speakers, thus, showing a significant 
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difference in treating sentences containing RVC-le vs. sentences containing V1-le, t (11) 

= -11.88, p = .000. Learners showed the same pattern. Advanced learners treated wen-

chulai-le (M = -.42, SD = 1.56) and wen-le (M = 1.33, SD = .98) significantly differently, 

t (11) = -3.34, p = .007. Likewise, intermediate learners assigned scores to wen-chulai-le 

(M = -.09, SD = 1.30) and wen-le (M = 1.00, SD = 1.41) that were significantly different 

from each other, t (10) = -2.29, p = .045. However, intermediate learners barely reached 

the significance level. In fact, if the p-value, which is reported here with three digits, was 

rounded up to two digits, then it would have to be reported that this proficiency group did 

not show significant difference in how it treated V1V2-le vs. V1-le.     

TABLE 5.27 

Means (M) and Standard Deviations (SD) of RVC-le vs. V1-le by Different Proficiency 

Levels 

for wen-chulai ‘ask-come.out’: 

No-Change-of-State Event 

Proficiency 

Level 

N RVC 

          M                   SD              

V1-le 

          M                   SD             

Native 

Speakers 

 

Advanced 

 

Intermediate 

12 

 

 

12 

 

11 

       -1.58                 1.00 

 

 

       -0.42                 1.56     

 

       -0.09                 1.30 

        1.83                 0.39 

  

    

        1.33                 0.98                                 

 

        1.00                 1.41 

 

TABLE 5.28 

Judgment of Sentences with RVC-le vs. Sentences with V1-le by Different Proficiency 

Levels 

 for wen-chulai ‘ask-come.out’: 

No-Change-of-State Event 

 

 

Proficiency Level 

 

Mean Diff. 

 

Std. 

Error 

 

Sig. 

 

95% Confidence Interval of the 

Difference 
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(Sentence A- 

Sentence B) 

Lower Bound Upper 

Bound 

Native Speakers:  

Sentence A vs. 

Sentence B 

 

-3.42 

 

0.29 

 

0.000 

 

-4.05 

 

-2.78 

Advanced: 

Sentence A vs. 

Sentence B 

 

 -1.75 

 

0.52 

 

0.007 

 

-2.90 

 

-0.60 

Intermediate: 

Sentence A vs. 

Sentence B 

 

-1.09 

 

0.48 

 

0.045 

 

-2.15 

 

-0.03 

Sentence A = sentence with RVC-le. Sentence B = sentence with V1-le.  

Computations are based on alpha = .05 (p<0.05). 

 Figure 5.14 provides a graphic representation of the participants’ judgment ratings 

of sentences with V1-le and RVC-le in the no-change-of-state situation. By looking at the 

mean scores shown in the graph, we can see that even though all three proficiency groups 

assigned negative numbers to V1V2-le, the actual scores went up as the proficiency level 

declined. The opposite happened with the V1-le combination: the lower the proficiency 

level, the lower numbers were assigned to it. 
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 In the no-change-of-state situation, from the point of view of the statistical 

analysis, native speakers and learners exhibited similar behavior: they gave low scores to 

sentences with RVC-le but high scores to V1-le with native speakers and advanced 

learners showing clear significant difference in their treatment of both types of sentences 

and intermediate learners barely showing a significant difference.  

Answering Research Question 1 and 2: 

To answer the first research question of whether learners understand that RVC 

should be used only in the change-of-state situations, the data obtained with wen-chulai-

le ‘ask-come.out PFV’ indicate that learners showed some understanding of it. Learners 

along with native speakers assigned high scores to RVC-le used in the situation where 

change of state occurred. However, in the no-change-of-state situation, both groups of 

learners showed some confusion about RVC-le. Even though they never assigned positive 
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scores to RVC-le, their answers were close to ‘0’, as opposed to native speakers who 

assigned low negative scores. It shows that learners while clearly knowing that wen-

chulai-le ‘ask-come.out PFV’ should be used in a situation where change of state took 

place, they were not sure whether this RVC-le is unsuitable in a situation where no 

change of state took place.  

 Results produced by learners are not very clear with respect to the second 

research question either. In the change-of-state situation, similarly to native speakers, 

both groups of learners assigned high scores to V1-le combination. But in the no-change-

of-state situation, the two groups of learners assigned scores that even though were 

positive but not as high as those produced by native speakers. It should be noted that even 

though learners assigned lower scores to V1-le than native speakers did, M did not go 

below ‘1’. At the same time, even though scores assigned to RVC-le were negative, both 

groups of learners assigned scores that were much higher than those of native speakers. 

Thus, although all three proficiency levels treated RVC-le and V1-le as significantly 

different, the gap was narrower as the proficiency level went down. This leads to the 

conclusion that advanced and intermediate learners had a tendency to treat wen-chulai-le 

‘ask-come.out PFV’ and wen-le ‘ask PFV’ as closer in meaning.     

 

5.2.8. Conclusion  

In this section, I analyzed seven RVC-le and V1-le pairs with the purpose of 

investigating (1) whether English-speaking learners of Mandarin understand that an RVC 
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must be used to express the change-of-state event and (2) whether they equate the V1-le 

combination with RVC thus taking the perfective aspect marker -le as having the 

resultative connotation. This research was based on sentence judgment tasks. 

 The outcomes show that both advanced and intermediate groups of learners 

understand that RVCs have to be used to describe the change-of-state events. I conclude 

this based on the data that show that learners assigned high scores to RVCs in situations 

where change of state took place and low scores in situations where no change of state 

occurred. This happened with all RVCs with two exceptions. With wen-chulai-le ‘ask-

come.out PFV’ both groups of learners showed some confusion about the meaning of this 

RVC-le in the no-change-of-state situation. And with respect to jian-kai-le 

‘cut.with.scissors-open PFV’, learners rejected it in the change-of-state situation, but in 

the no-change-of-state situation they either did not know whether this RVC-le should be 

used (as indicated by advanced learners) or clearly assigned meaning of action (as 

indicated by intermediate learners). However, this RVC-le has an ambiguous meaning. 

What is more, the particle BA may have complicated the situation in ba jian-le ‘BA 

cut.wit.scissors PFV’ combination, and so the result is not decisive.    

 The data also show that learners did not for the most part treat the aspect marker -

le as carrying the resultative meaning. If they were to treat the verb-final -le as such, 

learners would assign high scores to V1-le in change-of-state situations and low scores in 

no-change-of-state situations. In other words, they would treat these V1-le combinations 

as RVCs. This was not the case in five out of the seven cases. In only one case was there 

evidence of learners interpreting V1-le as resultative: guan-le ‘close PFV’. Advanced 
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learners understood this V1-le combination as referring to result. In another case, zou-le 

‘walk PFV’, learners did not seem to know the meaning of V1-le.  They did not clearly 

assign the resultative meaning to it, they also did not treat it as referring to action either. 

In the change-of-state situation they showed indeterminacy about zou-le ‘walk PFV’ and 

in the no-change-of-state situation they exhibited a tendency to treat it as referring to 

action. Intermediate learners showed more tendencies to treat guan-le and zou-le as 

referring to action. It is more difficult to answer research question 2 than research 

question 1. Various meanings of V1-le combinations, which may be different from the 

meaning of V1 in RVCs, had an effect on participants’ reaction. This was clearly the case 

with native speakers of Chinese. And it was also the case with both groups of learners, 

who in some instances showed at least some awareness of the possibility of other 

resultative meanings of V1-le combinations and in some other instances did not show 

such awareness. However, no matter how both groups of learners interpreted these 

structures, they reacted to them differently than to RVCs, thus indicating that they do not 

equate V1-le with RVC-le. In this analysis we have seen that for the most part English-

speaking learners of Chinese understand that RVC with an optional -le refers to change of 

state. The data also showed that while learners exhibited various reactions to V1-le 

combinations, they did not consistently treat V1-le structures as referring to change of 

state. In the next section, I will analyze data from a different prospective – from the 

prospective of L1 influence.  
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5.3. Experiment 1: Interpreting V1 and Perfective Aspect Marker -le Based on   

English Description of Change- and No-Change-of-State Situations  

 

 

The purpose of this section is to answer research question 3:  

Do learners think that an activity predicate with the perfective aspect marker -le is 

a sufficient condition to express change of state depending on how that change of state is 

expressed in their L1?  

Accordingly, I will investigate whether the way the change- and no-change-of-

state events are described in English has an effect on English speakers’ understanding of 

Mandarin V1-le combinations. In doing this I will mainly concentrate on how participants 

interpret V1-le in no-change-of-state situations since this is the situation where this 

combination is most likely to differ from RVC-le. In the analysis, I will pay attention to 

whether or not in English (a) two subevents are conflated in a single-root verb in 

situations where change of state is expressed, (b) two events are expressed in a resultative 

construction or in (c) multi clausal structure with causal relationship. 

 

5.3.1. dao-man ‘pour-be.full’ 

Chinese RVC and the V1-le combination:  English Equivalent: 

    dao-man       fill, pour   

    pour-be.full     

    ‘fill (by pouring)’     

    dao-le       pour   

    pour PFV     

    ‘poured (liquid)’ 

Predictions As Presented In Section 2.5: 
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1. English speakers would tend to use verbs in the simple past tense form in describing 

the video clips in English.   

2. English speakers would treat this kind of V1-le combination as referring to result 

because this is a situation when in English a resultative monomorphemic verb is used 

with two subevents conflated in it.  

English Sentences Describing Change- And No-Change-of-State Situations: 

Change-of-state clip:  ‘She filled the glass with water’ (3). ‘A woman fills a glass with 

water’ (2). ‘She filled up the glass with water’ (1). ‘She poured a full glass of water’ (2). 

‘She poured water into a clear vase’ (6). ‘She poured some water from one glass to 

another’ (1). ‘A woman pours the water out from one opaque cup into a clear glass’ (2).   

No-change-of-state clip: Every single participant used the verb poured and it was the 

only verb used in a sentence. ‘The girl poured liquid from the blue glass into the clear 

glass’/’She has poured a partial glass of water’ (20).  

Four participants used the verb pour in the present tense and the rest used it in the simple 

past tense form. 

Summary of the Statistical Analysis:  
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TABLE 5.29 

Judgment of Sentences with RVC-le vs. Sentences with V1-le by Different Proficiency 

Levels 

 for dao-man ‘pour-be.full’: 

No-Change-of-State Event 

 

 

Proficiency Level 

 

Mean Diff. 

(Sentence A- Sentence 

B) 

 

Std. 

Error 

 

Sig. 

Advanced: 

Sentence A vs. 

Sentence B 

 

-2.08 

 

0.43 

 

0.001 

Intermediate: 

Sentence A vs. 

Sentence B 

 

-2.91 

 

0.48 

 

0.000 

Sentence A = sentence with RVC-le. Sentence B = sentence with V1-le.  

Computations are based on alpha = .05 (p<0.05). 

We can observe that learners did not treat V1-le as referring to result. 

Analysis: 
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In English, contrary to my initial thinking, the change-of-state event can be 

expressed either by a single-root resultative verb fill or by a single-root action verb pour 

with the result expressed by something else in the sentence, e.g. pour a full glass. But 

what is more important is that in the no-change-of-state situation, a non-resultative pour 

is used. As can be seen, in the change-of-state situation, English allows a single-root 

resultative but in the no-change-of-state situation, only a non-resultative verb expressing 

a single even is used.  

If we look at the statistical analysis discussed in Section 5.2.1, we can see that 

English speakers treated V1-le combination differently from RVC by assigning dao-le 

‘pour PFV’ high positive scores and not treating it as a resultative. 

To conclude, in English this situation is described by verbs in the simple past 

tense. However, the second prediction was not supported. In Section 2.5, I made a 

prediction that in situations when in English change of state is described by a 

monomorphemic verb with two subevents conflated, participants would have a tendency 

to assign the resultative meaning to the Chinese V1-le combination. This prediction was 

not supported because my prediction did not take into account that English also uses a 

monomorphemic verb to describe an action with no reference to result.   

 

5.3.2. zhao-dao ‘look.for-attain’ 

 

Chinese RVC and V1-le combination:  English Equivalent: 
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    zhao-dao       find, look for and find   

    look.for-attain 

    ‘find’ 

    zhao-le       look for   

    look.for PFV           

    ‘get something and (possibly) bring it out’ 

 

Predictions As Presented In Section 2.5: 

1. English speakers would tend to use verbs in the simple past tense form in describing 

the video clips in English.   

2. English speakers would treat this kind of V1-le combination as referring to result 

because this is a situation when in English a resultative monomorphemic verb is used 

with two subevents conflated in it.  

English Sentences Describing Change- And No-Change-of-State Situations: 

Change-of-state clip: ‘She found the toy panda’ (9). ‘She was looking for a stuffed 

animal and found it’ (10).   

No-change-of-state clip: ‘She can’t (or couldn’t) find something’ (7). ‘She looked for 

something but didn’t find it’ (5). ‘The lady is trying to find something’ (1). ‘She looked 

(or is looking) for something’ (5). 

Summary of the Statistical Analysis:  
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TABLE 5.30 

Judgment of Sentences with RVC-le vs. Sentences with V1-le by Different Proficiency 

Levels 

 for zhao-dao ‘look.for-attain’: 

No-Change-of-State Event 

 

 

Proficiency Level 

 

Mean Diff. 

(Sentence A- Sentence 

B) 

 

Std. 

Error 

 

Sig. 

Advanced: 

Sentence A vs. 

Sentence B 

 

-2.33 

 

0.59 

 

0.002 

Intermediate: 

Sentence A vs. 

Sentence B 

 

-3.00 

 

0.52 

 

0.000 

Sentence A = sentence with RVC-le. Sentence B = sentence with V1-le.  

Computations are based on alpha = .05 (p<0.05). 

Learners exhibited a tendency not to treat V1-le as referring to result. 

Analysis: 
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In English the change-of-state event can be expressed either by a single-root verb 

find or by a combination of two verbs, look for and find. In find two subevents are 

conflated in one verb. Therefore, my prediction was that learners would use the simple 

past tense form and would interpret V1-le as result. In the no-change-of-state situation, 

however, English allows a non-resultative look for to be used where only one event is 

conveyed.  

If we look at the statistical analysis discussed in Section 5.2.2, we can see English 

speakers treated the V1-le combination differently from RVC by assigning zhao-le 

‘look.for PFV’ positive scores and not treating it as a resultative.  

With respect to the tense form of the verbs in which this situation can be 

described in English, verbs in the simple past tense form are used, thus supporting the 

first prediction. As for the second prediction, which states that English speakers would 

treat the V1-le combination as referring to result, it is not supported because, as in the 

previous case, English also has another VP (look for) that corresponds to no-result which, 

in turn, corresponds to V1-le in Chinese.  

 

5.3.3. ba guan-diao ‘BA close-fall’ 

Chinese RVC and V1-le combination:  English Equivalent: 

    ba guan-diao     turn off 

    BA close-fall    

    ‘turn off’ 
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    ba guan-le                                       try to turn off                     

    BA close PFV                   

    ‘turn off’  

Predictions As Presented In Section 2.5: 

1. English speakers would tend to use verbs in the simple past tense form in describing 

the video clips in English.   

2. English speakers would treat this kind of V1-le combination as referring to action 

because this is a situation when in English a resultative construction is used to describe 

change of state. Therefore, learners should have a clear distinction between RVC-le and 

V1-le, treating RVC-le as referring to result and treating V1-le as referring to action. 

English Sentences Describing Change- And No-Change-of-State Situations: 

Change-of-state clip: ‘She turned off the light’ (16). ‘She pulled the switch to turn off 

the light’ (1). ‘She reaches up and turns off the light’ (1).  

No-change-of-state clip: 5 out of 16 sentences contained the construction turn off, but it 

was the second VP in sentences like ‘She tried to turn off the light’ (5). The rest of the 

sentences contained a description of the action clearly indicating that no change-of-state 

took place. Those sentences did not contain turned off. Examples: ‘She fiddled with the 

light switch’ / ’She pulled the light switch’s switch (11). 

Summary of the Statistical Analysis:  
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TABLE 5.31 

Judgment of Sentences with RVC-le vs. Sentences with V1-le by Different Proficiency 

Levels 

 for ba guan-diao ‘BA close-fall’: 

No-Change-of-State Event 

 

 

Proficiency Level 

 

Mean Diff. 

(Sentence A- Sentence B) 

 

Std. 

Error 

 

Sig. 

Advanced: 

Sentence A vs. 

Sentence B 

 

 0.08 

 

0.19 

 

0.674 

Intermediate: 

Sentence A vs. 

Sentence B 

 

-1.18 

 

0.46 

 

0.029 

Sentence A = sentence with RVC-le. Sentence B = sentence with V1-le.  

Computations are based on alpha = .05 (p<0.05). 

Advanced group of learners clearly treated this V1-le combination as referring to 

result. Intermediate group of learners differed from the advanced group by treating V1-le 
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and RVC-le as significantly different.  

Analysis: 

The verb guan ‘close’ has the action meaning, in this case, the action of turning a piece of 

equipment off. But it also strongly implies the result – the piece of equipment having 

become turned off. What is more, on the scale of the strength of implicature (Section 

2.2.3.1), the implicature of fulfillment is very strong. Therefore, ba guan-diao-le ‘BA 

close-fall PFV’ and ba guan-le ‘BA close PFV’ both refer to result. The V1-le allows two 

subevents to be conflated in a single-root verb. English turn off differs from its Chinese 

counterpart. The verb turn does not allow even conflation and thus requires a resultative 

component.  

The first prediction is supported: The simple past tense is used to describe the 

situation. As for the second prediction, if we look at the statistical analysis discussed in 

Section 5.2.3, we can observe that this prediction is not supported by the learners’ 

performance. The intermediate group of learners treated the V1-le combination differently 

from RVC; however, they did not interpret V1-le as simple action only. If they had, we 

would expect the score they assigned to V1-le to be much higher. The score of (-0.27) 

seems to indicate that the learners were confused about what meaning V1-le has. And we 

can see that advanced learners clearly treated ba guan-le ‘BA close PFV’ as referring to 

result. The reason for the reaction by the two groups of learners can be accounted for by 

the following. Because Mandarin guan ‘close’ corresponds to the meaning of ‘off’ in 

‘turn off’ in English, therefore, to an English speaker ba guan-le ‘BA close PFV’ should 

also imply result.     
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5.3.4. ba jian-kai ‘BA cut.with.scissors-open’ 

 

Chinese RVC and V1-le combination:  English Equivalent: 

    ba jian-kai       cut in half/in two 

    cut.with.scissors-open    

    ‘cut in two/in half’ or ‘make a cut’ 

    ba jian-le       cut halfway, make a cut, cut 

    BA cut.with.scissors PFV         

    ‘cut through/in half’, ‘make a cut’, ‘cut’       

Predictions based on Section 2.5: 

1. English speakers would tend to use verbs in the simple past tense form in describing 

the video clips in English.   

2. English speakers would treat this kind of V1-le combination as referring to action 

because this is a situation when in English a resultative construction is used to describe 

change of state. In this case, Mandarin jian ‘cut.with.scissors’ corresponds to English 

‘cut’. Therefore, learners should treat V1-le as referring to action. 

English Sentences Describing Change- And No-Change-of-State Situations: 

 Change-of-state clip: ‘She cut the paper in half/in two’ (15). ‘A woman cut/cuts a piece 

of paper’ (2).  

No-change-of-state clip: ‘She cut the paper’ (5). But some phrases in sentences are 

resultative: ‘She cut a slit in the paper’ (3). ‘She made a slit in a piece of paper with 

scissors’ (1). Another resultative phrase: ‘The woman made a cut in the paper’ (3). ‘She 

cut the paper halfway through’ (2). 

Summary of the Statistical Analysis: 
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TABLE 5.32 

Judgment of Sentences with RVC-le vs. Sentences with V1-le by Different Proficiency 

Levels 

 for ba jian-kai ‘BA cut.with.scissors-open’: 

No-Change-of-State Event 

 

 

Proficiency Level 

 

Mean Diff. 

(Sentence A- Sentence 

B) 

 

Std. 

Error 

 

Sig. 

Advanced: 

Sentence A vs. 

Sentence B 

 

 -1.42 

 

0.63 

 

0.047 

Intermediate: 

Sentence A vs. 

Sentence B 

 

0.82 

 

0.35 

 

0.042 

Sentence A = sentence with RVC-le. Sentence B = sentence with V1-le.  

Computations are based on alpha = .05 (p<0.05). 

Overall, learners showed that they treated V1-le as referring to action.  
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Analysis: 

This RVC corresponds to an English resultative phrase, which consists of two 

elements. The first element is expressed in a verb cut which, when used by itself does not 

refer to result. The second element is expressed in a prepositional phrase in half/in two. 

English cut in half/two corresponds to Chinese ba jian-kai ‘BA cut.with.scissors-open’.  

If we look at the statistical analysis presented in Section 5.2.4, we can see that the 

predictions are supported with respect to V1-le not being treated as referring to result. 

English speakers assigned high positive scores to this V1-le combination, indicating that 

they agreed that ba jian-le ‘BA cut.with.scissors PFV’ correctly depicts the no-change-

of-state situation. It also should be noted that English speakers used verbs in the simple 

past tense form.  

 

5.3.5. ba da-ku ‘BA hit-cry’ 

 

Chinese RVC and V1-le combination:  English Equivalent: 

    ba da-ku       hit (her classmate) causing her to  

                                                                                  cry 

    BA hit-cry       

    ‘hit him/her so as a result of it he/she cries’   

    ba da-le       slap, strike 

    BA beat PFV 

    ‘beat somebody up‘ 

English Sentences: 

Change-of-state clip: In 11 sentences a causal relationship between V1 and V2 was 

expressed. Examples: ‘The girl slapped the other girl and made her cry’ or ‘The girl on 
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the left hit her classmate causing her to cry.’ In other 8 sentences, even though there 

were no words indicating causality, participants still used verbs slap/hit and cry in the 

simple past tense form. Example: ‘The long haired girl hit her classmate and her 

classmate cried.’  

No-change-of-state clip: ‘A woman slapped another woman’s arm’ or ‘She struck the 

lady.’ All 19 sentences are similar to these. 

Predictions As Presented In Section 2.5: 

1. English speakers would tend to use verbs in the simple past tense form in describing 

the video clips in English.   

2. Because in this kind of situation, an equivalent to Chinese RVC is two VPs or two 

clauses in English with each subevent expressed in a separate component, learners are 

expected to associate V1-le with action only. The V1-le combination should not be treated 

as resultative.  

Summary of the Statistical Analysis:  
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TABLE 5.33 

Judgment of Sentences with RVC-le vs. Sentences with V1-le by Different Proficiency 

Levels 

 for ba da-ku ‘BA hit-cry’: 

No-Change-of-State Event 

 

 

Proficiency Level 

 

Mean Diff. 

(Sentence A- Sentence 

B) 

 

Std. 

Error 

 

Sig. 

Advanced: 

Sentence A vs. 

Sentence B 

 

-2.92  

 

0.47 

 

0.000 

Intermediate: 

Sentence A vs. 

Sentence B 

 

-2.83 

 

0.32 

 

0.000 

Sentence A = sentence with RVC-le. Sentence B = sentence with V1-le.  

Computations are based on alpha = .05 (p<0.05). 

Learners clearly did not treat ba da-le ‘BA hit PFV’ as carrying resultative meaning; they 

only understood it as referring to action. 
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Analysis: 

English does not have a ready resultative construction to describe this situation (as 

in cut in half, for example), neither can the situation be expressed by a single-root 

resultative verb (as in fill or find). Instead, two action verbs are used: one referring to the 

action of hitting somebody and another one referring to the action of crying. These two 

verbs are bound by a causal relationship. When two verbs are used together and in the 

order that they appear in the sentences, we have the causative and resultative meaning.  

If we look at the statistical analysis discussed in Section 5.2.5, we can see that the 

predictions are supported. English speakers treated V1-le combination differently from 

RVC by assigning ba da-le ‘BA hit PFV’ positive scores and not treating it as a 

resultative. In addition, participants used verbs in the simple past tense form in describing 

the video clips. 

 

5.3.6. zou-lei ‘walk-be.tired’ 

 

Chinese RVC and V1-le combination:  English Equivalent:  

    zou-lei      walk oneself tired, be tired from                     

    walk-be.tired                                                         walking, walk and be worn out 

    ‘walk oneself tired’, ‘be tired from walking’ walk to exhaustion   

    zou-le       walk     

    leave PFV      

    ‘has left’, ‘be gone’     

Predictions based on Section 2.5: 

1. English speakers would tend to use verbs in the simple past tense form in describing 

the video clips in English.   
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2. Because in this situation, an equivalent to Chinese RVC is either a resultative 

construction or two VPs/clauses in English with each subevent expressed in a separate 

constituent, learners are expected to associate V1-le with action only. The V1-le 

combination should not be treated as resultative. 

English Sentences Describing Change- And No-Change-of-State Situations: 

Change-of-state clip:  

‘The woman walked to exhaustion’ / ‘She walked to the rock and was worn out’ (4). 

‘A woman walks to a stone to rest’ / ‘The woman walked for a short distance then 

stopped and leaned on a rock’ (9). ‘She was tired so she sat down on a rock’ (2).  ‘Lady 

walked’ / ‘A girl walks around’ (4). 

No-change-of-state clip:  

‘She walked’ / ‘She walked to the shade’ / ’She walked across the courtyard’ (8).  

‘She walked over there, turned and stood facing us’ / ‘She walked a ways, stopped and 

turned around’ (5). ‘The woman is walking and then she stops’ (11). 

Summary of the Statistical Analysis:  
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TABLE 5.34 

Judgment of Sentences with RVC-le vs. Sentences with V1-le by Different Proficiency 

Levels 

 for zou-lei ‘walk-be.tired’: 

No-Change-of-State Event 

 

 

Proficiency Level 

 

Mean Diff. 

(Sentence A- Sentence B) 

 

Std. 

Error 

 

Sig. 

Advanced: 

Sentence A vs. 

Sentence B 

 

-1.50 

 

0.56 

 

0.021 

Intermediate: 

Sentence A vs. 

Sentence B 

 

-1.91 

 

0.55 

 

0.006 

Sentence A = sentence with RVC-le. Sentence B = sentence with V1-le.  

Computations are based on alpha = .05 (p<0.05). 

Overall, learners did not treat V1-le as referring to result even though advanced learners 

exhibited some tendency to assign the resultative meaning to V1-le.  
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Analysis: 

In English, this situation can be expressed either by a resultative construction 

(walk oneself tired) or by two verbs (walk and be worn out) bound by a causal 

relationship: walking caused fatigue. In either case, in English each subevent is expressed 

in a separate element, and, does not allow event conflation.     

If we look at the statistical analysis discussed in Section 5.2.6, we can see that the 

predictions are supported. English speakers treated the V1-le combination differently 

from RVC by assigning zou-le ‘walk PFV’ positive scores and not treating it as a 

resultative.  

Two things, however, should be noted. First, even though there was a significant 

difference in how English speakers treated RVC-le and V1-le, the scores that they 

assigned to V1-le were not very high. Participants did not assign as much of the action 

meaning as we would expect. Second, in the change-of-state situation, advanced learners 

showed a tendency to reject the idea that zou-le ‘walk PFV’ refers to action. Both can 

possibly be explained by the fact that zou-le ‘walk PFV’ is a common combination that is 

used often in classroom instruction; this combination is used in a change-of-state 

meaning ‘to leave’ or ‘to be gone’. This also explains why only advanced learners had 

this reaction and not intermediate learners. Nevertheless, the no-change-of-state situation 

shows that English speakers did not treat the V1-le as resultative.  

With respect to what tense was used in describing the video clips in English, 

participants used the simple past tense form. 
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5.3.7. wen-chulai ‘ask-come.out’ 

 

Chinese RVC and V1-le combination:  English Equivalent: 

    wen-chulai            find out, ask (a question) and get a  

    ask-come.out                                                         reply 

    ‘find out by asking (questions)’        

    wen-le       ask      

    ask PFV                     

    ‘asked (a question)’ 

         

Predictions based on Section 2.5: 

1. English speakers would tend to use verbs in the simple past tense form in describing 

the video clips in English.   

2. In this situation learners are expected to associate V1-le with action only. The V1-le 

combination should not be treated as resultative. I predicted this because in this situation 

an equivalent to Chinese RVC is either a two-component resultative construction or two 

VPs or two clauses in English where each subevent is expressed in a separate component. 

English Sentences Describing Change- And No-Change-of-State Situations: 

Change-of-state clip: ‘She asked her friend a question’ (9). ‘She asked her friend a 

question, and her friend replied’ (6). Other types of sentences, not using a single verb 

‘ask’ or ‘ask-and-reply’ pattern: ‘The girls discussed something’ or ‘One girl talked to 

another and they both seemed to be in agreement about it’ (4). 

No-change-of-state clip: ‘The woman asked her friend a question’ (4). ‘Girl asks a 

question to another girl, but girl doesn’t know the answer’ or ‘A woman doesn’t know 

the answer to a question from another woman’ (13). Other types of sentences: ‘The girl 

does not know the answer’ (2). 
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Summary of the Statistical Analysis:  

 

 

 

TABLE 5.35 

Judgment of Sentences with RVC-le vs. Sentences with V1-le by Different Proficiency 

Levels 

 for wen-chulai ‘ask-come.out’: 

No-Change-of-State Event 

 

 

Proficiency Level 

 

Mean Diff. 

(Sentence A- Sentence B) 

 

Std. 

Error 

 

Sig. 

Advanced: 

Sentence A vs. 

Sentence B 

 

 -1.75 

 

0.52 

 

0.007 

Intermediate: 

Sentence A vs. 

Sentence B 

 

-1.09 

 

0.48 

 

0.045 

Sentence A = sentence with RVC-le. Sentence B = sentence with V1-le.  

Computations are based on alpha = .05 (p<0.05). 
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Learners exhibited a tendency to treat V1-le as referring to action. In addition to using 

Table 5.35 above, I also conclude this based on the data shown in Figure 5.21. Even 

though intermediate learners barely showed a significant difference between RVC-le and 

V1-le, this can be explained by the fact that the scores that they assigned to RVC-le were 

close to zero (M= - 0.09). The mean score that this group assigned to V1-le was high (M= 

1.00). 

Analysis: 

In English, change-of-state can be expressed either in a resultative construction 

(find out) or in two VPs (ask a question and get a reply). In the latter case, when these 

two VPs are used in the same sentence, while causation is not directly expressed, it is 

obvious. In this sense, the order in which actions happened and the events that were 

expressed followed the same schema as in Chinese RVC.  

If we look at the statistical analysis discussed in Section 5.2.7, we can observe 

that the predictions are supported. English speakers gave high positive scores to the V1-le 

combination in the no-change-of-state situation and treated it as referring to action. 

English speakers used verbs in the simple past tense form in the change-of-state situation 

but they mostly used the simple present tense form in the situation when no change of 

state occurred. This is different from all other situations, but it does not contradict the 

predictions made in Section 2.5. I only predicted that English speakers would use verbs in 

the simple past tense form in the change-of-state situation stating that English speakers 

associate the simple past tense form with perfectivity. 
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5.3.8. Conclusion  

The purpose of this section was to investigate whether the differences between 

how English and Chinese express action and result have an effect on how English 

speakers interpret Mandarin V1-le combinations. Specifically, I wanted to see if English 

speakers would treat V1-le as referring to change-of-state. In comparing how result is 

expressed in Chinese and English, I paid close attention to whether in English two 

subevents (action and result) are conflated in a single-root verb, expressed in a resultative 

construction or in a multi-VP structure, and to what grammatical tense participants used 

in describing change-of-state situations.     

With respect to the prediction that English speakers would use the simple past 

tense to describe change-of-state situations, this claim was supported. In all but one case 

participants used verbs in the simple past tense form. To summarize whether the 

predictions made in Section 2.5 were supported, we can conclude the following. It is 

clear that in cases when in English change of state is expressed either in a two-component 

resultative construction or in a two-VP structure, learners associated Mandarin V1-le with 

action. This prediction was supported. The RVCs used in these situations are: ba jian-kai-

le ‘BA cut.with.scissors-open PFV’, ba da-ku-le ‘BA hit-cry PFV’, zou-lei-le ‘walk-

be.tired PFV’, and wen-chulai-le ‘ask-come.out PFV’. The only situation when this 

prediction was not supported was with guan-diao-le ‘close-fall PFV’. Recall that even 

though intermediate learners treated this V1-le and RVC-le statistically differently, they 

assigned negative scores to V1-le; and advanced learners clearly treated the combination 

as referring to result. This is explained by the fact that English resultative component 
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‘off’ corresponds to Chinese V1 instead of V2. In two cases, the prediction was not 

supported because English allow two different monomophemic verbs to be associated 

with V1: one with two subevsents conflated and one only referring to action. In these two 

situations, learners treated V1-le combinations as referring to action. RVCs used in these 

situations were: dao-man-le ‘pour-be.full PFV’ and zhao-dao-le ‘look.for-attain PFV’. 

Predictions made in Section 2.5 did not account for the two cases because the no-change-

of-state can also be associated with a monomorphemic verb.  

To conclude, in this experiment English speakers exhibited a certain level of 

influence from their L1 on how they understand V1-le combinations. It should be noted 

that this influence was not expressed as strongly as I initially assumed. Given the 

outcomes of Experiment 1, the following explanation can be made. English has much 

more variability in how result can be expressed (e.g. Talmy, 1991). As was discussed in 

Section 2.2.3, English has three types of verbs readily available as common means to 

express change of state: verbs that allow two subevents conflated (stab), verbs that 

require event conflation (kill), and verb that do not allow event conflation thus requiring 

two-component constructions to be used (read oneself sleepy). Recall that Chinese is 

prevalent in the last type of verbs, has some number of the first type and very limited in 

verbs belonging to the second type. What is more, Experiment 1 indicated that there is 

more than one way to describe the same change-of-state situations in English. As we 

have seen, in the first two situations monomorphemic resultatives (fill and find) can be 

used; however, at the same time, the same situations can be expressed by non-resultative 

verbs (pour) or by a multi-VP structure where one VP refers to action and the second VP 
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refers to the result of that action (look for and find). In two other situations, either 

resultative constructions (find out and walk oneself tired) or non-resultative phrases (ask 

a question and get the answer and be tired from walking) can be used. Of course, there 

are also cases when only one particular way to express change of state is used, as with 

resultative constructions turn off and cut in half/through, or a multi-phrasal structure such 

as hit (her) and make her cry. At the same time, in Chinese the most common way to 

express result is to use RVCs. In other words, Chinese is much more restrictive in how 

change of state can be expressed in a given situation while English has more linguistic 

resources available. 
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5.4. Experiment 2: Productivity of RVCs  

 The second experiment was designed with the following question in mind: do 

learners of Mandarin know that more than one RVC can be used to describe the same 

change-of-state event. This experiment is to contribute to our understanding of a larger 

problem stated at the beginning of Chapter 5: given that available research indicates that 

for the most part English-speaking learners understand that RVCs must be used in 

change-of-state situations, why do they not use RVCs in speech production tasks? If 

learners do not understand that multiple RVCs can be used to describe the same change-

of-state situation, it might mean that they do not even know that RVCs are a highly 

productive construction made up of two individual verbs. If learners treat RVCs like 

other verbs that have to be memorized as idioms or frozen phrases, it may explain why 

they do not use them. If, however, learners show that they understand that more than one 

RVC can describe the same change-of-state event, than we have to look for a different 

explanation of the discrepancy between understanding and use of RVCs. An in-depth 

analysis of how English native speakers understand the productive nature of Mandarin 

RVCs is not the goal of present research. This experiment is conducted as a preliminary 

study for future research and as a minor study complementing the main experiment I 

presented in the previous section. The specific question addressed in this study is:  Do 

learners realize that RVCs are a highly productive construction in Mandarin?  

 The stimuli and procedure are described in detail in Chapter 4. Here I will only 

list the RVCs used in this experiment. A description of the video clips can be found in 

Appendix E.  
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RVCs used for video clip 1: ba zhe-duan ‘BA snap-break’ and ba nong-duan ‘BA 

handle-break’ 

RVCs used for video clip 2: ba qiao-sui ‘BA knock-break.to.pieces’ and ba da-sui ‘BA 

hit-break’ 

RVCs used for video clip 3: ba jian-cheng ‘BA cut.with.scissors-accomplish’ and ba 

jian-duan ‘BA cut.with.scissors-break’ 

 As can be seen, in the first two pairs of RVCs, the result component, V2, is the 

same. In the last pair, both RVCs share the same component referring to action, V1. Both 

components, V1 and V2, in each RVC except for one refer to a specific action or specific 

result. The only exception is ba nong-duan ‘BA handle-break’, where V1 does not 

describe a specific action; it only means that an object was manipulated with. It is V2 that 

specifies the outcome. It is expected that native speakers would treat the two RVCs for 

each video clip in a similar way. In order to answer the research question, I will compare 

learners’ reaction to both target RVCs for each video clip to see if they prefer one RVC 

over another or if they assign high scores to both RVCs. I will compare learners’ reaction 

against that of native speakers.   

 A statistical analysis of the data shows that native speakers had small gaps 

between the two RVCs in each pair even though they treated the first pair of RVCs as 

statistically significantly different. The data also show that learners tended to treat the 

two RVCs for each video clip differently from native speakers. As in the previous 

experiment, in this experiment I analyzed the data using the SPSS statistical software. 
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Two tailed t-tests are found to be best suited to deal with the research question as I 

wanted to see how big the gap between the RVCs in a pair each proficiency level had. 

The independent variable, or the between-subject factor, is the three proficiency levels, 

and the dependent variable, or the within-subject factor, is the participants’ judgment 

ratings of the two sentences each with a different RVC in three video clips. A 

significance level of .05 is used.   

 

5.4.1. Results of Experiment 2 

 From Tables 5.36 and 5.37, we can see that the average scores assigned by native 

speakers for both ba zhe-duan ‘BA snap-break’ (M = 2.00, SD = .00) and ba nong-duan 

‘BA handle-break’ (M = 1.57, SD = .69) were high. However, there was a statistical 

difference in how they treated the two RVCs, t (27) = 3.29, p = .003. The two groups of 

learners gave high scores to the first RVC and lower scores to the second RVC. 

Advanced learners treated ba zhe-duan ‘BA snap-break’ (M = 2.00, SD = .00) and ba 

nong-duan ‘BA handle-break’ (M = .92, SD = 1.53) as significantly different, t (23) = 

3.47, p = .002. Intermediate learners assigned lower scores to both RVCs and had a 

bigger gap between the two RVCs. Similarly to advanced learners, they treated ba zhe-

duan ‘BA snap-break’ (M = 1.65, SD = .93) and ba nong-duan ‘BA handle-break’ (M = 

.30, SD = 1.33) as significantly different, t (22) = 3.64, p = .001.   
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TABLE 5.36 

Judgment of 2 Sentences with Different RVCs for Video Clip 1 by Different Proficiency 

Levels 

Proficiency  

Level 

N ba zhe-duan ‘BA snap-break’ 

          M                     SD           

ba nong-duan ‘BA handle-break’ 

          M                      SD             

Native 

Speakers 

 

Advanced 

 

Intermediate 

28 

 

 

24 

 

23 

        2.00                    0.00 

 

 

        2.00                    0.00 

 

        1.65                    0.93 

        1.57                     0.69 

 

 

        0.92                     1.53 

 

        0.30                     1.33 

 

TABLE 5.37 

Judgment of Sentences with ba zhe-duan ‘BA snap-break’ vs. Sentences with ba nong-

duan ‘BA handle-break’ for Video Clip 1 by Different Proficiency Levels 

 

 

Proficiency Level 

 

Mean Diff. 

(Sentence A- 

Sentence B) 

 

Std. 

Error 

 

Sig. 

 

95% Confidence Interval of the 

Difference 

Lower Bound Upper 

Bound 

Native Speakers:  

Sentence A vs. 

Sentence B 

 

0.43 

 

0.13 

 

0.003 

 

0.16 

 

0.70 

Advanced: 

Sentence A vs. 

Sentence B 

 

 1.08 

 

0.31 

 

0.002 

 

0.44 

 

1.73 

Intermediate: 

Sentence A vs. 

Sentence B 

 

1.35 

 

0.37 

 

0.001 

 

0.58 

 

2.11 

Sentence A = sentence with ba zhe-duan ‘BA snap-break’. Sentence B = sentence with 

ba nong-duan ‘BA handle-break’.  

Computations are based on alpha = .05 (p<0.05). 

 

 Figure 5.22 provides a graphic representation of the participants’ judgment ratings 

of sentences with the two RVCs. By looking at the scores we can see that native speakers 

and advanced learners treated RVC 1 in the same way and intermediate learners assigned 

lower scores to this RVC. With RVC 2, we can see that the lower the proficiency level 
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went, the lower the scores were assigned to the RVC. At the same time the lower the 

proficiency level went, the bigger the gap was between the two RVCs. 

 

 

 Now we will look at how participants reacted to the second pair of RVCs. From 

Tables 5.38 and 5.39, we can see that native speakers did not treat ba qiao-sui ‘BA 

knock-break.to.pieces’ (M = 1.61, SD = .83) and ba da-sui ‘BA hit-break.to.pieces’ (M = 

1.64, SD = .83) as statistically different, t (27) = -0.17, p = .869. In comparison to native 

speakers, advanced learners assigned higher scores to both ba qiao-sui ‘BA knock-

break.to.pieces’ (M = 1.75, SD = .61) and ba da-sui ‘BA hit-break.to.pieces’ (M = 1.79, 

SD = .66), but like native speakers advanced learners did not treat the two RVCs as 

statistically different, t (23) = -0.22, p = .824. Intermediate learners gave ba qiao-sui ‘BA 

knock-break.to.pieces’ (M = 1.61, SD = .89) and ba da-sui ‘BA hit-break.to.pieces’ lower 
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scores than other two groups, but like them did not show a statistical difference between 

the two RVCs, t (22) = 0.98, p = .338. 

TABLE 5.38 

Judgment of 2 Sentences with Different RVCs for Video Clip 2 by Different Proficiency 

Levels 

Proficiency  

Level 

 

 

N 

ba qiao-sui ‘BA knock-

break.to.pieces’ 

          M                    SD             

ba da-sui ‘BA hit-

break.to.pieces’ 

          M                   SD             

Native 

Speakers 

 

Advanced 

 

Intermediate 

28 

 

 

24 

 

23 

        1.61                  0.83 

 

         

        1.75                  0.61 

 

        1.61                  0.89 

        1.64                 0.83 

 

        

        1.79                 0.66 

 

        1.30                 1.18 

 

TABLE 5.39 

Judgment of Sentences with ba qiao-sui ‘BA knock-break.to.pieces’ vs. Sentences with 

ba da-sui ‘BA hit-break.to.pieces’ for Video Clip 2 by Different Proficiency Levels 

 

 

Proficiency Level 

 

Mean Diff. 

(Sentence A- 

Sentence B) 

 

Std. 

Error 

 

Sig. 

 

95% Confidence Interval of the 

Difference 

Lower Bound Upper 

Bound 

Native Speakers:  

Sentence A vs. 

Sentence B 

 

-0.04 

 

0.22 

 

0.869 

 

-0.48 

 

0.41 

Advanced: 

Sentence A vs. 

Sentence B 

 

 -0.04 

 

0.19 

 

0.824 

 

-0.43 

 

0.34 

Intermediate: 

Sentence A vs. 

Sentence B 

 

0.30 

 

0.31 

 

0.338 

 

-0.34 

 

0.95 

Sentence A = sentence with ba qiao-sui ‘BA knock-break.to.pieces’. Sentence B = 

sentence with ba da-sui ‘BA hit-break.to.pieces’.  

Computations are based on alpha = .05 (p<0.05). 
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 Figure 5.23 provides a graphic representation of the participants’ judgment ratings 

of sentences with the two RVCs. From it we can see that advanced learners assigned the 

highest scores to this pair of RVCs. We can also observe that both native speakers and 

advanced learners had very small gaps between the two RVCs. Lastly, we can see that 

intermediate learners had the biggest gap between RVC 1 and RVC 2.    

 

 Data for the last pair of RVCs show that native speakers and learners reacted to 

this pair of RVCs differently. Native speakers did not treat ba jian-cheng ‘BA 

cut.with.scissors-accomplish’ (M = 1.89, SD = .57) and ba jian-duan ‘BA 

cut.with.scissors-break’ (M = 1.86, SD = .59) as significantly different, t (27) = 1.00, p = 

.326. Learners show a different pattern. Advanced learners treated ba jian-cheng ‘BA 

cut.with.scissors-accomplish’ (M = 1.79, SD = .72) and ba jian-duan ‘BA 

cut.with.scissors-break’ (M = 1.21, SD = 1.02) as significantly different, t (23) = 2.17, p = 
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.040. Intermediate learners also assigned scores to ba jian-cheng ‘BA cut.with.scissors-

accomplish’ (M = 1.48, SD = .99) and ba jian-duan ‘BA cut.with.scissors-break’ (M = 

.22, SD = 1.51) that were significantly different, t (22) = 3.53, p = .002.  

TABLE 5.40 

Judgment of 2 Sentences with Different RVCs for Video Clip 3 by Different Proficiency 

Levels 

Proficiency  

Level 

 

 

N 

ba jian-cheng ‘BA 

cut.with.scissors-accomplish’ 

          M                     SD            

ba jian-duan ‘BA 

cut.with.scissors-break’ 

          M                   SD            

Native 

Speakers 

 

Advanced 

 

Intermediate 

28 

 

 

24 

 

23 

        1.89                    0.57 

 

 

        1.79                    0.72 

 

        1.48                    0.99 

        1.86                 0.59 

 

 

        1.21                 1.02 

 

        0.22                 1.51 

  

TABLE 5.41 

Judgment of Sentences with ba jian-cheng ‘BA cut.with.scissors-accomplish’ vs. 

Sentences with ba jian-duan ‘BA cut.with.scissors-break’ for Video Clip 3 by Different 

Proficiency Levels 

 

 

Proficiency Level 

 

Mean Diff. 

(Sentence A- 

Sentence B) 

 

Std. 

Error 

 

Sig. 

 

95% Confidence Interval of the 

Difference 

Lower Bound Upper 

Bound 

Native Speakers:  

Sentence A vs. 

Sentence B 

 

0.04 

 

0.04 

 

0.326 

 

-0.04 

 

0.11 

Advanced: 

Sentence A vs. 

Sentence B 

 

 0.58 

 

0.27 

 

0.040 

 

0.03 

 

1.14 

Intermediate: 

Sentence A vs. 

Sentence B 

 

1.26 

 

0.36 

 

0.002 

 

0.52 

 

2.00 

Sentence A = sentence with ba jian-cheng ‘BA cut.with.scissors-accomplish’. Sentence B 

= sentence with ba jian-duan ‘BA cut.with.scissors-break’.  

Computations are based on alpha = .05 (p<0.05). 
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 Figure 5.24 provides a graphic representation of the participants’ judgment ratings 

of sentences with the two RVCs. We can see that native speakers had a very small gap 

between the two RVCs and the lower the proficiency level gets, the bigger the gap 

becomes. Generally, scores for the two RVCs declined as the proficiency level went 

down.   

 

 

 The analysis of the outcomes produced by learners with respect to RVCs shows 

that we cannot say with full certainty that there is a clear-cut difference between how 

native speakers and learners reacted to RVCs in every pair. Nor can we say that there is 

no difference in how multiple RVCs were rated for each video clip. We can, however, 

identify some tendencies. Let us look at Figure 5.25. In it each bar represents a difference 

in mean scores assigned to each pair of RVCs by the three proficiency levels. For 

example, the blue bar shows that the difference between how native speakers treated ba 
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zhe-duan ‘BA snap-break’ (M = 2.00) and ba nong-duan ‘BA handle-break’ (M = 1.57) 

was .43. This allows us to see clearly how small or how big the gaps were between the 

two RVCs in each pair. 

 

 We can make several observations based on this graph. Native speakers had a gap 

between the two RVCs in the first pair, which was significantly different. Despite this 

difference, we need to keep in mind that both means were high. As we can see, native 

speakers had the smallest gap in the first pair and it was growing progressively bigger as 

the proficiency level went down. With the two remaining pairs, native speakers had very 

small gaps with no significant difference between the two RVCs. With the second pair of 

RVCs neither advanced nor intermediate learners showed significant difference. 

However, as we can see in the graph, the size of the gaps was different. Advanced 

learners had a gap that was almost as small as that of native speakers, but intermediate 
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learners had the largest gap out of all proficiency levels. With the third pair, both groups 

of learners treated RVCs as significantly different, with the gap getting progressively 

larger with the lower proficiency levels. Post-hoc tests show that with the first and third 

pairs of RVCs, there was a significant difference in the size of the gap between native 

speakers and advanced learners, and between native speakers and intermediate learners. 

With the second pair of RVCs, the gaps between native speakers and each group of 

learners was not significant.     

 

5.4.2. Conclusion 

 To summarize, with each pair of RVCs, except for the second pair where native 

speakers and advanced learners had almost identical gaps, the gap between the two RVCs 

in each RVC pair grew progressively higher as the proficiency level declined. To answer 

the research question 4, we can conclude that while learners did not clearly accept one 

RVC and decline another (since no proficiency group assigned scores below zero), they 

showed a tendency of not accepting the two RVCs in each pair in the same way as native 

speakers did. Based on these data, I conclude that learners do have a certain 

understanding that multiple RVCs may describe the same change-of-state event, but they 

do not show full comprehension. Moreover, this understanding gets worse as the 

proficiency level declines. To conclude, as was predicted in Section 5 of Chapter 2, there 

seems to be L1 influence affecting learners’ understanding of the highly productive 

nature of Mandarin RVCs. Because resultative constructions in English are of limited 
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productivity, English speakers tend to incorrectly prefer one RVC to another when 

describing same video clip.    
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5.5. Summary of Experiment 1 and Experiment 2 

 In this chapter, I have looked at learners’ understanding of Mandarin RVC-le and 

V1-le combinations. In Experiment 1, I studied participants’ reaction to RVCs vs. V1-le 

combinations in sentence judgment tasks in change- and no-change-of-state situations 

facilitated by video clips. In Section 5.2, in determining whether learners would 

differentiate between RVCs and V1-le, I compared reaction produced by two groups of 

learners against reaction produced by native speakers of Chinese. In Section 5.3, I 

analyzed the data based on how change-of-state and no change-of-state situations are 

described in English, and how they are matched with Mandarin RVC-le vs. V1-le. In 

Experiment 2, I studied participants’ reaction to multiple RVCs describing the same 

video clips depicting change-of-state events.  

Statistical analyses identified some patterns. The overall results show that learners 

understand that RVCs must be used to describe change-of-state events. Learners do not 

habitually take the aspect marker –le as a resultative marker. Instead, the outcomes are 

compatible with -le being interpreted as a past tense marker, possibly because of the 

transfer of meaning of the past tense suffix in learners’ L1. However, an analysis that 

takes into consideration learners L1 sheds some light. The analysis shows that how 

change-of-state situations are expressed in English has some effect on their understanding 

of RVC-le vs. V1-le combinations. Thus, while in section 5.2 we saw that English 

speakers do not seem to treat V1-le combinations as carrying the resultative meaning, 

section 5.3, based on L1 influence, indicates that, in fact, in one case English speakers did 

interpret V1-le as resultative. This is observed when the result expressed in English 
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corresponds to V1 in Chinese, e.g. off in turn off corresponding to guan in guan-le. 

Another important detail that the L1-based analysis reveals is that the vast majority of 

learners used verbs in the simple past tense form in their description of the video clips. 

This supports the statement that the simple past tense form is a common way to express 

perfectivity in English. It also offers further evidence to the claim that English speakers 

may associate the suffix –ed with the Mandarin aspect marker -le. With respect to 

understanding the productivity of the Resultative Verb Compounds, the outcomes 

indicate that while learners do not reject the idea that more than one RVC can describe a 

change-of-state event, they do not have a full understanding of the phenomenon. Data 

indicate that this misunderstanding may come from learners’ L1: because English 

resultative constructions are not very productive, they may think that Mandarin RVCs are 

also not productive.  

 In the following chapter, I will discuss some other points concerning L2 

acquisition of RVCs that are not directly related to the research questions but which have 

been identified as patterns persisting in all RVC types in Experiment 1. I will also address 

some theoretical implications of these outcomes in light of what has been discussed in 

Chapters 2 and 3.         
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CHAPTER 6 

DISCUSSION AND CONCLUSIONS 

 

6.1. Introduction 

 In this study I have examined learners’ acquisition of Mandarin Resultative Verb 

Compounds. Acquisition of Chinese RVCs by English speakers has not yet been well 

studied. The principle goal of this study is to investigate whether differences in how 

change of state is expressed in English and Chinese in general and differences in event 

conflation specifically have an effect on learners’ understanding of how result should be 

expressed in Chinese. This point includes the discussion of L1 transfer with respect to the 

fact that in English single-root verbs in the simple past tense form are one of the common 

ways to describe change-of-state situations. The study’s minor goal has not been 

investigated previously either: whether the fact that English resultative constructions are 

of limited productivity has an effect on learners’ understanding of the productive nature 

of Mandarin RVCs.  
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6.2. Event Conflation 

 English verbs can be divided into three types when it comes to describing the 

change-of-state events. Verbs may allow event conflation, require it or disallow it. In 

addition, single-root verbs that allow event conflation differ in strength of implicature of 

result. English is rich in all three types of verbs (Talmy, 2000). In contrast, even though 

Chinese has all three types of verbs with respect to event conflation, the most prevalent is 

verbs that disallow two subevents to be conflated in a single-root verb. It was also 

pointed out by Koenig and Chief (2008) that Chinese is rich in verbs with the 

incompleteness effect which means that the normative result which is implied by the 

verbs does not have to happen. 

 To illustrate, English verb kill implies that an action of killing occurred which 

resulted in the death. In this verb two subevents are conflated. In Chinese, however, with 

only a few exceptions, this idea can be explained by the following example. Chinese 

guan ‘close’ does not convey the resultative meaning; it does not in itself include two 

subevents. On the other hand, if the perfective aspect marker –le is added, guan-le ‘close 

PFV’ acquires resultative meaning. The V1-le combination then refers to two events: 

action of turning a switch which results in the object being turned off. Even though, as 

shown in the crosslinguistic analysis in Chapter 2, in English the simple past tense form 

is the most common way to express perfectivity, in many cases the past tense form does 

not have to be used for a verb to allow event conflation. In short, in English the ability of 

verbs to refer to two subevents is, for the most part, an inherent feature. In Chinese, on 

the other hand, the ability of verbs to refer to two subevetns is, for the most part, not an 
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inherent feature. Some single-root verbs in Chinese acquire the ability to conflate two 

subevents when they are presented perfectively, in the V1-le combination. In addition to 

this, adding the particle BA in the sentences with V1-le combinations further strengthens 

the ability of the V1-le combinations to refer to two events. 

 Going back to L2 acquisition, how do the findings support my predictions 

outlined in Chapter 2? Based on the crosslinguistic analysis, I made a general prediction 

with respect to the differences in the event conflation. I took the differences in how two 

events are expressed in Chinese and English as one of the main reasons for the challenges 

that learners encounter in acquiring Chinese RVCs. I proposed that learners would react 

to V1-le combinations depending on how two events are expressed in their L1 English. 

Namely, if in English a resultative construction or two VPs with causal relationship are 

used to describe the change-of-state events, where each of the two elements refers to a 

single event, learners would not treat Chinese V1-le combinations as referring to result. 

This is because if there is L1 influence, then learners would associate the first element in 

the English construction with Chinese V1 and the second element in the English 

construction with Chinese V2. There are five such cases in Experiment 1. In the first case, 

Chinese ba jian-kai ‘BA cut.with.scissors-open’ corresponds to the English resultative 

construction cut in half/in two. I predicted that learners would treat ba jian-le ‘BA 

cut.with.scissors PFV’ as non-resultative. In the second case, Chinese ba da-ku ‘BA hit-

cry’ corresponds to two VPs in English: hit (her classmate) causing (her) to cry. I 

predicted that learners would treat ba da-le ‘BA beat PFV’ as non-resultative. In the third 

case, Chinese zou-lei ‘walk-be.tired’ corresponds to either to resultative constructions, 
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walk oneself tired, be tired from walking, walk to exhaustion, or to two VPs, walk and be 

worn out. My prediction was that learners would understand zou-le ‘walk PFV’ as non-

resultative. In the fourth case, Chinese wen-chulai ‘ask-come.out’ also corresponds either 

to a resultative construction, find out, or to two VPs, ask (a question) and get a reply. I 

predicted that learners would treat wen-le ‘ask PFV’ as only referring to action. Lastly, 

Chinese ba guan-diao ‘BA close-fall’ corresponds to the English resultative construction 

turn off. Here I also predicted that learners would treat ba guan-le ‘BA close PFV’ as 

non-resultative.   

 Furthermore, I predicted that if in English single-root resultatives, with two events 

conflated, are used, learners would treat V1-le combinations as resultative. There are two 

such cases in the experiment. In one case, Chinese dao-man ‘pour-be.full’ corresponds to 

English single-root resultative fill where two subevents are conflated. Therefore, I 

predicted that learners would project this idea to Chinese V1-le and thus equate dao-le 

‘pour PFV’ with result. Likewise, in another case Chinese zhao-dao ‘look.for-attain’ 

corresponds to English resultative find. I predicted that learners would treat zhao-le 

‘look.for PFV’ as resultative.  

 From Section 5.3 we can see that out of the seven situations, in four situations the 

predictions were supported and in three they were not. In most of the situations in which 

verbs in English do not allow event conflation, the prediction was supported – learners 

did not treat Chinese V1-le combinations as resultative. The one situation where in 

English a single-root verb does not allow two subevents to be conflated and where the 

prediction was not supported is ba guan-diao-le ‘BA close-fall PFV’ vs. ba guan-le ‘BA 
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close PFV.’ There are also two other situations where my predictions were not supported. 

These situations involve monomorphemic resultatives in English, and I postulated that 

because of the L1 influence learners should treat these Chinese V1-le combinations as 

resultatives. Table 6.1 below summarizes the results. 

TABLE 6.1 

Summary of Predictions about L1 influence 

 

 

Chinese 

 

English 

Prediction: 

whether 

V1-le 

would be 

treated as a 

resultative 

 

Was 

prediction 

supported? 

 

If prediction not 

supported, why? 

ba jian-kai  

BA cut.with. 

scissors-open 

RC60: cut in 

half/in two 

 

 

 

No 

 

 

 

 

Yes 

 

ba jian-le  

BA cut.with. 

scissors PFV 

 

RC: cut 

halfway, make 

a cut 

Non-RV61: cut 

ba da-ku  

BA hit-cry 

2 VP62: hit (her 

classmate) 

causing (her) 

to cry 

 

 

No 

 

 

Yes 

 

ba da-le  

BA beat PFV 

Non-RV: slap, 

strike 

zou-lei  

walk-be.tired 

RC: walk 

oneself tired, 

be tired from 

walking, walk 

to exhaustion 

 

 

 

No 

 

 

 

Yes 

 

                                                           
60 RC refers to the two-component Resultative Construction. 
61 Non-RV refers to a non-resultative verb, verb that only signifies action, and therefore verb in which only 
one event is expressed.  
62 2 VP refers to two verbal phrases which are bound by causal relationship and in which one verb refers 
to the action and another verb refers to the outcome of that action.  
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2 VP: walk and 

be worn out 

zou-le  

walk PFV 

Non-RV: walk  

wen-chulai  

ask-come.out 

 

RC: find out 

2 VP: ask (a 

question) and 

get a reply 

 

 

No 

 

 

Yes 

 

wen-le  

ask PFV 

Non-RV: ask 

(a question) 

ba guan-diao  

BA close-fall 

RC: turn off  

 

 

 

 

No 

 

 

 

 

 

No 

Because Mandarin 

guan ‘close’ 

corresponds to the 

meaning of ‘off’ in 

‘turn off’ in English, 

therefore, to an 

English speaker ba 

guan-le ‘BA close 

PFV’ should also 

imply result. This was 

not accounted for in 

my predictions.    

ba guan-le  

BA close PFV 

 

Non-RVP63: try 

to turn off 

dao-man  

pour-be.full 

RV: fill 

Non-RV: pour  

 

 

 

 

Yes 

 

 

 

 

No 

Because my 

prediction did not take 

into account that 

English also uses a 

monomorphemic verb 

to describe an action 

with no reference to 

result. This was not 

accounted for in my 

predictions. 

dao-le  

pour PFV 

 

Non-RV: pour 

zhao-dao  

look.for-attain 

RV: find 

Non-RVP: look 

for and find 

 

 

 

 

Yes 

 

 

 

 

No 

Because, as in the 

previous case, English 

also has another VP 

(look for) that 

corresponds to no-

result which, in turn, 

corresponds to V1-le 

in Chinese. This was 

zhao-le  

look.for PFV 

Non-RVP: look 

for  

                                                           
63 Non-RVP refers to a non-resultative verbal phrase. In this case, it consists of a non-resultative verb and 
a resultative construction. Together they do not refer to result. 
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not accounted for in 

my predictions. 

 

 Let us look briefly at the reasons why in three cases my predictions were not 

supported. With ba guan-diao ‘BA close-fall’ vs. ba guan-le ‘BA close PFV’ my 

prediction that learners would treat the V1-le combination as referring to action was not 

supported because guan ‘close’ corresponds to the meaning of ‘off’ in ‘turn off’ in 

English, therefore, to an English speaker ba guan-le ‘BA close PFV’ should also imply 

result. This explains why in this particular situation learners did not treat the V1-le 

combination as non-resultative. With dao-man ‘pour-be.full’ vs. dao-le ‘pour PFV’ my 

prediction that learners would treat the V1-le combination as resultative was not 

supported because in this situation English also allows a single-root non-resultative verb 

to describe it. My prediction about V1-le in zhao-dao ‘look.for-attain’ and zhao-le 

‘look.for PFV’ was not supported for the same reason: in this situation, English also 

allows a non-resultative VP to describe it.  

 As we can see, it is not that learners did not exhibit L1 influence, the issue is that 

my predictions were too broad. I did not take into account that learners may associate 

Chinese V1 with the resultative meaning depending on how a particular situation is 

expressed in English. I also did not consider the fact that in some situations English 

allows a resultative single-root verb and a non-resultative verb or VP to describe the same 

situation. In fact, if we take into account the reasons for why learners did not behave as 

predicted, we can see that learners exhibited L1 influence in each of the seven situations. 

To conclude, I argued that how situations are expressed with respect to event conflation 
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in English will have an influence on how learners would understand Chinese V1-le 

combinations. Even though not all of my predictions were supported, I can conclude the 

following. In those situations where Resultative Constructions or two VPs with causal 

relationship are used in English, it is certain that learners will have a tendency to treat V1-

le combinations as referring to action. It is because in their native English the first 

element refers to action and they apply this notion to Mandarin single-root-le structure. In 

those situations when in English, a single-root resultative verb is used but non-resultative 

verbs or VPs are also allowed, learners will also have a tendency to interpret Chinese V1-

le as referring to action. There seems to be stronger influence coming from that fact that a 

non-resultative can be used rather than from the fact that a single-root resultative can be 

used. What my experiment was not able to clearly support is that learners would have a 

strong inclination to treat Mandarin V1-le combinations as referring to result when in 

English only a single-root resultative can be used to describe change-of-state situation. 

This point was neither proved nor disproved. To do so, a similar experiment needs to be 

conducted involving situations when only a monomorphemic resultative can be used in 

English.   
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6.3. Single-Root Verb in the Simple Past Tense Form as Resultative  

 As mentioned above, English has an abundance of single-root resultative verbs in 

which two subevents are conflated. Allowing event conflation is, for the most part, an 

inherent feature. In addition, in speech production verbs are usually used in the simple 

past tense form when it comes to expressing change-of-state events. With this 

information in mind, I wanted to see whether learners would show L1 transfer effect and 

understand most of Chinese V1-le combinations as referring to result. 

 Experiment 1 revealed that learners did not treat V1-le combinations as referring 

to result. Out of seven situations, there was only one where learners rated V1-le as 

acceptable for use in the change-of-state situation. The RVC vs. V1-le pair was ba guan-

diao ‘BA close-fall’ and ba guan-le ‘BA close PFV’. Thus I have to conclude that the 

fact that in English single-root resultatives in the simple past tense form are a common 

way to describe the change-of-state events does not lead to L1 transfer effect.  

 The hypothesis that leaners might treat Chinese V1-le combinations as referring to 

result is not supported. This means that learners did not associate the perfective marker –

le with the resultative meaning. That is, even though in English V-ed can be used to 

express result, and V-ed in English is often comparable to V-le in Chinese, learners did 

not interpret V-le in Chinese as expressing result. Thus, despite the fact that V1-le can 

sometimes have the resultative meaning in Chinese, learners did not seem to know that. 

There is also no evidence where -le was interpreted as resultative only but not past tense. 

All of this suggests that learners in my study treated -le as the past tense marker, similar 
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to what earlier studies (Duff and Li 2002; Christensen, 1997; Wen, 1995, 1997) have 

found.  

 What is supported by the findings is that English speakers strongly associated the 

simple past tense form of verbs in English with change-of-state situations. In the vast 

majority of cases, learners used verbs in the simple past tense form to describe change-of-

state situations in English.  

 To summarize, Experiment 1 showed that learners did not associate Chinese 

single-root verb -le with result. But they had a tendency to associate the simple past tense 

form in English with result. 
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6.4. Productivity of Constructions 

 English Resultative Constructions are of limited productivity (Boas (2003) argues 

for less productivity than Goldberg and Jackendoff (2004)) while Chinese RVCs are 

highly productive. In Experiment 2, I wanted to see whether learners realize that RVCs 

are highly productive.  

 Results from the judgment experiment, where RVCs that shared one of the 

components (V1 or V2) served as test items, showed that while learners did not reject the 

idea that more than one RVC can describe the same change-of-state situation, they did 

not exhibit the same level of acceptance as native speakers did. I conclude that there is L1 

influence which affects learners’ understanding of the highly productive nature of 

Chinese RVCs. The L1 influence is expressed more profoundly at the intermediate 

proficiency level than at the advanced proficiency level. 
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6.5. Conclusion  

 How do results from Experiments 1 and 2 contribute to our understanding of 

learners’ interlanguage of RVCs? Results presented in this study confirmed that English-

speaking learners understand that RVCs are to be used to describe the change-of-state 

events. The outcomes of the experiment also revealed that L1 influence has an effect on 

learners’ understanding of how change-of-state situations should be expressed in 

Chinese. However, the influence is much more subtle than I originally thought. Learners 

mostly do not treat Chinese V1-le combinations as referring to result. Instead, they seem 

to interpret the combinations depending on how change of state is expressed in their L1 

with respect to event conflation. However, learners do not seem to have a transfer of 

association from English simple past tense form, which is often expressed by -ed, to 

Chinese perfective aspect marker -le in the context of expressing result. While V-ed in 

English is often used to express change of state, learners did not interpret V-le in Chinese 

as expressing result. My study also showed that while learners did not reject the idea that 

Chinese RVCs are productive, they did not show a full understanding of it. 

 In working on this study I came to the realization that it is important to pay 

attention not only to the most typical way of expressing change of state but to all 

linguistic means that are habitually used to describe change-of-state situations. With 

respect to English, we need to remember that both single-root resultatives and resultative 

constructions are commonly used in change-of-state situations. While there is an 

abundance of verbs in which two subevents are conflated, there are also verbs with 

different degrees of strength of implicature of result. With respect to Chinese, we need to 
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remember that, contrary to English, the vast majority of verbs used as V1 exhibit the 

incompleteness effect and thus the result has to be expressed in V2. However, at the same 

time, even though RVCs are the most prevalent way to describe change of state, adding 

the perfective aspect marker -le and, in some cases, using BA allows V1-le to acquire the 

resultative meaning and thus refer to two subevents. This is an aspect that learners did not 

seem to know yet: learners mostly did not interpret V-le as resultative although they were 

generally good at interpreting RVCs as resultative.  

 Lastly, to further confirm the findings from this study or investigate the same 

problem from a different angle, the following can be done in future research. A similar 

study can be conducted but aimed at situations where only a single-root verb can be used 

to describe a change-of-state situation. This will eliminate circumstances where learners 

will be influenced by the fact that in addition to a resultative verb, a non-resultative can 

also be used to describe the same situation. Another experiment can be done involving 

speech production targeting change-of-state situations. Participants would be asked to 

describe change-of-state events in which RVCs must be used in Chinese. This will clearly 

show what linguistic means learners will use to describe these events: by using multiple 

VPs with single-root verbs, by only using single-root verbs, or by RVCs, and whether 

they would use the perfective aspect -le in these situations. 
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APPENDIX A 

DESCRIPTION OF TARGET VIDEO CLIPS IN ENGLISH BY PARTICIPANTS  

IN EXPERIMENT 164  

 

Change-of-State Event; dao-man (pour-be.full) 

Native Speakers Advanced Learners Intermediate  Learners 

Sentences where the change of state was expressed 

1. She fill a full cup 

of water. 

2. She fill the glass 

with water. 

3. She poured a glass 

of water. 

1. She poured a full glass of 

water. 

2. She filled the glass with 

water. 

3. A woman fills a glass 

with water. 

4. She poured a full glass of 

water. 

5. The girl filled one glass 

with water from the other 

glass. 

1. She filled up the glass 

with water. 

2. A woman fills a glass 

with water. 

3. She filled the glass with 

water. 

Sentences where the change of state was not expressed 
1. She is pouring 

water from one glass 

to another glass. 

2. She is pouring 

water to a glass. 

3. She poured water 

into a glass. 

1. A woman pours the water 

out from one opaque cup 

into a clear glass. 

2. The girl poured some 

water from one glass to 

another. 

3. She poured water into a 

clear vase. 

1. The woman poured 

water from a blue cup to a 

glass cup. 

2. She pours water from 

the cup into the vase. 

3. She poured water from 

a plastic cup into a glass 

cup. 

4. She poured the water 

into the cup. 

5. The girl poured the 

water from one cup to 

another. 

 

 

 

                                                           
64 This appendix contains all utterances produced by participants. In each table the sentences are grouped 
according to whether they expressed appropriate type of events: change-of-state or no-change-of-state 
events.   
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No-Change-of-State Event; dao-man (pour-be.full) 

Note: this sentence contain particle BA 

Native Speakers Advanced Learners Intermediate  Learners 

Sentences where the change of state was not expressed 
1. She pours some 

water into the glass. 

2. She use the water 

of blue cup to pour 

the glass one. 

3. She poured water 

into the glass. 

4. The girl poured 

water from the blue 

cup to the glass. 

5. She poured half the 

water from the first 

glass into the second 

glass. 

6. A woman poured 

liquid from blue cup 

to a glass. 

1. She poured a cup of water 

into another cup. 

2. She poured water from 

plastic cup into a glass. 

3. She poured half a glass of 

water. 

4. She poured some water 

from the plastic cup to the 

glass. 

5. A woman pours some 

water from one glass into 

another. 

6. The girl poured liquid 

from the blue glass into the 

clear glass. 

7. She poured some water 

from the plastic cup into the 

glass. 

8. The girl poured water into 

the glass. 

9. The woman pours half a 

glass of water. 

10. The woman poured 

some water into the glass. 

1. The woman poured half 

a glass of water. 

2. She poured half a glass 

of water. 

3. The girl pours a glass of 

water. 

4. She poured some water 

out of blue cup to a clear 

glass. 

5. The woman poured half 

the water into the glass. 

6. The woman poured 

water from one glass into 

another until the second 

glass was half full. 

7. She poured a glass half-

full with water. 

8. Girl pours some water 

in the other glass. 

9. She has poured a partial 

glass of water. 

10. A woman pours water 

from a blue glass into a 

clear glass. 

Sentences where the change of state was expressed 
1. She pour water full.    none none 

 

Change-of-State Event; zhao-dao (look.for-arrive) 

Native Speakers Advanced Learners Intermediate  Learners 

Sentences where the change of state was expressed 

1. She was looking for 

something, and then 

found it in the trash 

can. 

2. She was find that 

stuff. 

1. She found a panda. 

2. She was looking for a toy 

panda, and found it. 

3. She was looking for a 

stuffed panda and found it. 

4. She found the stuffed 

panda. 

1. She was looking for a 

bear and then she found it. 

2. The girl found her bear. 

3. The girl finds her 

panda. 

4. She found the stuff 

animal. 
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3. She has looked a 

bear. 

4. The woman was 

looking for her stuffed 

animal and was happy 

when she found it. 

5. The girl was 

looking for a panda 

toy and she found it in 

the bucket. 

6. A woman found a 

panda toy in a 

trashcan that was 

knocked down. 

5. A woman looks for and 

locates a stuffed panda. 

6. The girl found the toy 

panda that she was looking 

for on the floor. 

7. She found the stuffed 

animal. 

8. The girl found her stuffed 

animal. 

9. She looked for a toy until 

she finally found it. 

10. The woman found what 

she was looking for. 

5. A woman looks for her 

panda, and eventually 

discovers it in a pot. 

6. A woman looked for 

and found a stuffed bear. 

7. She found the panda. 

8. Girl looks for stuffed 

animal, eventually finds 

it. 

9. She was looking for a 

stuffed animal, and found 

it. 

10. A girl looks around 

the room for a stuffed 

panda, finds it, picks it up, 

and gives the thumbs up 

sign. 

Sentences where the change of state was not expressed 
none none none 

 

No-Change-of-State Event; zhao-dao (look.for-arrive) 

Native Speakers Advanced Learners Intermediate  Learners 

Sentences where the change of state was not expressed 
1. She could not find 

what she is looking 

for. 

2. She is looking for 

something. 

3. She is looking for 

something but cannot 

find it. 

4. She is looking for 

something but could 

not find it. 

5. She can’t find what 

she is looking for. 

6. She's looking for a 

missing item. 

1. She can't find something. 

2. A woman looks for 

something under a chair and 

under a table, then indicates 

she wasn't able to find what 

she was looking for. 

3. She looked for something 

but didn't find it. 

4. A woman can't find what 

she's looking for. 

5. The girl looked for the 

trash can but didn't find it. 

6. She looked for 

something. 

7. The girl cannot find what 

she's looking for. 

8. She cannot find 

something. 

1. The woman looked 

underneath the table as 

she searched for 

something. 

2. She can't find what she 

is looking for. 

3. A woman looks for 

something. 

4. She looked but couldn't 

find what she was looking 

for. 

5. A girl looked for 

something but did not find 

it. 

6. She is looking for 

something. 

7. She couldn't find 

something. 
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8. She can't find what she 

was looking for. 

9. The lady is trying to 

find something. 

10. The girl is looking for 

something. 

Sentences where the change of state was expressed 

none none none  

 

Change-of-State Event; guan-diao (close-fall) 

Note: this sentence contains particle BA 

Native Speakers Advanced Learners Intermediate  Learners 

Sentences where the change of state was expressed 

1. She turns the light 

off. 

2. She turn off the 

light. 

3. She close the light. 

4. The woman turned 

off the light in the 

room. 

5. The girl switched 

off the light. 

6. A woman turned 

off the light. 

1. She turned off the lights. 

2. She turned off the light. 

3. She turned off the light. 

4. She turned off the light. 

5. A woman turns off a 

lamp. 

6. The girl turned off the 

light. 

7. She turned off the light. 

8. She pulled the switch to 

turn off the light. 

9. The woman turned off the 

light. 

1. The woman turned off 

the light. 

2. She turned off the light. 

3. She turns the lights off. 

4. A woman turns off the 

light. 

5. A woman turned off a 

light by pulling a string. 

6. She turned off the light. 

7. Girl turns off the light. 

8. The woman has turned 

off the light.  

9. A girl reaches up and 

turns off the light. 

Sentences where the change of state was not expressed 
none none 1. She pulls the light 

switch. 

 

No-Change-of-State Event; guan-diao (close-fall) 

Note: this sentence contains particle BA 

Native Speakers Advanced Learners Intermediate  Learners 

Sentences where the change of state was not expressed 
1. She tried to turn off 

the light, but not able 

to. 

2. She is making the 

fan running faster. 

1. She tried to turn the light 

off. 

2. A woman reaches up to a 

lamp and pulls a string, and 

the lamp stays on. 

1. She pulled the light's 

switch. 

2. The woman pulled the 

chain to make the fan spin 

faster. 
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3. The girl is trying to 

turn off the light. 

4. She touched a light. 

5. The girl tried to 

adjust the light. 

 

3. The woman reached up 

and fiddled with the fan. 

4. A woman increases the 

ceiling fan speed. 

5. The girl tried to turn of 

the light, but it didn't turn 

off. 

6. She fiddled with the light 

switch. 

7. The girl turned on the fan. 

8. She tried to turn off the 

light. 

3. She attempted to turn 

on the light. 

4. A woman makes her 

ceiling fan go faster. 

5. She pulls the cord 

turning the fan up to a 

higher speed. 

6. The girl tried to turn off 

the lamp. 

7. She reached to turn the 

light off but it didn't go 

off. 

8. She pulled something to 

try to turn on the light.  

Sentences where the change of state was expressed 
1. She turn off the 

light. 

none none 

 

Change-of-State Event; jian-kai (cut.with.scissors-open) 

Note: this sentence contains particle BA 

Native Speakers Advanced Learners Intermediate  Learners 

Sentences where the change of state was expressed 

1. She is cutting paper 

to two piece. 

2. She cut the paper 

into two pieces. 

3. A girl cut a piece of 

paper in half. 

4. Lady cut paper to 

two pieces. 

5. She cut the paper in 

half. 

1. She cut the paper in half. 

2. The woman cut the paper 

in two. 

3. A woman cuts a piece of 

paper in half. 

4. The girl cut the paper into 

two pieces. 

5. She cut the paper in 

twain. 

6. A girl used a pair of 

scissors to cut a piece of 

paper in half. 

7. She cut the paper into 

two. 

1. The woman cut the 

paper in half and then held 

them up. 

2. She cut the paper in 

half. 

3. A woman cut a piece of 

paper in half. 

4. She cut the paper in 

half. 

5. The women cut the 

paper into two pieces. 

6. She cut the paper into 

to pieces. 

7. The lady cut the paper 

into two pieces. 

8. The western looking 

girl took the sheet of 

paper from the table, cut it 

in two equal size pieces 

and held them up before 
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returning them to the 

table. 

9. The girl cut the paper in 

half. 

Sentences where the change of state was not expressed 
1. She is cutting a 

paper. 

1. A woman cut a piece of 

paper. 

1. A woman cuts a piece 

of paper. 

2. She tidied and sorted 

her papers. 

No-Change-of-State Event; jian-kai (cut.with.scissors-open) 

Note: this sentence contain particle BA 

Native Speakers Advanced Learners Intermediate  Learners 

Sentences where the change of state was not expressed 
1. The girl cuts a 

piece of paper. 

2. She is cutting a 

paper. 

3. She open up the 

piece of paper. 

4. The girl cut the 

paper halfway. 

5. The gild cut the 

paper half open. 

6. The woman cut the 

paper but not in half. 

1. She cut the paper. 

2. She cut a slit in a sheet of 

paper. 

3. She cut the paper half-

way through. 

4. She cut a paper halfway 

up the width. 

5. A woman cuts a piece of 

paper. 

6. The girl cut the paper. 

7. The girl cut the paper. 

8. She cuts the paper, but not 

completely through. 

9. The woman made a large 

cut into the paper with the 

scissors. 

The woman made a cut in 

the paper. 

A girl made a cut in a 

piece of paper. 

1. The girl cuts the paper. 

2. She picked up a white 

sheet of paper and cut it to 

the middle but not in half. 

3. The woman cut the 

paper. 

4. The woman made a slit 

in a piece of paper with a 

scissors. 

5. She cut a slit in the 

paper. 

6. Girl cuts the paper not 

entirely in half. 

7. She has partially cut the 

piece of paper in two. 

8. The girl cuts the paper 

halfway with scissors. 

Sentences where the change of state was expressed 

none  1. She cut the paper in two. none  

 

Change-of-State Event; da-ku (hit-cry) 

Note: this sentence contains particle BA 

Native Speakers Advanced Learners Intermediate  Learners 
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Sentences where the change of state was expressed 

1. The girl on the left 

hit the girl on the 

right, then she starts 

crying. 

2. A girl who is in 

black hair slap the 

another girl's arm and 

she cry. 

3. She hit her and then 

she cried. 

4. The Asian girl 

slapped the white girl 

on the arm and the 

white girl started to 

cry. 

5. The first woman 

struck the second and 

the second cried. 

6. One girl slapped the 

other girl on the 

shoulder and made her 

cry. 

 

1. The long haired girl hit 

her classmate and her 

classmate cried. 

2. The girl slapped the other 

girl and made her cry. 

3. The long haired girl 

slapped the other one and 

the other one cried. 

4. One girl hit a second girl 

and the second girl cried. 

5. A woman hits another 

woman and she starts to cry. 

6. After the girl on the left 

hit the girl on the right, the 

girl on the right began to 

cry. 

7. The woman on the left hit 

the woman on the right and 

made her cry. 

8. A girl hit another girl and 

that girl started crying. 

9. The girl on the left hit her 

classmate causing her to cry. 

 

1. One woman hits 

another woman and 

makes her cry. 

2. The long haired girl hit 

her classmate and made 

her cry. 

3. One girl hit the other 

and made her cry. 

4. The girl in long hair 

swing her palm at another 

girl and made her cry. 

5. One woman was 

slapped and began to cry. 

6. One girl hit the other 

and then she cried. 

7. Girl hit other girl, girl 

started crying. 

8. Person A made person 

B cry by hitting her. 

9. The girl hits the other 

girl, making her cry. 

10. A girl was lightly 

slapped and pretended to 

cry. 

Sentences where the change of state was not expressed 
1. The longhaired girl 

hit the other girl. 

1. A girl lightly hits the arm 

of her classmate. 

none  

 

No-Change-of-State Event; da-ku (hit-cry) 

Note: this sentence contains particle BA 

Native Speakers Advanced Learners Intermediate  Learners 

Sentences where the change of state was not expressed 
1. The Asian woman 

says, "Hi!" to her 

friend.   

2. The girl with 

glasses tried to slap 

the other girl's 

shoulder. 

3. The Asian girl hit 

the tall girl, and the 

1. She was upset when her 

friend hit her. 

2. One girl intentionally 

brushed her hand across 

another girl's shoulder. 

3. One woman swung her 

hand at another woman. 

4. One girl lightly hits the 

other girl. 

1. The girl on the left 

lightly smacked the girl to 

the right on her shoulder. 

2. The woman on the right 

looked at the woman on 

the left after the woman 

on the left hit her. 

3. One woman slaps 

another woman. 
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tall girl looked back 

to her. 

4. Female A hit 

female B with her 

hand. 

5. She hit the other 

female. 

6. The girl hit the 

other girl. 

5. Girl 1 hit girl 2, but girl 2 

chose to ignore it. 

6. The long-haired girl 

struck her fellow student. 

7. The long-haired girl hit 

her classmate. 

8. The girl with the long hair 

hit her classmate. 

4. She hit her and made 

her angry. 

5. The girl on the left hit 

the girl on the right. 

6. She playfully tapped 

the girl's arm. 

7. A woman slapped 

another woman's arm. 

8. She struck the lady. 

9. The Chinese girl 

slapped her western 

looking friend on her right 

upper arm. 

9. The black haired girl 

hit the blonde hair girl. 

Sentences where the change of state was expressed 

none  none none 

 

Change-of-State Event; zou-lei (walk-be.tired) 

Native Speakers Advanced Learners Intermediate  Learners 

Sentences where the change of state was expressed 

1. Woman is tired of 

walking and finding 

place to rest. 

2. She is tired from 

walking. 

3. She got tired 

walking and sat down. 

1. The woman walked to 

exhaustion. 

2. Walking tires the girl out. 

3. She is tired from walking. 

1. She walked to the rock 

and was worn out.65 

Sentences where the change of state was not expressed 
1. Seems she needs to 

do sth or go 

someplace but she 

doesn't want to do or 

go. 

2. She does not feel 

well. 

3. Tired lady walked 

to bench and sit down. 

 

1. She was tired so she sat 

down on a rock. 

2. The woman walked for a 

short distance then stopped 

and leaned on a rock. 

3. A woman, looking tired, 

sat down on a rock outside 

after walking some distance. 

4. A women walks to a stone 

to rest. 

1. The woman trudged 

over to the rock and 

leaned on it to rest. 

2. She tiredly walked over 

to the rock and sat down 

in it. 

3. The tired woman 

walked. 

4. She is very hot and 

tired so she sits on a rock. 

5. A girl walks around. 

                                                           
65 This sentence may mean the causal relation between the two events or it may not. 
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The girl unhappily walked 

to a rock and sat down. 

6. Walked over to the 

rock to sit down. 

7. She slumped towards 

the building. 

8. After walking for a 

little, she leaned on big 

rock to rest. 

9. Lady walked. 

10. The girl walked from 

where the bikes were in 

the sun in front of the 

school over to the rock 

where she rested in the 

shade. 

 

No-Change-of-State Event; zou-lei (walk-be.tired) 

Native Speakers Advanced Learners Intermediate  Learners 

Sentences where the change of state was not expressed 
1. The girl walked 

and then stopped. 

2. She is walking. 

3. The girl walked in 

front of the building. 

4. The girl walked to 

the shade and 

stopped. 

5. She walked 

towards the building, 

stopped, and turned 

around. 

 

1. She walked. 

2. She walked over there, 

turned and stood facing us. 

3. She walked a ways, 

stopped and turned around. 

4. She walked to the shade. 

5. A woman walks across a 

courtyard. 

6. The girl walked to the end 

of the path, stopped, and 

turned around. 

7. She walked across the 

courtyard. 

8. The girl walked to the 

building. 

9. The woman walks 10 

meters and then stops. 

10. The woman walked 

(across the building quad). 

1. The woman is walking 

and then she stops. 

2. A girl walked 20 feet. 

3. The girl walks across 

the courtyard and stops. 

4. She walked to shade 

and then turn around. 

5. A girl walked across a 

corridor outside then 

stopped and turned 

around. 

6. She walked to the other 

side of the courtyard. 

7. Girl walks and then 

stops. 

8. She has walked across 

the courtyard. 

9. The girl walks away, 

stops, turns around, and 

stands still. 

Sentences where the change of state was expressed 
1. She is tired of 

walking.    

none none 
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Change-of-State Event; wen-chulai (ask-come.out) 

Native Speakers Advanced Learners Intermediate  Learners 

Sentences where the change of state was expressed 

none    1. She asked her friend a 

question, and her friend 

replied. 

2. A woman says something 

to another woman, and the 

other woman answers, after 

which the first woman 

seems to understand 

something. 

3. One woman asked what 

day it was and the other 

answered "Thursday". 

4. A woman asks another 

woman what day it is today, 

and the other woman replies 

it is Thursday. 

5. Girl 1 asked girl 2 what 

day of the week it is and girl 

2 responded Thursday. 

6. The white girl asked the 

Asian girl what day it is in 

Chinese; the Asian girl 

responded "today is 

Thursday". 

1. The woman asked the 

long haired woman what 

day it was. 

2. One woman answers 

the other's question.  

3. She asked her a 

question and then she 

answered. 

4. One girl talked to 

another and they both 

seemed to be in 

agreement about it.  

 

Sentences where the change of state was not expressed 
1. One woman ask the 

other about the date of 

week. 

2. She asked her: 

what's the day of the 

week? Answer: today 

is Thursday. 

3. A girl asked 

another girl "what day 

is today?" 

4. She asked another 

female what day it 

was today. 

5. One asked what 

day is today. 

1. She asked a question. 

2. She asked her friend a 

question. 

1. A woman asks another 

woman a question. 

2. A woman asked 

another woman a 

question. 

3. The girl asked the other 

girl what day it was. 

4. The girls discussed 

something. 

5. She asked another 

person what the day was. 

6. The lady asked what 

day it was. 

7. The blonde asked the 

black hair what day it is. 
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6. A girl inquired 

another girl what day 

of the week it was. 

 

No-Change-of-State Event; wen-chulai (ask-come.out) 

Native Speakers Advanced Learners Intermediate  Learners 

Sentences where the change of state was not expressed 
1. The girl on the right 

asks the girl on the 

left a question, and 

she doesn't know the 

answer. 

2. She's asking 

something. 

3. The girl at right 

side didn’t get the 

answer of her 

question. 

4. The woman asked 

the other woman a 

question but the other 

woman did not know 

either. 

5. The white girl 

asked the Asian girl 

what day today was 

and the Asian girl said 

she didn't know. 

6. One girl asked 

another girl what day 

it was but she didn't 

know. 

1. She asked her friend a 

question. 

2. One girl asks another a 

question but she doesn't 

know the answer. 

3. One woman asks the 

other what day it is but the 

other doesn't know either. 

4. They don't know what 

day of the week it is. 

5. A woman doesn't know 

the answer to a question 

from another woman. 

6. The girl on the right asks 

the girl on the left what day 

of the week it is, but the girl 

on the left also did not 

know. 

7. The woman on the right 

doesn't know the answer to 

the other woman's question. 

8. One girl asked a question 

to the other girl. 

9. The woman asked a 

question and the person did 

not know. 

10. The woman on the right 

asked the woman on the left 

what day of the week it was. 

1. The woman asks the 

other woman a question, 

but neither know the 

answer. 

2. The woman asked her 

friend a question. 

3. The girl does not know 

the answer. 

4. The lady with long hair 

responded she doesn't 

know it either. 

5. A woman inquires 

about the day of the week, 

and her friend does not 

know the answer. 

6. One woman asked 

another woman what day 

of the week it is and the 

other woman did not 

know. 

7. One girl asked what 

day of the week it is and 

the other doesn't know. 

8. Girl asks a question to 

another girl, but girl 

doesn't know the answer. 

9. A woman says 

something to another 

woman who does not 

understand her. 

Sentences where the change of state was expressed 

none  none  none  
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APPENDIX B 

DESCRIPTION OF THE TARGET VIDEO CLIPS SHOWING CHANGE-OF-STATE 

AND NO-CHANGE-OF-STATE EVENTS IN EXPERIMENT 1 

________________________________________________________________________ 

RVC   Description of the video clips 

________________________________________________________________________ 

dao-man   CHANGE-OF-STATE EVENT   

(pour-be.full)  An actor pours water from a dark blue container into a glass so it is  

                                    visible that the glass becomes full. 

   NO-CHANGE-OF-STATE EVENT 

   An actor pours water from a dark blue container into a glass so it is  

                                    visible that the glass is about half full.  

 

zhao-dao  CHANGE-OF-STATE EVENT 

(look.for-arrive) An actor walks around as if looking for something. She looks  

                                    under a desk, behind a curtain. Then she looks inside a large blue  

                                    bucket that is turned on its side facing the camera. There is a  

                                    stuffed animal in that bucket. The actor picks up that stuffed  

                                    animal smiling and looking happy. 

   NO-CHANGE-OF-STATE EVENT 

   An actor walks around as if looking for something. She looks  

                                    under a desk, behind a curtain. Then finally she looks inside a large  

                                    blue bucket that is turned on its side facing the camera. There is  

                                    nothing in that bucket.  

   The actor stands up and shrugged her shoulders looking  

                                    dissatisfied.    

guan-diao  CHANGE-OF-STATE EVENT  

(close-fall)  An actor is standing in a somewhat dark room. Then she pulls on a  

                                    string of a ceiling lamp so that the light turns on.  

   NO-CHANGE-OF-STATE EVENT 

   An actor is standing in a somewhat dark room. Then she pulls on a  

                                    string of a ceiling lamp, but the light does not come on. 

jian-kai  CHANGE-OF-STATE EVENT 

(cut.with.scissors An actor cut a sheet of paper with scissors into two, picked up both  

-open)   pieces to show that they were detached. 

   NO-CHANGE-OF-STATE EVENT 

   An actor made a cut in a sheet of paper with scissors, picked it up  

                                    and showed the sheet so it could be seen that it was cut to about  

                                    halfway. 
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da-ku   CHANGE-OF-STATE EVENT 

(hit-cry)  Actor ‘A’ slapped actor ‘B’ on her shoulder once and as a result,  

                                    actor ‘B’ started crying. 

   NO-CHANGE-OF-STATE EVENT 

   Actor ‘A’ slapped actor ‘B’ on her shoulder once and actor ‘B’   

                                    looked at actor ‘A’ as if annoyed. 

 

zou-lei              CHANGE-OF-STATE EVENT 

(walk-be.tired)  An actor walked some short distance briskly, then kept on walking  

                                    looking as if she got tired, and then finally stopped and sighed. 

   NO-CHANGE-OF-STATE EVENT 

   An actor walked some distance briskly and then stopped looking  

                                    cheerful. 

wen-chulai  CHANGE-OF-STATE EVENT  

(ask-come.out) Actor ‘A’ asks Actor ‘B’ a question. Actor ‘A’ listens to actor ‘B’  

                                    and then nods with a satisfied look. 

   NO-CHANGE-OF-STATE EVENT 

   Actor ‘A’ asks Actor ‘B’ a question. Actor ‘A’ listens to actor ‘B’  

                                    who shrugs her shoulders looking as if she does not know the  

                                    answer. Actor ‘A’ looks dissatisfied.  
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APPENDIX C 

SCORES PRODUCED BY PARTICIOANTS FOR EACH RVC IN EXPERIMENT 1 

RVC: dao-man (pour-be.full) 

 

# 

Native Speakers   Advanced Learners Intermediate Learners 

Change No Change Change No Change Change No Change 
V1V2-le V1-le V1V2-le V1-le V1V2-le V1-le V1V2-le V1-le V1V

2-le 
V1-

le 
V1V

2-le 
V1-

le 
1 2 1 -2 -1 2 -1 0 2 2 2 -2 1 

2 1 1 2 2 0 1 -2 0 2 2 1 1 

3 2 2 1 1 2 2 -2 1 2 2 -2 2 

4 2 2 -2 1 2 1 -1 1 1 2 -1 2 

5 2 2 -1 2 2 2 -2 2 0 2 -2 2 

6 2 2 -2 2 2 -2 -2 2 2 2 -2 2 

7 2 1 -2 2 0 2 1 0 1 1 -2 2 

8 2 2 -2 1 2 1 -2 1 1 1 -1 -1 

9 -2 1 -2 2 2 2 -1 2 2 2 -2 2 

10 1 1 -2 2 2 2 -2 -1 2 1 0 2 

11 2 2 -2 -1 1 -1 -2 0 2 2 -2 2 

12 -1 2 -2 2 1 1 -2 -2 2 2   

13 2 2           

14 2 2           

   

RVC: zhao-dao (look.for-arrive) 

 

# 

Native Speakers Advanced Learners Intermediate Learners 

Change No Change Change No Change Change No Change 
V1V2-le V1-le V1V2-le V1-le V1V2-le V1-le V1V2-le V1-le V1V

2-le 
V1-

le 
V1V

2-le 
V1-

le 
1 2 2 -2 2 1 -1 -2 -2 2 1 -2 2 

2 2 2 -2 2 2 -1 -2 2 2 -1 -2 2 

3 2 -2 -2 -2 2 2 -2 2 2 2 -2 2 

4 2 1 -2 2 2 0 -2 2 1 1 -2 2 

5 2 -1 -2 -2 2 -2 -2 2 2 2 -2 2 

6 2 -2 -2 -1 2 -2 -2 2 2 -2 -2 -2 

7 2 -2 -2 2 2 -1 -2 2 2 2 -2 2 

8 2 -1 -2 -2 2 -2 -2 -2 2 2 -2 -2 

9 2 2 -2 -2 2 -2 -2 -2 2 -1 -2 2 

10 -2 -2 -2 -2 2 2 -2 -2 -2 1 -2 -2 

11 2 2 -2 2 2 0 -2 2 2 -2 -2 2 

12 2 -2 -2 -1 2 2 -2 -2   -2 2 

13   -2 2         

14   -2 2         
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RVC 1: guan-diao (close-fall) 

 

# 

Native Speakers Advanced Learners Intermediate Learners 

Change No Change Change No Change Change No Change 
V1V2-le V1-le V1V2-le V1-le V1V2-le V1-le V1V2-le V1-le V1V

2-le 
V1-
le 

V1V

2-le 
V1-
le 

1 2 2 -2 -2 2 2 -2 -2 2 1 -2 -2 

2 2 2 -2 -2 2 0 -2 -2 2 1 -2 -2 

3 2 2 -2 -2 2 2 -2 -2 -2 2 -2  

4 2 2 -2 -2 1 1 -2 -2 2 -2 -2 -2 

5 2 -1 2 2 2 -2 -2 -2 0 2 -1 2 

6 2 2 -2 -2 2 2 -2 -2 2 2 -1 -1 

7 2 2 -2 -2 -1 2 -2 -2 2 2 1 1 

8 2 2 -2 -2 2 1 1 2 2 2 -1 1 

9 2 1 -2 -2 2 2 -2 -2 2 1 -2 2 

10 2 2 -2 -2 1 2 -1 -1 -1 1 -2 -1 

11 1 2 -2 -2 1 2 0 -2 -1 2 -2 -2 

12 2 2 -2 -2 2 1 -2 -2   -2 1 

13   -2 -2         

14   -2 -2         

 

RVC: jian-kai (cut.with.scissors-open) 

 

# 

Native Speakers Advanced Learners Intermediate Learners 

Change No Change Change No Change Change No Change 
V1V2-le V1-le V1V2-le V1-le V1V2-le V1-le V1V2-le V1-le V1V

2-le 
V1-

le 
V1V

2-le 
V1-

le 
1 2 2 2 2 2 -1 -2 2 1 2 1 1 

2 2 2 -2 2 1 1 0 2 -1 1 2 1 

3 2 -1 2 -2 -2 2 -2 2 -1 2 2 0 

4 2 2 1 2 2 2 -1 1 1 2 1 2 

5 2 -2 1 1 -1 2 -2 1 -2 2 2 2 

6 1 2 1 -1 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 1 

7 2 1 1 2 1 1 1 1 0 1 2 2 

8 2 -1 2 2 1 2 -2 2 -1 1 1 -1 

9 2 -2 1 2 2 2 1 2 1 2 2 -1 

10 -1 -1 2 2 -1 2 2 1 -1 2 0 -1 

11 2 2 -1 2 -1 1 1 2 -2 2 2 2 

12 2 1 2 2 -2 -2 2 -1 0 2   

13 2 2           

14 2 -1           

 

RVC: da-ku (hit-cry) 

 

# 

Native Speakers Advanced Learners Intermediate Learners 

Change No Change Change No Change Change No Change 
V1V2-le V1-le V1V2-le V1-le V1V2-le V1-le V1V2-le V1-le V1V

2-le 
V1-

le 
V1V

2-le 
V1-

le 
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1 2 2 0 -2 0 0 -2 2 1 1 -2 1 

2 2 -1 -2 -2 2 -2 -2 1 2 2 -2 2 

3 2 -2 -2 -2 2 1 -2 -2 2 -1 -1 2 

4 2 1 1 -1 0 1 -2 2 2 1 1 2 

5 2 -2 -2 -2 2 -1 -2 2 2 -1 -2 2 

6 1 1 -2 1 2 2 -2 2 2 1 -1 1 

7 1 -1 -2 1 -1 2 -2 2 2 2 -2 1 

8 2 2 -2 -2 2  -2 1 2 -1 -2 2 

9 2 2 -2 -2 -2 1 -2 2 1 2 1 2 

10 2 1 -2 -2 2 1 -2 -1 1 1 -1 1 

11 1 -2 -2 2 -1 -1 -2 2 2 1 -2 2 

12 2 1 -2 -2 2 -1 -2 -2   -1 2 

13   -2 1         

14   -2 -1         

  

RVC: zou-lei (walk-be.tired) 

 

# 

Native Speakers Advanced Learners Intermediate Learners 

Change No Change Change No Change Change No Change 
V1V2-le V1-le V1V2-le V1-le V1V2-le V1-le V1V2-le V1-le V1V

2-le 
V1-
le 

V1V

2-le 
V1-
le 

1 2 -2 -1 -1 1 -2 0 2 1 2 -1 2 

2 0 -2 -2 -1 1 1 -2 -2 -1 2 -2 2 

3 2 -2 2 -2 1 2 -1 1 2 2 -2 -1 

4 1 -1 -2 2 2 -2 -1 1 2 2 -2 2 

5 2 -2 0 1 1 2 -1 2 0 2 -1 2 

6 1 -1 -1 -2 2 -2 -2 2 0 2 -1 -1 

7 2 -1 -2 2 2 2 -1 1 -1 2 0 2 

8 2 -2 0 -2 2 2 -2 -2 1 1 -1 1 

9 1 -2 -2 2 2 -2 1 -2 -1 2 -2 1 

10 1 -2 -2 2 1 -2 -2 1 1 1 0 1 

11 2 1 -2 2 -1 2 -2 -2 2 1 0 -2 

12 1 -2 -2 2 -2 -2 -1 2 2 2   

13 -1 1           

14 1 2           

 

RVC: wen-chulai (ask-come.out) 

 

# 

Native Speakers Advanced Learners Intermediate Learners 

Change No Change Change No Change Change No Change 
V1V2-le V1-le V1V2-le V1-le V1V2-le V1-le V1V2-le V1-le V1V

2-le 
V1-

le 
V1V

2-le 
V1-

le 
1 1 1 -2 2 -2 2 -2 2 2 -1 -1 1 

2 -2 2 0 2 1 2 2 0 0 1 1 2 

3 -2 2 -2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 0 2 

4 1 2 -2 2 2 2 0 1 1 2 -2 2 

5 2 -2 -2 2 2 2 -2 -1 0 2 0 2 

6 -1 1 -2 1 -1 2 -2 2 2 2 -2 -2 
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7 2 1 1 2 0 2 -1 1 1 1 2 2 

8 2 0 -2 2 2 2 -1 1 -1 1 1 -1 

9 -2 2 -2 2 2 2 1 2 1 1 0 0 

10 -2 2 -2 1 1 2 1 2 1 2 -1 1 

11 2 2 -2 2 2 2 -1 2 -2 2 1 2 

12 1 2 -2 2 -2 2 -2 2 2 2   

13 2 2           

14 2 2           
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APPENDIX D 

FIGURES USED IN EXPERIMENT 1 WITH THREE PROFICIENCY LEVELS 
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Means of RVC-le vs. V1-le for 

guan-diao (close-fall):
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Means of RVC-le vs. V1-le for 

guan-diao (close-fall):
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Figure 5.7

Means of RVC-le vs. V1-le for 

jian-kai (cut.with.scissors-open):
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Means of RVC-le vs. V1-le for 

jian-kai (cut.with.scissors-open):
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Means of RVC-le vs. V1-le for 

da-ku (hit-cry):
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Figure 5.11

Means of RVC-le vs. V1-le for 

zou-lei (walk-be.tired):
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Figure 5.13

Means of RVC-le vs. V1-le for 

wen-chulai (ask-come.out):
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Figure 5.14

Means of RVC-le vs. V1-le for 

wen-chulai (ask-come.out):

No-Change-of-State Event

RVC-le

V1-le
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APPENDIX E 

DESCRIPTION OF THE TARGET VIDEO CLIPS SHOWING CHANGE-OF-STATE 

EVENTS IN EXPERIMENT 2 

________________________________________________________________________ 

RVCs                 Description of the video clips 

________________________________________________________________________ 

zhe-duan (snap-break)    An actor breaks a stick into two with her  

nong-duan (handle-break)   hands by snapping it.   

qiao-sui (knock-break.to.pieces)  An actor breaks a clay pot with a hammer.  

da-sui (hit-break)   

jian-cheng (cut.with.scissors-accomplish) An actor cuts a piece of rope with scissors  

jian-duan (cut.with.scissors-break)                into two.  
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APPENDIX F 

SCORES PRODUCED BY PARTICIPANTS FOR EACH RVC IN EXPERIMENT 2 

 

# 

Native Speakers Advanced Learners Intermediate Learners 

Clip1 Clip2 Clip3 Clip1 Clip2 Clip3 Clip1 Clip2 Clip3 
R

V

C 

1 

RVC 

2 
RVC 

1 
RVC

2 

RVC 

1 
RVC 

2 
RVC 

1 
RVC 

2 
RVC 

1 
RVC 

2 
RVC 

1 
RVC 

2 
RVC 

1 
RVC 

2 
RVC 

1 
RVC 

2 
RVC 

1 
RVC 

2 

1 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 -2 2 2 2 1 2 -1 2 2 2 2 

2 2 1 2 1 2 2 2 2 2 2 0 1 2 -1 -1 1 -1 0 

3 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 -1 2 2 2 1 

4 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 1 2 1 2 2 2 1 

5 2 1 2 2 2 2 2 1 2 -1 2 1 2 -1 2 2 2 -2 

6 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2  2 2 2 2 1 1 2 1 1 

7 2 1 2 2 2 1 2 2 2 2 2 2 1 1 2 0 0 -1 

8 2 2 -1 2 2 2 2 -2 2 2 2 2 2 -2 2 2 2 2 

9 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 -2 2 2 2 2 2 -1 2 2 2 2 

10 2 1 1 -1 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 -1 2 -1 2 -1 

11 2 2 -1 2 2 2 2 -2 2 2 2 1 2 1 2 2 2 -1 

12 2 -1 2 2 2 2 2 1 2 2 2 -1 2 1 2 2 2 1 

13 2 2 2 -1 2 2 2 1 2 2 -1 2 -2 1 2 1 2 0 

14 2 1 1 1 2 2 2 0 2 2 2 1 1 1 1 2 1 1 

15 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 1 2 1 2 -2 2 2 2 -2 2 -2 

16 2 2 1 2 2 2 2 2 1 2 2 0 2 -2 1 2 2 2 

17 2 2 1 1 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 1 2 -2 

18 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 -1 1 2 1 

19 2 1 2 2 2 2 2 2 1 1 2 2 2 1 2 2 2 -2 

20 2 1 2 2 2 2 2 -1 2 2 2 1 2 1 2 -1 -1 1 

21 2 1 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 

22 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 1 2 2 2 1 0 1 2 2 0 -2 

23 2 2 2 2 -1 -1 2 2 0 2 2 1 2 -1 2 2 2 1 

24 2 2 2 1 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 1       
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25 2 2 1 2 2 2             

26 2 2 2 2 2 2             

27 2 1 2 2 2 2             

28 2 2 2 2 2 2             
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